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The Eighty
held at the Hyat

1975.

ASSOCIATION OF RESEARCH LIBRARIES

Minutes of the 86th Meeting

Richard De Genna presiding

h Meeting of the Association of Research Libraries was
g ncy Houston Hotel in Houston, Texas on May 8 and 9,

President Richard De Genharo opened the meeting by welcoming and intr

ducing new and alternate representatives attending their first ARL me ting

and guests of the Association.

v-

Mr. De Gennaro then discussed the theme of the program: "National Per-

spective s for ARL Librar es"
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SCHOLARLY COMMUNICATION: NEW EFFORTS
TO UNDERSTAND A COMPLEX PROCESS

Introduction

MR. DE GENNARO: The theme of the program is "National Perspectives for AR1
Libraries." This morning's program will he devoted to the broad problems of
the relationship between scholars, publishers, indexing and abstractino
services, research librarians, and to the changing environment in which these
groups will operate in the coming years. I will now turn to Warren Haas, who

will be the moderator for this morning session.

MR. HAA The subject of this morning's presentation is scholarly communi-
cation -- a process involving scholars, publishers, abstracting and indexing

services, and research libraries. The process is affected by technology,
economics, fashion and fads, and, hopefully, by the goals and objectives of
scholarship and research.

Our speakers will describe both on-going and proposed studies that are
intended to improve our understanding of this complex subject and to suggest
ways to make the system work better than it now does. But before turning the

program over to them and later on to you for your questions and comments, I

want to follow the instructions given me and consider briefly the pertinence
of the subject and the kinds of influence and leadership research libraries
might exert during this period of what promises to be dramatic change in the
technological methods and organizational strategies employed in the scholarly
communication process.

Th_ subject of information distribution and scholarly communication is
receiving a great deal of attention. For example, the Office of Science

Information Service of NSF has dedicated a significant portion of its limited
research support funds to an Economics of Information program designed to
generate data "on the costs, benefits, supply and demand relationships, and

ways of achieving economic viability of scientific information services.

In another comtext, the subject of scholarly communication is implicitly
woven in10 the discussions related to the revision of the copyright act.
Foundations and endowments which fund research but not publication of the
results, acknowledge the subject as a problem area, university presses con-
duct internal studies to explain declining sales, learned societies are
beginning to express concern about the future of scholarly publishing, and

individual scholars lament their inability to buy for their personal libraries

the most important new books in their field.

6
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The reasons unde lying these concerns are in large part obvious:

1. Both the prospect of profit and the present high cost of pro-

ducing and distributing books and journals have affected all segments of the

information chain. The structure of the publishing wor!d has been altered,

publishing objectives have in some cases been recast, and the acquisitions

programs of libraries have often been distorted. As a result, every com-

ponent of the system has begun to search for technical and organizational

innovations designed to overcome present difficulties.

2. The scholarly communication process is becoming increasingly com-

plex. The simple author-publisher-bookseller-reader relationship of the

past has been transformed by the growth of specialty journals, abstracting

and indexing publications, computer-based search services, cooperative

acquisitions and remote storage facilities superimposed on local library

operations, and access and delivery systems that span states, the nation and

even the Atlantic. This transformation has generated new cost, new

expectations, and new frustrations.

3 It is perhaps this complexity coupled with high costs th-

apparen ly forcing a small number of leading scholars in certain subject

fields to establish alternative closed systems for communication of their

most advanced work to a very limited number of favored colleagues working

with them on research frontiers. There is some evidence that these people,

who constitute the academic leadership of the nation, have at least in part

given up on traditional methods. There are indications that material of

great importance never gets formally published and made generally available.

It seems that the system has been overwhelmed, and there is a growing danger

that trivia is driving out material of permanent value.

4. Finally, the worldwide audience for the product, of scholarship

and research is expanding, and there is a growing pressure for more equitable

access to information. However, the sheer number of users and the great

quantity of recorded information, perhaps coupled with an increase in the

number of hyphenated subject fields, have made for even more unpredictability

of user needs.

These problems -- economic difficulti(%), system complexities, system

failures, and expanding demands -- are neither trivial nor temporary. It

seems certain that remedial action, to be effective, must substantially

affect every component of the system and the habits and outlooks of scholars,

publishers, and librarians.

Think back to last May, when ARL met in Toronto. On the program was a

review of the findings of work done by William Baumol and Mattityahu Marcus

on the Economics of Research Libraries. The conclusion then.waS-that the

cost trends of the past cannot realiStically be projected into-the future.

The message was that dramatic change is required in the near future in the

ways of research libraries, and the question was whether research libraries

will guide the change or whether they will simply accept a future plotted by

others -- perhaps others with less noble objectives than those proftssed by

7
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all of us.

It is a year later; that question is still with us, and there as a year
less time in which we can act.

As librarians, we have to find a way to contribute substantially to th
shape of the scholarly communication process. We can do so:

o
by focusing on our fundamental and continuing object_ es,
not on our past methods.

by sharpenlng our critical sense, for we have a quality-

control obligation in this process; one we have not
always acknowledged or upheld.

by viewing library functions in the context of a larger
set of social objectives, not simply as an isolated and
detached segment of the scholarly communication process.

by facing up to the fact of a technology that will, one
way or another, substantially alter our services and our
methods.

The magnitude of the job facing all of us committed to stimulating
creative intellectual activity and to putting the record of human achievement
and discovery to work is incredibly large. We talk about what should be done,
but we find taking the necessary first steps most difficult. I do not pre-
tend to know how to proceed, but the two speakers we have with us demonstrate
that we are not alone in our search for solutions. As they describe their
efforts, let us look for ways to join forces -- we all need all the help we
can get.

* * * *
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TUE ACLS NATIONAL ENQUIRY

Edward E. Booher
McGraw-Hill Book Company

MR. HAAS: _ would like now to introduce our first speaker, Edward E. Booher.
has been a member of the Task Force at the American Council of Learned

Societies (ACLS) that has for almost a year labored to produce a proposal
that is now being assessed by a combination of foundations and the National
Endowment for the Humanities. The proposal is entitled "A National Enquiry
Into the Production and Dissemination of Scholarly Knowledge."

Mr. Booher is President of the Books and Education Services Group of
McGraw-Hill. He has been a director of that corporation since 1961, and,
Director of McGraw-Hill Book Company since 1951. In June of 1967, he was

elected Chairman of th.: newly-created Board of Higher Education of New Jersey,
a post he held until three years ago. He continues to serve as a member of

that Board. Prior to that time, Mr. Booher served as Chairman of Governor
Hughes' Conference on Education, the recommendations of which led to a
separation of higher education from secondary and elementary education in

New Jersey.

Mr. Booher was born in Dayton, Ohio in 1911, graduated from Antioch
College in Yellow Springs, and was a trustee of Antioch for some time. He

was President of the New York Academy of Public Education in the latter 50's;

President of the American Textbook Publ5shers Institute, and until June 1974

served as Director of the Association of American Publishers. He is on the

Advisory Board of the Partisan Review as Chairman of the International Group
of Scientific, Technical and Medical Publishers (STM),

a member of the Visiting Committee of the Harvard School of

Educat on, a trustee of the Yale Universicy Press, and a member of the

United States Joint Commission for Education and Culture. This is obviously

a man who is as knowledgeable as one can be in publishing and one who, at the,

same time, has seen the publishing process as a part of a wide-ranging set

of social obligations.

He has been an incredibly effective contriN. tor to the ACLS, and it is

anticipated that he will be the principal advisor of the "National Enquiry,"

on the assumption that the fUnding that will make It possible will be forth-

coming shortly.

* * *

MR. BOOHER: If there is to be a Nat .onal Enquiry into theproduction and

dissemination of scholarly knowledge, and if I am to be the director of that

study, then I feel that it would be appropriate for me at this point to give

you some indication of where I stand, how I regard libraries and librarians,

since research libraries are such an important component of te study --

potentially the principal benefactors from it.
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I z71 just now entering my fortieth year of book publishing all
McGraw-Hill, and these years were preceded by two years of bookselling. So

I am a book man who has been exposed, at least, to all facets of publishing
all kinds of books, both here and abroad. I hasten to add, however, that
the last five years of my life seem to have been spent solving problems and
reading financial statements! Further, I should tell you that I was reared

in my trade by a person most of you know by name at /east, for he has
written and spoken so much on copyright and related matters. I refer t-

Curtis G. Benjamin, one of the Teal haTd-lineTs on the slbject. But I would
also assure you that at the age of 64, I am my own man.

Currently, I am privileged to serve as Chairman of the In nrnationnl

Group of Scientific, Technical, and Medical Publishers. This organization, an
affiliate of the International Publishers Association, represents something
over 100 journal and book publishers throughout the world, including a
number of nonprofit enterprises such as the American Institute of Physics.
Last October in Frankfurt at the annual General Assembly of STM I made some
remarks that I would like to repeat here, principally because I think they
represent my general position on a number of questions that could relate to
my directing the study which I will shortly discuss. And I refer to these

STM remarks because I think they speak to that issue. The audience I
addressed in Frankfort was a small one of about 150 people. It was largely

nonAmerican. I suppose there were a dozen or IS American publishers in the
audience, but it was made up primarily of German, Dutch, and British journal
and book publishers with a sprinkling of French and Italian and Czechs, a
Russian or two, some Japanese and so on. If you think that American book
publishers have a "thing" about copyrights, you ought to talk to some of
the Geri- .n and Dutch; they are absolutely paranoid on the subject.

I hope you will take these comments in the context of that particular
audience, because these are very generalistic comments, simplistic, as a
matter of fact. What I was trying to do was to get across, if I could, the
need for a change in attitudes, and I felt, and I still feel, that it is
very much needed. These are excerpts from the speech I made there.

The libra y community is perhaps our biggest custom
and it is increasingly important to entertain good re-

lations. If we only look at the things that divide us
and entrench ourselves in fixed positions, we will gel

nowhere. Instead of fighting the library world because
we think they wish to buy fewer books and journals and

make and exchange more photocopies, we should join them
in their fight for more funds to buy more books and
journals and to pay us and our authors for more
photocopies! if we have in many instances been fight ng
windmills, so have the libraries. What we should do is

band together, forget about fighting, and look at what

unites us.

10
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This is why we scientific publishers should help and su-

port and promote

-- all efforts t ring about more universal
bibliographic a cess and control;

ali eff to educate and train people in the

informatio profession-- including its technology;

all efforts to link the national and internationa
private and public information resources, systems
and technologies;

J.1 all efforts to bring about mentality changes
in parliaments and other legislative powers,
impressing on them the need for sufficient funds
to enable the scientific and technical libraries
to function properly.

Nor should we oppose photocopying as such since it certainly

has urn:_old useful library applications. Collective and
cooperative interlibrary networks are also in our interests,

provided such iL;:works are financially viable and provided

real costs are not at the expense of the information suppl'

that is authors and publishers.

Most of all, however, I should like to pi lci in favor of what

the social scientists call the harmony model rather than the

conflict model. Now that it seems fairly certain that the

programs of UNISIST -- originally a purely scientific

initiative -- and NAT1S -- a recent library/documentation/
archives project -- are going to merge or at least join forces,

we may expect that the library community will become more
influential internationally, especially in UNISIST -- with

which we are mainly concerned. It is only natural, therefore,

that we must initiate somewhat closer ties with the inter-

national library and documentation organizations. As re-

gards the new concept of Universal Bibliographic Control,

we believe that a major step has been made by the intro-

duction of CIP - Cataloging-in-Publication, which is fast

becoming, or has already become, normal practice in countries

such as the United States, the United Kingdom, and Brazil.

This is a case in point where publishers are actually working

together for the benefit of the library world.

The ultimate objective of publisher-library collaboration,

after the problems of bibliographic control, of the enlight-

enment of national and international legislators, and of

the education and training of professionals is, of course,

obtaining harmony in copyright matters. We all Mow what

7



'fair 115Ct or fair dealiny' means, but I very much doubt
that eNem in this audience there could be complete agree-
ment on it. Of course, on both sides there are still die-
hards, but if one compares the views on copyright in the
original 1971 UNIS1ST report, which spoke of legal barriers
to the free flow of information, and of monopolies, with
the language in the main working document for the NATIS
ConfeTence (1974), stating that in all countries legislation
should exist protecting intellectual property and recogniz-
ing 'the obligation te use the vastly improved reprographic
technology in ways that will not threaten the validity of
the publication processes,' if one compares these two, it is
not difficult to see that there has been considerable improve-
ment.

And also on the national level there are notable rays of
hope: in my country, the United States, the National
Commission on Libraries and information Science works on
the assumption that the rights of authors and publishers can
be incorporated in ways that maintain their economic and
competitive viability. In the Netherlands where a recent
survey has shown that an estimated four billion pages
were reproduced in 1972 by various reprographic methods,
of which 137.5 million were protected by copyright, re-
cent legislation has fixed a copying charge per page
copied, for copies made by public authorities, educational
establishments, and libraries, while industry and commerce
have to pay what is called an equitable remuneration, to
be fixed by negotiations. These appear to be major steps --
and I could mention a number of others as well -- towards
the recognition, in practice, of what always has been
recognized in theory, and which Barbara Ringer has expressed
so well, and here I quote Miss Ringer:

The purpose of copyright law is not to strike an
economic balance between consumers and the owners
of a species of monopoly rights. Instead, its

purpose should be to recognize independent author-
ship as infinitely precious and to do everything
possible to encourage and reward it.

We should therefore do everything in our power to collaborate

with the national and international library communities; after

all, we have the same public to serve -- a public which con-
tain both our authors and their readers.

Now if f may, should like to turn to the proposed study. There is no

better way to adv se you of its scope and purpose, as well as of the results

expected, than by citing parts of the proposal for funds addressed to the

National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) and three private foundations,

1 2



who are be ing as ed to match funds appropriated by thie NET, This proposal ,
by the way, , i the product of a committee effort and I suppose it shows
it. The draf ting committee . however, , comprised of /1.rber t Bailey,
Davi d Bren emari, arren 3. Haas , Chester Kerr, . gollert lumi ansky, Thomas Nob le,
George Winchester Stone, and me, depended on Mr. Nobl, of" the ACLS to put the
paper into final form. Thanks to N1r, Notle's facile pen a nd patience and
j-udgmeat, I feel that -the final document came our mic,Th be tter than the
Committee had a right to expect.

From this point forward, II stal 1 b e reading froin the- proposal tha
t o the NE/f on April 17 . We should have word of its a cceptance Or reje
during the ne2a iortni ght,

11-me n.eed for such an enquiry as the one herein ropcosed is
prompted by the conviction that contemporary sou ial

technological, and economic circumstances requir e a thorough-
going study of the generation and dissemination of A.merican
schol arl y know ledge, by which tV4 mean not simply the results
of special i zed re search but of ser ious enquiry i n army field,
wherever conducted. We are chi efl y concerned he re writh print
and such re lated media as microform publication of a.11 sorts.
In sl-mort , by "scholarly know ledge" we mean serio us i deas based
on careful thought and conveyed by the written w-ord. For
convenience , we speak of v'schol ars ," without int ending to con-
fine our meaning to those working in universitis,

The .Amp _ ance to society of foste trg the hest intellectual
efforts of scholars and of receiving the best products ef
serious thought as efficiently as possitle is asumed: we

believe with the foundex-s of our ReTub lic, that the st rength
and svorkability of any democracy depends upon tine education of
the 'voters The urgency of initiating in the immediate future
a. national enquiry into our system of the corminArlica-Aion of

knowledge may be deduced from the probl ems besQ-ating scholars,
plubl ishers . and librar ians, and -- I ess draxaticall), apparent

but equally important -- from -the sense thaLt tlie general publ ic

&Des not benefit as it should from the vork of serious thinkers.

Our goa is effective scholarly communication, nd AS a
starting point it will be necessary to lear-n wlizit those
ipe or cl s really mean. It will be imiportant to lek=n a-bout
the needs of scholars as scholars themselves pmei--ve them,
not just as they are seen by librarians, publi%lhers ,
technologists , arid economists. The process of cho larly
communication is of first importance because it is funda-

mental to -the pu-rpose of scholarship itself,
dissemination of the work of scho lars provides -the means

for testing the quality of 5Chelar5hip by -the ]Decialist's
coll eagu-ces anti by the general Tub lic.

At the beginning of our century the scholar in
hypothesized, developed his thaught arid documerE

9
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elusions fn)m the storehouse of the library or the
experimentation of the laboratory; he then wrote, had his
writing judged, and, finally, published. The results pushed
back the barriers of ignorance, advanced knowledge, and lay

ready for succeeding generations to use for a continuing
advancement. In the 1970s, however, problems of bigness,
problems of speed, and problems of cost have taxed and almost
overcome us in organizing and disseminating useful knowledge.
A complex series of developments has now produced not a system
but a nonsysten of discovery, production, and dissemination
of the knowledge which the world needs.

Different rates of development nave taken place in w
should be parts of a meaningful system, and some deve op-
ments have at times beet at cross-purposes with habits of
research and expectations of significant communication, both
to specialists and to wider circles,of intelligent men atd
wmmen, To take one specific example, hopes for advatcement
for graduate aqudents and young scholars have been tied to
rapid publication. The economic pressures resulting from
this course have diluted the quality of much published
research. Specialized "scholarly" journals have prolif-
erated beyond anyone's ability to read and absorb all.
Publishers continue to publish books at the rate of 40,000
annually in the United States aione. What fraction are

reviewed? What readership can be counted on? What impact
does the increasingly expensive effort have? The
excellent specialized books, because of a small market,
losing propositions for publishers, who cry for subvention
in order to produce then at a price within the means of
those WhID need them. Libraries, the great preservers of
knowledge, are foundered by sheer bulk and the rapid rise
'n cost. Standards for recording data, for computer soft-
ware, or even for the format of microtexts have not been
devised, and unless the interfaces of the various "systens"
are recognized, organized, and acted upon a new Babel will
soon be upon us. Each tew field of knowledge seems to
breed its own pew areas of ignorance.

To take another example, a recent review by a member of
the drafting committee of this proposal of applications
for federal support for 26 specialized bibliographies in
the humanities provides a thought-provoking demonstration
of inefficiency and wastefulness in the production of
basic research tools. Requests ranged from $8,090 to
$300,000, and the total for the 26 came to $1,609,000. If
each bibliography had been discrete, basic, and planned for
constant tip-dating and ready retrieval of combinations of
the information stored therein -- a system which nodern
technology can in fact provide -- federal expenditure might

14
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be justified. Analysis of the 26, however, indicated great
overlap, excessive start-up costs, and methodologies ranging

from acquisition of information, hand-written on 3x5 cards to

the most sophisticated designs for computer tape recording,

along with incompatible systems, language, programming, and

a diversity of machines. There is every reason to suppose
that the same agency will continue to receive such proposals

at a similar rate. The study proposed here can provide
valuable guidelines for policy decisions in these CircUM-

stances, and in time will lead to greater efficiency in the

conception and design of bibliographical systems.

Our first problem is that we neither understand our present

system nor use it efficiently. Moreover, we do net even

understand the extent to which it is not a system. Parts

of it have been analyzed. For a dozen years the Office of
Science Information Service (OSIS) of the National Science

Foundation has studied, reported, and effected important

changes in the system of communication for science.

Librarians have conducted their own studies, as have

scholarly societies. Publishers have done less, partly

owing to the fragmented nature of publishing as an in-

dustry, and partly because private industry cannot
legally do some of the things being proposed in this

study. No agency has previously tried to comprehend our

differing and often clashing systems for the communication

of scholarly knowledge from an overall point of view with the

purpose of recommending and effecting beneficial change. The

present proposal approaches the spreading chaos in the di-

semination of serious thought by recognizing the need for a

"systems attack," and by addressing the problems in a novel

way, namely by the collaboration of six estates which

hitherto have gone their own ways separatelyscholars,
publishers, journal editors, librarians, foundations,

and technologists.

Secondly, we are faced with a deteriorating situation.

The present process appears to be moving toward a general

crisis. Scholarly journals have proliferated, partly

because new fields have been identified as knowledge

self has expanded and fragmented into many specialties.

Journals are in financial trouble, as are libraries, their

chief subscribers. A6 libraries are forced to cut back on
subscriptions and journals have to raise their rates, the

dissemination of knowledge suffers. Much the same can be

said of books, as evidenced by the well-known difficulties

of university presses and the problems of commercial

publishers, who increasingly shy away from the publication

of advanced monographic studies.
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rt is important to note, however, that while the many
activities involved in the production and dissemination
of scholarly knowtedge require economic analysis, our
concern is not exclusively or narrowly economic. We
need to understand better the effects of changing pro-
cedures and technology not on financial ledgers alone
but on the process of discovery and creation. This is
to say that while the problem shows itself first as
economic, a better understanding of the system will
enable participants (scholars, publishers, librarians,
readers) to effect changes that will sustain and improve
communication itself.

The processes involved in the production and dis
semination of scholarly knowledge have tended in recent
years to grow more numerous,increasingly complex, and
more and mare expensive. It is more than possible that
because of this growing complexity our present methods
for publishing, distributing, abstracting, indexing,
storing and preserving information are at least in part
outmoded and perhaps self-defeating. It is essential in
this investigation that these activities be seen as means

an end and be considered subject to adjustment, in-
cluding refinement and perhaps even substantial modi-
fication of the "boundaries" between the several parts
of the present mechanisms. In short, we need to consider
whether:

1) new kinds of coordination are possible
between research libraries and at least some
aspects of publishing. Changes made at the
junction of these two enterprises might open
new prospects for publishing and serve library
obligations, all the while better meeting the
needs of schelars.

2) whether new and perhaps dramatically
different methods of describing, analyzing,
and locating recorded information might result
in a remarkable increase in the use of recorded
information.

3) learned societies and professional
organizations have a more important role to
play in determining the quality of what is
published.

4) the trend toward life-long education
will create mew demands fur the products of
scholarship, perhaps produced in new ways and
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even recast as specialized teaching
materials for whole new categeries of
interested and able users.

communications and computer technology
open completely new approaches to the

process of scholarly comnunication in at least
sone fields rather than simply modifying
existing systeTus.

Now a word about the 5,cope of the Enquiry and areas
investigation. Full explorat on of the many and com-
plex prob/ems of pro,lucing and disseminating the results
of scholarship in the decades immediately ahead will re-
quire a period of four or five years. The effects of
the oh-going enquiry, however, will be evolutionary and
cumulative. Thus, early surveys and reports will pro-
vide the foundation for lateT phases of investigation.
Each individual report, of value in itself, will also
contribute to our knowledge and decision-making with
regard to the whole system.

In nany sessicin N of wid ng ng discussion, the drafters

of this propo_al outlined in some detail all aspects of
the system of scholarly communication which they felt
needed investigation. They concluded that almost all
significant problens are comprehende by th ten

headings listed below. While these topics relate to
and often overlap each other, it is assumed that the
directors of the Enquiry will devise an approach to any
single topic that will relate the study of it to the
purpose of the whole Enquiry. The topics are listed not
in order of "crisis priority" but, in general, in a
linear progression from author to reader:

1) Proble_s of Scholarly Mo-1 vation

Quality Control in Research

3) Quality ontrol in Published Research

4) Selection, Dissemination mad Use of Scholarly
Works

Economic Difficulties of Publishing Specialized

Books and Journals

The Role of Subvent

The Proliferation of Scholarly Jourmis

13
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Technological Options in Production
and in Bibliographical Access,

Preservation. and Access

10 Bibliographical Structures

11) Extending the Audience

The first phaae of this study (and that is the part that
we e immediately concerned with) should be apparent at
this point. Scholarly communication is an enormous topic,
with many interrelations among its parts, and we think the
proposed comprehensive examination should be undertaken
with the intention of carrying it through to the end. We

propose starting with two manageable projects to get a
better understanding of the problem as a whole, to see
what can be accomplished, and to allow for a reassessment
of directions and budgeting at an hhterim stage. The
two topics, to be completed in about twenty-four months,
are sufficiently related to feed into each other, yet
separate enough to expose a variety of aspects of the
total picture. The topics are:

Study #1, Quality Standards and Economic
Factors in Book Publication: Nyths, Money,
and Monographs

Study #2. The Functioning of Scholarly
Journals in the Knowledge System:
Experience and Alternatives

Study #1 will deal primarily with academic books, but will
also include significant books that interpret academic
findings to a broader public. Yt will attempt to assess
the "publish or perish" problem in relation to the future
demand for faculty and the availability of promotions.
It will look at trends of costs and prices of books in
relation to their distribution, particularly library
distribution, and their actual use, espeeially in
libraries. In addition, the study will draw on
technical research being carried on by private and pub
institutes and manufacturers relating to reproducing,
storing, and retrieving information, both mechanically and
electronically.

Study #2 will draw heavily on studies already done by OSIS
and several scholarly and scientific societies, but
additional information (especially future projections) will
have to bc collected. The results will be examined in the
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light of alternative systems and the problem of biblio-
graphic access. In the latter area the chemists, physi-
cists, and biologists have gone much further than the
humanists and social scientists, but it is not obvious
that their experience is directly applicable to other

fields. It will be important to examine fhe applica-
bility of such techniques as interest profile distribu-
tion, key word indexing, citation indexes, abstracting,

microform publication, etc. in areas outside the sciences.
Other matters under study will include methods of selec-

tion of publication, rates of rejection, and postpublica-
tion use and evaluation,

Now, what are so e hoped for accomplishments of this

nexi 24 maiths of work? As a general hypothesis, it

seems reasonable to suppose that the two studies will

show that the problems in the publication, purchase,

and use of scholarly journals and serious books on

important subjects result from a complex matrix of

interrelated factors or pressures, among the most

important of which are:

1) The proliferation of scholarly
journals and the preference which
libraries with limited funds give journals

over books.

2)1 Pressures on young scholars to
publish even trivial aT duplicative
materials and to create new journals

to find outlets for their mork.

3) The absence of up-to-date know-
ledge on scholarly needs for journals,
books, and bibliographic data.

4) The cost limitations imposed by
present publishing_teohnology, both in

manufacturing anddistributing.

5) The confusion which exists about the

role of copyright and how producers of

terary property--authors and publishers--

are to be compensated.

6) Tho extent to which publishod materials,
both books and journals, are made accessible
and actually usedor perhaps not used.

1 9
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7) The disinc ination of commercial
publishers and university presses to risk
publishing bnportant books because of
shrinking markets.

8) The rapidly growing costs of total
library service resulting from the deluge of
published information.

9) The fragmentati n of the system itself
and the absence of any overriding philosophy
from which might develop a mechanism for
-teraction understood by all the component

As tN' sludies which will test these and other aspects of
the hypothesis will evolve in the course of the investigation,
it is difficult-to anticipate the details of specific accomplish-
ments. Nevertheless we venture to suggest some products of the
Enquiry, of which the following seem obvious:

I) Recommendations to journal editors on
methods of selection.

2) information on the relation, of rejection
rates to quality.

3) Recommendations for mergers of journals.

4) Suggestions of experiments to be attempted
in various fiolds (interest profile, etc.).

S) Recommendations for technological and
bibliographical changes.

6) Information on the, relation of academic
promotion criteria and experience to post-
publication evaluation.

7) Information on use patterns in libraries
in relation to costs.

8 Information About the economic inter-
re _tion of paperbacks and hardbacks.

9) Recommendations concerning publishing
certain material only in microform.

10) Suggestions for improving the biblio-
graphic interrelation of publishers and
libraries.
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11) Recommendations to librarians and
publishers relative to the present-day needs
of scholars and serious students and readers.

Mr. Chairman, I think 1 will stop there, 1 have a lot more inf.(

Illation on staffing, on the timetable we have and so on. I thinR some
of those things can come Out in the discussion if they are important.

2 1
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THE PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF SCIENTIFIC
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Fritz Machlup
New York University

MR. HAAS: Our next speaker is Dr. Fritz Machlup. He will not remember this

but I do: I first went to John Hopkins as Acquisitions Librhrian in the
early 1950's, and Professor Machlup was on the faculty at Hopkins at the

time. One early spring day I was on an elevator in the then principal
library building, and Dr. Machlup got on the elevator. Re was wearing ski

boots.

I did not know him at all well, but my curiosity had been provoked and

I asked him why he was wearing ski boots. It turned out he was on his way

to Switzerland for some obviously scholarly conference, and they weighed

your luggage, so his lightweight oxfords were in his suitcase and he was

wearing his ski boots. This established him as a practical economist in my

mind at that time and that has been the case ever since.

His biography is in very small type and goes on for quite a way. I am

not going to try and recapitulate what has been an obviously distinguished

career as a scholar both abroad and in this country, with associations at

Buffalo, Johns Hopkins and Princeton, and now an adjunct professor at New
York University.

He has written a great many books but there was one sandwiched in

13 years ago in 1962. The title was The Production and Distribution of

Knowledge in the United States. It was followed by a book, Essa s on

Economic Semantics and preceded by An Economic Review of the Paterit System.

The 1962 book Production and Dis
was a real landmark book, because an economist was turning his mind to the

whole process of generating, distributing and putting knowledge and infor-

mation to use. Ever since that time the subject has never left Professor

Machlup's scholarly interests.

He is at work right now. I think his current project started out to

be an update of the 1962 book, but has probably evolved at this point in

time to be something considerably more. Whereas the WS project is hope-

fully about to be born, the work that Dr. Machlup has been doing has, in._ ,

fact, come kicking and screaming into the world and is well into early

adolescence.

We did not put a specific title on Professor Nkchlup's talk. Ee

suggested two; "The Economic Viability of Publishing and Library Services '

or as an alternative, "Books, Journals and Libraries: A Hypothesis About an

Economic Strangulation." I will let him take over at this point and describe

to us what it is he is doing; how it relates to what he has done in the

past; and what he will be expecting from the library community as he gathers

information.



MR. MACHLUP: Perhaps I may address you by saying: "Fellow Bibliopi lis

Of course, I realize that a librarian may for a few minutes during the week

become a bibliophobe, but this is only a few minutes usually, and day and

night he is a bibliophile, and it happens that 1 am too.

Now one of the things in my life which makes me think that I have _been

a very lucky fellow is the fact that for 20 years now I have had my offices

in a university library. That has always made me very, very happy. Now of

course, you too have your offices in the library, but that is different,

You are there as a provider of library services, while I have been there as

a user of library services, and to be so close to the books is splendid for

a user, 1.remember with special glee my years at Johns Hopkins, when the

collection in history and in the social sciences was on the same floor with

my offices, and I had to take about 20 steps to the stacks, it was simply

superb. And, now during my 15 or 16 years at Princeton, I still have my

offices in Princeton's library, thanks-to William Dix. This has been a

wonderful life for me. I have loved every aspect of my work experience,

chiefly because of that.

I have been an avid user of library services, but also an active

purveyor of library materials as a writer and as an editor. To these

library-related activities as user and writer and editor,. I have lately

added a new one: I have become an investigator of library services and an

economist engaged in research on the economics of library services. By this

confession I may not endear myself to you, I am afraid, because while you

live and work for the users of your services, and you accept ;that authors

add to your collections and to your workload, and you even condone that

editors augment the rapid flow of serials, you may look askance and with

justified apprehension at an investigator who asks for statistical data about

your own establishment, data which you may neither have nor know how you

could obtain except by virtually intolerable efforts by those who want to

know.

Now before I tell you about my evil designs, because some people will

really find that these designs are more than they can swallow, I ought to

talk to you about my past; I was told this might be important. While the

older people among you may fully be acquainted with my work in the past,

there are some people who are not quite that old, and they may not know

what I have done in the past.

The sin that I committed and which I now have to confess is that from

1958 to 1962 I wrote a book which the Princeton University Press published

in 1962, The Production and Distribution of KnowledeiT_g_tt)

IFITTlas a 150-page book'with about 85 statistical tables. It tried for the

first time to get together all activities that could be considered as know-

ledge-producing or information-producing, not only to discuss each of these

activities, but also to add: "How much do they cost?" and then to aggregate

that whole thing and to ask: "How much do these knowledge-producing acti-
vities amount to in relation to the gross national product?" And while I

have not the slightest idea what I would come out with. I was extremely
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shocked and flabbergasted when the re ults were finally there before me.
I could hardly believe them. I found that all of the things which I
called the "knowledge industry" when added up were 30 percent of the gross
national product. I also made a second study within the same covers of the
book about the kn dodge occupations.

Perhaps now is the time to say a word about what I meant by "knowledge
industry" and "knowledge occupation". (Incidentally, these words have caught

on; you read practically everyday now about the "knowledge industry". This

was my coinage, and I had something quite different in mind when I coined it).
I had two approaches to this study; one was what was the group output? There

are groups which we might call "industries" or "branches of industries", and
these groups have the purpose to produce information or knowledge. I make no

differentiation between the word "information" and "knowledge"; the lexico-
graphers do not either; they can not; it is completely arbitrary. "Infor-

mation" is the act of conveying knowledge. The two things can be used inter-
changeably, if you mean the things that are known or about which you are
inform

Now there are these groups that really produce knowledge either for sale
or at a cost because someone ordered it. And then there are individuals
whose work consists in producing knowledge that means producing in somebody
eise's mind some awareness of things that he had not known before or had not
known well before, etc. So there were the knowledge industries and the know-
ledge occupations, and these are two different things because a "knowledge
industry" needs also people who are not working on producing knowledge.- A
university and a university library needs some people who clean the floors.
Now these poeple are not knowlege-producing. So you have nonknowledge pro-
ducing workers in knowledge industries. And on the other hand, there are
plenty of knowledge-producing people who are not working in a knowledge in-
dustry. There may be someone who is producing knowledge but works in a
chemical plant, and so on. So these are two different things, and I was
wondering, how do they relate? The knowledge industry was producing approxi-
mately 30 percent of the national product, and I found out that a little bit
higher percentage of all the workers who are gainfully employed in the
country were in the knowledge occupations. I tried to bring both these
statistics together; this is a huge undertaking. I have to thank both the
National Science Foundation and the National Endowment for the Humanities,
that have generously allowed me to have the research staff to do these studies.

I have not yet come to the aggregation of the knowledge industries as of
1970 or 1972. My past book did that for 1958, but I have just about finished
my study of the knowledge occupations, and I saw that the things are going up
and up and up. If I speak only of the people who are in the labor force, they
are now I think near to 40 percent of the knowledge producing occupations, and
if you include people who could be in the labor force, but instead are over 15
or 16 years old sitting in a school or at a college, then we have reached

almost 50 percent. This is a large figure if you can think that half of the
people in the United States are occupied in doing nothing but adding to know-
ledge -- their own knowledge, other people's knowledge. This is a large figure,
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and it is terribly in ere ting to see how this changes froiu decade to decade.

I went back in this study to 1900 when the percentage was a very, very
small one; and found that in 1910, 1920, and 1930 there was a constant growth.

I do not say it can goon forever. I do not believe that it will Teach the

day when 100 percent of the population will be engaged in yroducing knowledge.
I nm not one to give projections into the future of things that.ought not to
be projected, or are projected only to show that it cannot be that way.

Perhaps one or two more words are needed of how I tried to organize my

work on the knowledge industries or in the branches of that industry. I had

five major categories. One was education on all levels and in all forms. It

included on-the-job training, education in the home, and so on. The second

was research and development. As a matter of fact, that was the first thing
I did; this is how I came into that Rind of study at all, The third big

sector was media and communication, and there I had book publishing and every-
thing that is connected with it. The next was information machines, because
of office machines and computers and printing presses and typewriters, and
all of these things. They are, of course, machines entirely devoted to the

production and distribution of knowledge. The last one was called information

services. I believe that expression was also coined by ne and has caught on.
There are now any number of journals, newsletters and outfits that have
these terms among their titles, "knowledge industry", "information services",

.etc.

Incidentally, I still remnenther, partly with pleasure and partly with be-
wilderment, that Clark Kerr, then President of the University of Califirnia,
used in his lectures at Hhrvard the expression "knowledge industry" which he
had just read in my book. He used it and cited it, and as a good scholar, he

made a footnote that this came from me. It was read Or heard by people who

did not know about my book. They felt "knowledge industry" suggested some
modern educator, mass production of knowledge in universities where the
students are mere numbers, etc. They were wild and furious at Clark Kerr for

using the work "industry" in connection with something as esoteric and cultured

as knowledge. Now this is merely an example of the misuse when you read with-
out understanding and without going back to the %ource. Clark Kerr, of course,

was completely innocent, and when he saw me the next time, he told me, "Look
what kind of hole you got me into there."

Now I said that I was doing an updating of the whole undertaking, but for

updating you need data. What I had in my original 1962 hook was a rather ag-

gregative kind of data. The publishing industry at best knew the total sales,
the total input, etc., but I could not get any better breakdown than what

Bowker had. Bowker, of course, is an excellent source, but the sources in-
dicate how many books are in the fields, so you get it only in units rmt in

money, etc. There was no possibility of making a real breakdown according to
the kind of knowledge, if we speak now of scientific and scholarly knowledge.

I was asked by the Office of Science Information Service (OSIS) of the

NSF whether I could not get the real data for the national input into scientific

and technological information, to which was added also medical. Well, I said
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I would try; I would undertake it. We had already started doing the kind of

questionnaires that I would have to have filled out in order to get this
from the publishers and from the indexers and abstracters and the librarie-

and so on.

When I learned about the ACLS' project, here was an idea to find out

about scholarly knowledge. It appeared to me inmediately to be an extreme

waste that our group should study only "scientific". So, I said it would be

imperative (that means it would be the only sensible thing to do) to make the
study in one fell swoop. When I say "swoop", that looks as if it were to be done

quickly; perhaps I should say in "one long seige," but definitely it should
be "one". this is how it probably will turn out to be.

The National Science Foundation has agreed, in principle, on the money.
The NEH has also agreed in principle, and we should hear soon how they feel
about it. Let me immediately make one additional remark. At one stage they
tried to get a "shotgun marriage" between the ACLS and us, and we were both

quite willing to do it. It was almost an engagement. We said, "All right,

let's get married." And then the NEH changed its mind and said, "No, let's

get a divorce even before we get married." So the two studies will go on

parallel but f hope, hand-in-hand and with a great feeling of frendship and

mutual advice.

What I an very anxious to do, especially for books, is [to analyze the

data] according to markets. You would not believe it but the publishers do
not know exactly what kind of books serve what markets. Of course they have

a very fine feeling in the tips of their fingers, but they do not have any

numbers. There are nO data that would tell pOil about the books in, say
physics, or the books in mathematics or the books in literature; so much goes
to college and university stores and so much goes into trade booksellers and
so much is bought by wholesalers, and so on. Incidentally, if it sells to
wholesalers, I have to get to wholesalers too to find out to whom they will

sell the book.

This is the Rind of information that is terribly important for the
publishers themselves, and I hope they realize this and will cooperate with
me in getting the data. In order to get the data incidentally, I found out

that I have to do one thing; I cannot ask them, "Here is a questionnaire,

please fill it out." First of all, it takes a lot of work and it deranges

the whole office routine. They cannot tell people day-in-and-day-out, "New
stop doing everything and spend six weeks on filling out the questionnaires

of Fritz Maclaup." They just will not do it. So my new trick will be that
I have a team that will go and descend upon the publishers one after the
other and work on their books, on their records to get the information which
we need. Then we will, of course, guarantee that there will be full con-
fidentiality, and no one will know who gave what and from where does that
come because that all will be aggregated in the end.

Now the libraries are, of course, a little bit easier, because there
are not quite as many% There are many more publishers than there are research

libraries. But the libraries are also a headache, not only to you but te me.
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They are a headache because their own knowledge of ther own work is very

good in some places, but practically nonexistent in otm.!r places. There are

some very outstanding libraries that have made several studies, and really

have data that would be just right for us. They would know how many books

they have and how many journals they have in different fields. They would

have a breakdown by costs and so on. And of course they have also some

interesting user studies; a user study is also one of the things that I have

to do.

In addition to these libraries who have gone into studying their own

operation, there are a great many that do not have that. And you would, for

example, like to start and say, "Can you tell me about your total collection;

how many books and how many serials do you have in this and that and that

field?" Some will say, "Oh, we don't have that. We can give you an estimate

of our total collection, and, even that estimate may not always be accurate."

In one place or the other, we heard something which was very sad. Some-

body told me, "No, no, I don't know it and I don't want to know it." I say,

"Why don't you want to know it?" "Well, you are telling me I ought to tell you

how much I spend every year for physics and for romance languages and for

history. If I knew that, that would leak out and these departments would

get on me and say, 'You spend so much time for that and not for me.' and, I

would have a war on my hands." This has actually happened, and I fully under-

stand. I see the rationale, but on the other hand, I think it is exactly the

kind of knowledge that we have to have. You see, When I say we need infor-

mation, we need information not only to know; it is not that I am nosey; it

is not because it is what, for want of a better word, is derogatory; it is

not intellectual curiosity alone that speaks to it. It is a study for a pur-

pose, and I would like to describe that purpose to you.

You know, when you say that you have to do a piece of research, the thing

to do is first to say, "What hypothesis do you want to test?" And so I did

jot down the set of hypotheses that I want to test. This is partly directly

pointed to the publishers and partly to the librarians, but I hope you under-

stand these two things are really so closely related that they can hardly be

separated. Now here is the set of hypotheses:

The number of potential authors of manuscripts of books

and journals has grown from 1950 to the present at a

fantastic rate.

This is easy -- these figures are easily available if you know who the

potential authors are. You merely look at the college faculties and the

PhD's and so on.

2. The number of manuscripts regarded as publishable by

traditional standards has increased at a similar or

possibly faster rate.

The increase in the n ber of scientists and engineers
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with advanced degrees or aspir ng for academi
positions is a major factor in the growth of the
supply of manuscripts for publication. The in-
creasing specialization in many scientific and
scholarly disciplines may be another contributing
factor, especially with regard to journals.

The spectacular increase or proliferation in th
number of journals attests to increasing specialization.

Several fields have serious effects on library budgets. I have figures
with me, though I will just give you one. In one library we studied, we found
out that the acquisitions of serials, journals, or parts of serials, has had a
share of about 40 percent of the acquisitions budget which has risen to SO
percent. This, of course, crowds out the share for books.

S. The number of potential buyers of books has grown from
1950 to recent years, first, probably at a rate com-
parable to the supply of publishable manuscripts, then
at a decreasing rate and now it has about leveled out,

That means a no-growth figure. In some particular categories, it has even
started to decline. As a proxy for potential direct or indirect buyers of
books, I propose to use the number of students in elementary and s.lcondary
schools, the number of students in colleges and universities, the number of
college graduates. Each, however, has different demands, different both with
regard to the type of book and to the quantity of books purchased per year.

6. Competition among publishers, the brisk supply of
manuscripts meeting existing standards of publish-
ability and the increase in specialization in
several fields resulted in a substantial increase
in the number of titles published per year.

7. Increase in the number of titles combined with a
smaller increase if not an absolute decline in some
fields in the number of copies sold has made a de-,
cline in the number of copies sold per title in-
evitable.

8. The rapid increase in the costs of production of
books has pushed up the hreak-even point for most
titles. Yet instead of increasing the number of
copies sold per title it declined rapidly, cutting
profits and causing losses to publishers.

Statistical data for book publishing as a whole, and for library budgets
as a whole is not difficult. However we need disaggregated data for particular
fields or groups of fields, such as scientific and technological publications.
But they do not exist; they have to be developed from the records of the
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libraries, provided we will get a- ,zs

furnished the figures we need.
all of these records or will be

Now I have aggregate figures here which I might present, but I think
I should not take much more time. I must say why these aggregate figures

are practically worthless. Wo know the number of titles, but we do not know
the different fields, nor to what extent different kinds.,of books let us

say, workbooks and kinds of manuals and so on are iwipided or not included.
You probably know that practically speaking, there is nbt available statistical
data on serials. We do not know how many serials are now published and how
many have been published. We know (perhaps we will know better after a study
of the libraries) how many subscriptions have been discontinued and how many
subscriptions have been added. I know from some libraries already, that in
the past few years the number of subscriptions added is smaller than the
number of subscriptions discontinued, which of course, will pinch the publishers
of journals and of serials.

I might also say that so many measure.; which the individual branches of
the knowledge industry are taking to help thmvL,elves hurt their publishers.
To give you an example, we know one of the great helps to the publishers is
to charge a price for hardcover books different from paperbacks, which is
quite different from the differential costs, chiefly binding. Why? Because

-3, need that money. The libraries, of course, resent that greatly, and so
what helps the publishers hurts the libraries. So we can do a great many
things. The libraries try to help themselves doing things which hurt the
publishers. This is exactly why these two studies are needed, so that we can
finally devise remedies, or at least ideas for what can be done, so that we
know what we should not do in areas where one thing may help at the expense
of the other. We must try to find things that really help the entiTe group.

I wanted to say a few things about the use of studies. We, after all,

publish and keep in the libraries things for the user. But what kind of use

is being made of these things? You will be surprised if I tell you of a very
simple study that I proposed as many as IS years ago that has never been made.
I, at that time, said: "Here you have the university presses and the university
presses may publish things that do not have a wide market, but they, at least,

have one market on which they counted--the university libraries." ?lest

research libraries have standing orders, or at least buy most of the products
of the university presses because these are really the well "refereed" books

by good scholars and so on. But are these books ever read? They are printed

in fine letter press with beautiful reproductions, with prizes given to the
people who design them because they are really lovely. They are ornaments on

the shelves of the libraries. But are they actually read? I suggested_that

we try to make a little study to see how often these books have been taken

out. This is not a difficult study. A few undergraduates could do that.

We take some titles of university press publications to find.out. Well, I

could not get anybody to be greatly interested in it. And I hope now,

whether some one else i5 interested or not, I will do
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I bel_eve there are plenty of boo that aro published for

purposes or for very fine purposes, but that should not be published by

letter presses and not Sold at a high price. One should know that this infor-

mation ex_ists, and every scholar interested in it could write for it and he

will get it in mimeographed form and so on. There is far too much publishino

done now, and this is part of why the publishing industry is strangulated.

REMARKS BY ROBERT LHMIANSKY

MR. HAAS: Before we hetin the question period, 1 would like to have Robert
Lumianskv talk very briefly about his interest and support of this project.
Richard De Gennaro mentioned that when he came to the University of
Eennsylvnia, be found a very effective, strong advocate of libraries in
Dr. Lumiansky, who was then Chairman of the English Department. Well, you

remember I preceded Mr. De Gennaro at Pennsylvania, and Dr. Lumiansky learned

everything I taiight him. He is President of the American Council on Learned
Societies and one of the country's leading spokesmen on scholarly matters, the
interests of scholarship and, obviously, the interests of libraries themselves.

MR. LUMIANSKY: First T would like to thank the Association for asking me to

come down here and be with you. I have made friends of long-standing among
you and have had opportunities to meet quite a number of new friends.

As you know, the AGLS and the Association of Research Libraries h_ve
long and close and, I think, highly effective relationships over the past

years. And perhaps it suffices here for me to say that I am going to do all

I ean as the new President of the ACLS to see that that kind of close relati n-

ship continues. As you have heard this morning we are working at various

aspects of the relatioriship now. T do not have a great deal to add to what has

been pur before you in the fine presentations already this morning.

I w'uld like to try to make just one point. It seems to me, as we go in-

to these two closely related efforts to work toward recommendations that will

improve circumstances, that perhaps the fundamental key is the acceptance we
can win on the part of the scholars of whatever recommendations we come up with.

of you live on university campuses. You know many, many scholars. Many of

you are scholars yourselves, and I suspect that we, as scholars, are a little

less quick to change our ways than perhaps some other segments of the popu-

lation. I think, however, that from observation over the last two or three

years, circumstances are becoming such that we, as scholars, realize the need

for very marked changes in the system. And I am hoping that the ACLS, with

its learned societies and- its 92 associated universities, colleges and research

libraries, can exert considerable influence to involve those persons represented

in those entities in the on-going studies and to get the benefit of their

advice, and also influence their way of thinking and the degree of acceptance

which they will have for the recommendations When they come out.
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I think of a couple of specific kinds of questions that i am sure many

of you have in your mind. Take the circumstances of the young scholar in

my own field, medieval studies, who does his dissertation, perhaps making

a much-needed edition of a very important medieval treatise. This kind of

scholarly job is hard. For one thing, he has tc find out whether any
manuscript not presently known does exist in any of the libraries in the
Western world er elsewhere. He then has to do the tremendously time-con-

of collating his manuscript and working toward an edition
it the best manuscript as a base text probably, and tben

the other manuscripts.

suming detail
which will pr
give the 'ari '

He has to write descriptions of his manuscr.pt he has to write in

the introduction an assessment of the importance of the particular treatise
in the context of the I2th century or 15th century, wherever it happens to
lie, and after some years of really devoted attention to such a problem, he
comes up with his typed transcript which has to be checked, checked, checked

and checled again, every letter along the way to be sure he is not per-

petrating errors.

If, for example, this happens to be a treatise that the Venerable Bede

wrote on the very important medieval matter, "conception of time", tnere

may be 300 of us in the world who hold that edition to be of vast importance.

Now, traditionally, the young scholar, or old scholar if he is doing such work,

hopes to see that book published in hard cover, say in the series that the

Medieval Academy of America gets out or possibly in a series that the Early

English Text Society gets out.

The question arises in studies such as yOu have heard described this

morning as to whether it makes sense to publish that treatise in the tra-

ditional fashion or whether it is better, all things considered, to announce

the availability and have the new edition of the treatise deposited some-

where so that copies and microfilms or photocopies or microcards or what-

ever, can be furnished easily and cheaply to the interested scholarly users.

I think, in principle, we have to say it does not make sense to publish such

work in the traditional hardcover way. It is no longer economically and
perhaps even philosophically sensible, but there sits the young scholar, an

assistant professor who is coitC.ng up for promotion. He has on his campus,

first the departmental consideration of his promotion and tenure. He or

she has the college committee on promotions and then, finally, the universi y

committee. These committees have traditionally not been willing to grant

that such a work made available n, say, microfilm, is the equivalent of a

published book. There is always the assumption that if he could not get it

pubOshed, it must not be worth anything; it must not be valuable. Well,

these are the kinds of attitudes that I think we have to work toward trying

to change, and somehow to get a realistic assessment of each item, step-by-

step, and to find the most sensible ways of presenting such materials.

The same kind of questions from the point of view of the scholars Applies

to library services, of course. Scholars make a great point (and I would

say from my own experience, to some degree rightly) that a great deal of
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that they get out of I h ru r ies (-0mes not from just having the

single item that, after a given time, served them efficiently and oxped
sly, tait from the rime that they spend "stackirg" and coming almost hy

wippenstance upon important things as they go down the rows, perhaps while
looking for something else, finding hooks or journals of great importance to
them. Thus, they argue that when a library enters into a cooperative acqui-
sitions program w th other libraries where each library buys only certain
segments of books, then their wor% as scholars is very vastly hampered.

Well, I am not sure from whzit maiw of ou tell me that even the rich
of ibraries can any loniler trv to do cvcrvth ing for everybody. There has
to be some kind of ,:ooperative division of t e responsibility with the possi-
bilities of relatively rapid exchanges. How schools are going to come to
feel about such circumstances represents another one c,f these questions of
attitude where, I -Chink, the ACLS can be helpful in working toward better
sok:tions :Ilan we nov have.

* * *

Discuss

STUART-ST0311S: Considering the remarks I am about to make, I should mention,
in addition to being a librarian at the University of British Columbia, I am

the founder and director of the university press, and sometimes an author.

This morning, Mr. Boohor spoke about some of the studies that would be
undertaken, and he spoke about one that touches on the last speaker's remarks,
"the motivation of the author." I think you were suggesting that he may not
be driven by pure curiosity, but perhaps by some concern over his career. I

think it is important that the study also investigate the motivations of pub-
lishers, both commerical and academic, and of libraries.

I hope you do th.-it because as someiody who wears three hjts part of the
time, I am aware t sometimes f am motivated y one thing and sometimes by
anoth( sometimes by noble motiv and sometimes by ones not so noble.

MR. BOOMER: lccii, I co id not agree more, particularly on the publisher's
7ide, which is the side I really have some feeling about. T have seen some
kinds of motivation among publishers slowly drying up. One of my favorite
speeches has to do with this. 1 fear for our own industry in terms of the
kinds of young people we are attracting into it, and what their true moti-
vations are.

One of the things that motivates me into getting into this study (and I

must confess that aftcr working for 40 years, one of the real questions on
my Mind is whether I want to work for 42 years) is the whole question of
this system. You cannot talk about just the motivation of the scholar with-
out talking about the motivation of the man who is going to publish th
scholar's work, or the motivation of the librarian who is going to, in a
sense, catalog and dis -ibute. it. This is where you get into the systems
idea again.



As a publisher I have been on the fiinge of some of tho things that
are happening in the technology of producing stuff, just enough to

that I think thre can just be enormous st-Jps forward in this, and I am

get into that in way that T have not been able to from weage a

I was reminded of this when Mr. LumOmsky spoke about this very
important medieval doci- nt. Those 300 eoydes al-e terribly important,

whether it is going to be in rniLroFilm or hard print or what it

be,

to

I think some new things in the technology' lie ahead of us, not only in
the technology of producing it, but equally important, in the technology of

distributing it. That is where our real money goes in my besiness in the

marketing and distribution side That is.where it has been even up te today

for the university presses. These are some real knots, but I think they are

the things we can get our hands on and make real headway in And if wc can

solve them, then not only the universi, _ses, but f hope the commercial

presses can go back to the conccpt of the purist doing the services he is

supposed to be rendering. That is the real reason why I became a publisher,

not jost to publish four million copies of Samuel.t.son's Economics, which I

am proud to have done and which has made my salary and a lot of other salaries

around McGraw-Hill and helped us publish other books, but to make sure we do

publish other books out of that.

MR. WILLIAMS: My comments really go back to the first part of Mr. Booher's

talk where he quoted his own speech to the European publishers. I was

particularly struck with his remarks, as I understand it, that publishern

should join with librarians ir demanding more money for libraries so that

they can give the authors and the publishers more money and more royalties,

and then, going on from that to the study that is proposed.

What I perhaps missed was any conce n in that study for t t amerphot-

ill-defined, perhaps mythical structure ("mythical" in the sense that it

does not really exist), the public. That is, the concern that seems to me

ought to be some place in this, is not to get more money for publishers and

authors as the primary goal, but the primary goal, in fact, should be to

decrease the cost to society in general, of access to information. Maybe

missed it, but I hope in any case, whether it was there or whether I missed

t, that it would be included.

The other comment has to do with copyright, in which I have been

struck by what seems to me to be a positive fact that deserves some study,

and this is the fact of the effect of this peculiar grant of a copyright

monopoly on the economics of publishing, and how much of the publishing

now going o7.1 is in fact the result of publishers' copyright monopoly. I

order to ;et more of a share of the market, each individual publisher rushes

out to issue a book which does not really add substantially -- it is really

a repackaging of other information -- simply because the copyr ght mono-

poly prevents him from competing himself with the same product in one way

or another. I suspect that the unintended effect of copyright monopoly

may become deleterious in this respect.
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MR. A.M7,HLUP: The problem that VnU mentioned last about duplication -- to
publish a similar book which compotes with another that is copyrighted --

also has its parallel in the patent system whero there is the so-called
problem of "Inventing around"; someone has invented something for a certain
purpose; this is protected. Here is a monopoly. There are plenty of people
who are trying to invent something which is sufficiently different so that
they can get a patent, but the invention will do exactly the same as the
first one has been doing. These are problems the profession has been trying
tor several hundred years tL solve. We have not yet found out what to do
about it. There have been people who have said: "This is terrible and you
must get rid of it."

There must be the compulsory licensing of patents, and similar things
might be proposed for copyright, but we do not knov what. Let me say this:
There is ono groat trouble with all these kinds of things, especially with
the copyright thing. Congressional hearings havo been going on every since
the beginning of copyrights in the United States. These hearings are always
with witnesses called that were either authors or the publishers or someone
who has a pecuniary interest in the issue. There has never been an attempt by
Congress to get a group of people to put their minds on it who have no
pecuniary interest in it; that is one of the troubles. Tbere is in the
entire economic literature, perhaps a handful of good pieces about copyright
and that is all.

MR. BOOHER: First there is the "public". Good heavens, yes! For the un

versity to publish means to "make public". So there is something in that

study too about the public. We are concerned with it. My comments, I would

remind you again, which I made ia Frankfort, were to some very hardline guys

who are unlike the U.S. or commercial publishers and are primzrily journalists.
in size and technology most of the primary journals. in Europe are done by

commercial people. I was trying to move them a little bit. I think I suc-

ceeded somewhat. I heard the other day that we are now even entertaining the
idea of having as our principal speaker at our next General Assembly coming

up in October a librarian. Believe me, we would not even let them in the

room pr or to this.

On monopoly of copyright itself, one of the most hopeful things I have

heard about for a long time concerns a very gifted univerity press director,

Leon Se tzer at Stanford University Press, a very, very able person_ with a

very wi e-ranging, inquiring mind, who has just been given a Guggenheim fellow-

ship to do a study on the philosophical roots of copyright and try to explore

this basic concept. Mr. Seltzer as I say, is a gifted person; in addition to

being a first.class university publisher, he is a scholar. He also just re-

cently has obtained a law degree, which means he, at least, is learned in the

techniques of finding his way around in the maze of something we call "law

and I think this can be very meaningful for all of us. I am looking on his

work as having a real input to some of the things we hope to get to.

MR, MILCZEWSKY: Is either of the st dies that you gentlemen are going to be
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involved in going to pay attention to what I call th "gatekeepiT

function -- that is, review by competent scholars of publications which arc

being proposed, or tho next step, which is tho odi.torial function, which is

a very painstaking one in the scholarly publications? I do not moan to

imply that I want to seo any censorship, because anybody ought to be able

publish anything he wants, but reputable publishers to whom we turn ought

to have some kind of consistency abcut wiint they do in order to assure us

and to assure the scholars we servo that the material actually is worth our

buying and thoir reading.

MR. BODHER: I have said here this morni in this list of items that wo

think are important for this enquiry in its total dimension, that number two

WaS Quality Control in Research, and number three was Quality Control in

Published Research and this is precisely what we are tal jug about. Now

that is a very ticklish subject to get into, but we do want to review methods

of review and everything that has to do with it, and everything that is con-

nected with what goes into the Cinai decision on what to publish and tvilat

not to publish. Whether we can come up with recommendations, guidelines or

not, I do not know. But this is absolutely basic and underpins an awful lot

of everything we are going to do, more so in journals than in books but in

both.

MR. MACHLUP: if I may add one word to this. I believe the crux is not the

quality control but the use control, because some splendid things are being

published which have only a very limited number of users. I have been on

editorial boards of journals and of a university press, and I would say

that there was nothing wrong with the quality control. I believe nothing

really got by. The "gatekeepers" were there and were watchful, but what

they did not 1 ok out for was how large is the audience for which they were

publishing.

This, if I may say so, gets back to the whole systems concept. You

go back to the point, where does the pressure to publish something origi-

nate: from whom does it originate. You know there are a whole lot of

things that take place before it reaches the stage we are talking about.

These are some of the things we hope we can not only look to, but make some

recommendations that will have some impact.

MR. LUMIANSKY: I think that one of the crucial aspects of this last comment

is to be found under the heading that we call "Proliferation of Learned

Journals". In the field of modern language and literature statistics in-

dicate there has been a great increase in the numbers of journals.

Now, how do most of those journals come about? A group of people in a

given English Department finds a community of interest in a subdivision of

the field of English_ literature. They go to their dean and say: "We want to

start a learned journal." Well, the dean wants to increase the prestige of

the institution, and he starts looking around for some money to help pro-

duce the learned journal. The first thing you know you get a PMLA announce-

ment that such and such an institution is founding such and such a journal
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and invites submis5ions. The refereoing in such a circumstance is very,
very open to criticism. -First of all, the people down there on that campus
naturally feel the iournal offers them an outlet for what they write, and
Chen their friends submit articles, and in most casos there is practically
no refereeing.

We have talked some with presidents of institutions and with deans and
thov keep telling us: "Wo aro almost powerless in the face of such pre-
sure f-rom given segments of the faculty." It is true now with limited bud-
gets they-can say: "We simply don't have money to raise your salary, much
less to create a learned journal."

But if you will look at the statistics for the last year, you will find
about 2S new journals in tbe field of language and literature. The latest
one I have SCOR is from a relatively small college announcing that there will
he a now journal called ;Iilton and the Romanties. That is the name of a
quarterly, learned journal. We do not need any quarterly to publish Milton
and the Romantics; there are plenty of places where good articles in that
arca can be published. it is quality control in these circumstances that
means: "Don't establish the iournal." And we think that we can i-7,7,t thc
word about in such a fashion to do some good in that area.

MR. McOONALD: Mr. Booher in his comments quote Barbara Ringer's concern for
authors on the one hand and readers on the other. I think we are all con-
cerned with authors and their just duo. We are all concerned with readers.
and their just due. But I feel that that is a very simplistic view of what
we are listening to here today.

Are not we really concerned with another group, the scholars, whose
motivations may vary widely, hut who, by and large, are interested in com-
municating their scholarship to others and not, primarily at any rate, in
royalty payments or profits? And I think it is this that has caused
librarians, on the one hand, to kind of dig in their heels and say: "We
don't really think that any additional costs or photocopying should be
charged and pnid for by I.15 or alternatively passed along to our users." And
I really do believe that most librarians are not speaking for themselves or
do not feel that they are speaking for themselves in this controversy, but
are trying to represent that large public that Gordon Williams alluded to
that i5 out there.

MR. DE GENNARO: I am pleasod to hear a distinguished publisher like Mr. Booher
calling for harmony rather than conflict in this area, but there seems to me
to bc a new generation of information industry people coming in who are
changing this kind of argument, charging this discussion with a kind of
emotional and even silly comments and speeches and so on. I am referring
specifically to the recent meeting of the Information Industry Association
when we heard their leading spokesman talking aboutuiron curtains of free in-
formation dropping down around us," and I wonder if there is anything that
can be done to decrease this change in climate and get the discussion back
to reasonable pwnplp talking to each other.
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BOOHER: do not k now too iucii here eNceT)t that I cuop et tl=atooen

the people whom w- ,-ill go tf,. in ,n11..i study Cor ic,2 on :1 -n-ncl H.

will he this group, and there will ha,:c some of thce COMMO1 ial Cii

thin', we have to inzlide th--, if no !7:orc th to try to tln-o:roihlL C- ir

thinking or have them i:icraai, 1 r ours.

Let me gu back and sny ono moro

study i tsc because I think this is imp( :Tht to some of thc cinostions

that were rn I First, we hope to have a very stronp board made up he

constituents with interests iii this study - have a si=ahle list, it seems

to me, of first-class people who will serv- on the Roard. But beyond that,

I think one of the piaci- wc are probably going to have to start is with the
organization of advisory pan very early on, and maybe even before we g(-t

the study underway to a i r down with groups of people of the kind we have he n

talking about here and got their counsel, their advice, "pick their brat

for direetHa and help, and tc stay with people of that kind all the wav

through. The advisors in this project are really not going to be expert in

anyth ng. Certai_ly, I am not, Maybe as a commercial book publisher f have

some expertise, but the associate director )f this preloct will be, t h

an economist whe knows how tn invest igate, collect, arrange and analy2e data,

as will our researchers:

So we are going to have to constantly o to the field, to the constituent

audi-nce that we hope this study will serve, 'nd be he ped an_ guided by w L

)ring to us.

MR. BOLS: One of the areas that as aot toucn d on in the discussion aro

which areas are going to be more important in the study than other areas?

To be specific, one of the areas I am quite concerned about is the new dis-

tribution methods that are going to be occurring in the future. f think this

is one of the concerns of the Information Industry. There are ways of by-

passing us; there are also ways of us bypassing the publishers -- "us" being

the scholarly world. What I am concerned about is this going to be a priori

in the study?

HAAS: I can say as a working member of that Task Force yes, the ACLS

study is really looking at the interfaces between the scholarly world and

publishing world, and the published records and abstracts and research

librarians, etc., knowing full well the action being taken by libraries, for

example, to run a national lending library of Journals in Chicago, has

"ripple -s" in all directions.

There is obviously the prospect of a pool of microfilm being, in a son e

the basis for a kind of secondary publishing effort, and this might well

prove to be of great advantage to a lot of publishers as well, because it will

relieve them of the warehousing problems of old single issues and billing pro-

blems of replacement issues. etc. Yes, all aspects of this are implicit in

this study.

MR. IPPER: I predict, and in fact,
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least Mr. Booher is goinp to ct a lot of sugeestions to add to this

"shopping list". I have oue th ' may be worthy of consideration, althougi
I doubt if von --n formaii:e a solution to the problem. The question is the

unstructured transfer of information. Some of the National Science Foundation
studies indicated that scientists, for instance, obtain a large proportion of
their information from conferences, that IS. not only by the formal present-
ation of papers, but by being able to talk to ,::olleagues in the conferences.
Mr, }iaas has earlier alluded to the "invis'Jile" college -- that is, the seni--
oeople cornrnini cat ino. directly with each other through long-dis ance telephone

lines or photocopy or the carbon chain .

We in the academic library field
information uses, with the senior scholars using information
different way than the assistant professor trying to achieve
being a member of the visiting committee of hospitals and
also qu senior doctors uhout how tbe (let theit tirrrnt information on

upci-at ional techniques and drugs. The curious thing this is not statis-

tically valid but many told me thev were obviously very busy and literature
research was prohibitive as far as their t me was concerned. They found it

most useful to attac_ themselves to a very bright, perceptive intern and
query this chap on his rounds, because that individual was iu touch with the
information because of the level of his activities at the present time. 15

this a legitimate area of concern or interest to these studies?

2ro of different levels
in a much
tenure. And

medical schools,

MR. BOOHFR: It is a legitimate area, hut how to do it is hard.

MR. ROVELSTAD: I would like to ask Professor Machlup what he anticipa
may be the outcome of his studies; what kind of conclusions might you
working toward; do you anticipate that there ,iill be recommendations pro-

duced from your study?

MR. MACHLUP: I would say that I shall stay away personally from including
in a report any recommendations. I think I will probably discuss various

alternatives, but I will not become a champion of any plan, because that
would discredit, probably, the value, or, let us say, the respect for the
data and the information that I provide. I will try to get the information
and_get it analyzed in such a way that it will he most helpful in the eval-
uation of various remedial moasures, but I shall not arrogate the making of
proposals by which the "strangulations" could be avoided. It is, I believe,

a good division of labor, even if the same man does one thing in two pieces.

In this piece, I shall make a fact-finding study trying to test the various
hypotheses and to say it loos that way to me. Whether I, myself, or others

will then util:ze these pieces of information for making their proposals, I

cannot tell. I, myself, if I am still alive, will be very happy to do so.

MR. LUMIANSKY: I would simply like to say that I hope you r alize that

everything Dr. Maehlup has already done and proposes to do underpins very
greatly many of the things we plan to do in our enquiry, and his studies

are going to be of primary and pertinent and promAnent importance to us.

Geng beyond that, I hope that we will make some recommendations probably
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based on what his data revals.

MR. HAAS: Now the 30-second summary, As I said, I refused, but it is

evident as I have listened here, and as I have worked with some of these

people in this process, that certain things are required.

First, we need to develop and maintain a continuing forum so that the

public interest might be guarded and policies as they evolve might mature

in a proper way. Obviously, there noeds to he some agency, some ,Toup of

people -- not necessarily a single group -- that will really assume re-

sponsibility for moving us in directions that make sense. We need a fiscal

support structure for a new program that really will cross thc traditional

boundaries of each element of the system, at least until the system itself

is recast. We need effective articulation from the leaders in all areas

here regarding some of the underlying principles that should serve as a

touchstone for action in the future. Perhaps most ef all, we need to

reminded time and time again that information is not really a commodity,

and that recorded knowledge is, in a sense, the substance of civilization,

and that all of us here and many others with whom we work have a fundamental

responsibility to maintain the integrity of that system in the future.

Thank you very much. That is the end of this session.
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NARO: I would like to open the busine_ ig wita Com _sion
reports. I am going to pass over the Commission on the Development of
Resources chaired by Gustavo Harrer and the Commission on Organization of
Resources, Edward Lothem, chairman. Both of tho,;o Commissions for one
reason or another have really not much to report. They are having their
meetings tomorrow. One of the disadvantages of having the business meeting
this 2fterm)on instead of at the close of the two-day mooting, is that we
lose tho possibility of getting full reports from them. But we do have
reports from two of the Commissions: the Commission on Access and the Manage-
ment Comlion.

-ss to Resou

[The Comniss ion report is included as Appendix A of these Minutes].

MR. BO

roc
now

not sure our Commission is much better off than the other
in that its former Chairperson has gone to bigger and better things
tly. Virginia Whitney did such a good jeb with two of us, that she is

going to become your president and try her hand with 100 of you.

Tho Comrission has continued in basically the same vein, that is,
examining access. We have ck.termined that there are really two or three
basic concerns: access to external resources -- those outside the institution,
and access to resources within the institution. The external area seems to
be well provided for with the completion of the Westat studies on interlibrary
loan. "A Strategy for Communications Among Library Systems," a draft pro-
posal which ARL has recently submitted for funding to the National Science
Foundation, is also in the works and will he mentioned in greater detail
later during this meeting.

Other activities regarding access include the work of the Task Force on
a National Periodical Resources Plan and some discussion on the part of the
interlibrary Loan Committee on whether or not by interlibrary loan we really
are meeting all of the needs that cannot he met within the institution, and
whether interlibrary loan in many institutions is very much on the periphery
of people's attention.

The Commission has sought to focus instead On the other side of the
coin; access to internal resources. We recognize that there might be a
number of obstacles in most of our 1 braries to this access because of a
cataloging backlog, a filing backlog, removal of cards from the card catalog,
the condition of the stacks, reshelving time, or what have you. We have
identified about a dozen and a half of these, and have discussed them and
talked with the Office of Management Studies about the possibility of sending
out a SPEC survey, to ascertain to what extent these obstacles exist in
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libraries, and also to determine what efforts have been made to minimize
them. The SPEC survey, when published, would hopefully then share this
information in terms of how libraries have addressed these issues and
indicate the extent that they have not been successfully addressed.

The next step would be to seek to encourage individual libraries to
undertake some fairly pragmatic research in these areas, each library being
rewarded hopefully by the fact that other libraries would be undertaking
research in complementary areas. Whether or not .there is the expertise or
wherewithal within the member libraries to undertake this research, it might
be appropriate to engage a contractor for the purpose. The appropriate
coordinating agency for the project under thoSe circumstances might be the
Office of Management Studies.

Our purpose would be to meet with the Office of Management Studies
between now and ALA in San Francisco with the view to getting a SPEC survey
out this summer, and having the results in time for this Commission to make
a report to you in September for discussion at the October meeting of the
Board and the membership.

* *

Commi sion on Management of Research Libraries.

MR. McELDERRY: As most of you know, the responsibility of the Management
Commission is to identify issues for investigation that would be conducted
by committees or task forces. It also serves as an advisory committee to
the Office of Management Studies. As I reported to you at our January
meeting, most of our energies this past year were spent trying to keep the
Office of Management Studies-alive. As you may recall, its current funding
was to expire in September of this year. In addition to contacting the
Council on Library Resources for continued support, we tried to look at
various ways in which the Office could derive income from products that _it

had created in response to various issues in management, and also to seek
further subsidies from the ARL Office itself.

The Office of Management Studies at the January meeting of this
Association and last night in a sort of rump session, had a rather compre-
hensive assessment of its activities over the past four or five years. The
response of the membership has generally been very satisfactory. Rather
than give you a secondhand report of the current status and activities of
the Office, I thought I would perform in the tradition of Warren Haas and
just introduce to you Duane Webster, who directs this Office in a very able
and imaginative way, who will tcll you what he is currently up to and what
he is planning in the future.

MR. WEBSTER: The key development in our recent existence, of course, is the
award by the Council on Library Resources of a continuation grant to the
Office. The Council is going to continue their support for this management
type of activity at the Association at the level that we have asked for
$210,000 -- for the next three years, so that we will be able to continue
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the basic program operation that we have.had over the last several years.

That program operation includes re -arch and developmen-

characterized in the past by the Columbia Study, the Management Review and

Analysis Program, the study of machine-readable data bases project that we

worked on with NASIC. The second basic program that we operate is the

information clearinghouse type of activities, characterized in this instance

by the Systems and Procedures Exchange Center which we will continue. The

third basic program is organizational training. We have been holding work-

shops, sponsoring fellowships and preparing training materials such as the

training film program, which I think you are aware of.

I might mention briefly some of our thinking at this point in terms of

directions we may take, largely in response to your interests as expressed

in the assessment survey conducted this last winter. One of the major areas

that we are working on is with the Access Commission, as Richard Boss

mentioned. Our work here is really focused on trying to take thereview
and analysis technique and see whether or not that technique can be used

to look at the services Mr. Boss suggested, looking initially at some of

the obstacles to service, at some of the success and failure patterns that

occur in a large research library. Our thinking is that maybe the best way

to start on that type of project is through a SPEC survey, but with a longer

term view of really looking at the entire services functions, with a view

toward improving our capabilities in that area.

Another project that is on the drawing board presently is a cooperative

project that we are developing with McGill University Libraries. In this area

we are looking at the problem of supervisory training as it applies to

implementation of a performance appraisal program. We are going to be working

with some of the McGill staff during the course of this summer in detailing

exactly how that training project might operate.

A third new direction of the Office in this area of management training

is a management skills institute. We recently sent you some descriptive

information on this institute which is going to be held in Philadelphia this

summer. On the basis of our experience we will make a judgment as to whether

we will hold additional institutes or other types of training programs of this

nature.

The one other activity that we are very interested in right now might

well be characterized as a tool called a performance audit. This involves

looking at some way of taking the needs assessment, and study activity in-

volved in a very ambitious undertaking such as the Management Review and

Analysis Program, and telecope thatdown into something that more libraries

could use with less time and staff commitment. We are not sure exactly what

direction that might go, but it is something that we are looking at very

closely in conjunction with the Management Commission.

Again, as we indicated last night and during the assessment survey, we

are actively seeking your ideas and reactions to some of the work of the

Management Office. Your comments and your questions would be appreciated.

* * *
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Re ort of the Committee on Universi y Library _Standar s

[The Committee report is included as Appendix 8 of these Minutes],

MR. DE GENNARO: I think we can move now to committee reports. The first one

is the Joint ARL/ACRL Committee on University Library Standards, which has
been chaired by Robert Downs and has as its other members, Clifton Brock,
Gustave Harrer, John Heussman, Jay Lucker, John McDonald, and Ellsworth Mason.
Mr. Downs and his committee have worked on this document for quite some time.

As you will recall, they made a presentation at the January meeting. The

report has been extensively revised this spring. Mr. Downs will present the

new version which you all received by mail in April, and which I hope that

you all had a chance to read.

As was indicated at the January meeting, the Association will be given

an opportunity after the Downs presentation to express itself on whether or

not the ARL wants to approve the idea of developing this report into a

standard. In my view, and I think that you will probably agree with me, this

meeting is not the time or the place to debate the pros and cons of the various

elements in the report. I do not think that we have time or inclination to do

that; I do not think it would get us very far. The Board had an extensive dis-

cussion of this report yesterday at its meeting, and finally arrived at a

consensus which we think and hope may reflect the views of the membership. So

the Board, in effect, is going to recommend, after Mr. Downs makes his rep

a kind of adoption of the report in principle and then suggest that further

work be planned. I will give you the language of the Board resolution later,

but first I would like to call on Robert Downs to present this report.

MR. DOWNS: As Mr. De Gennaro has noted, the preliminary report of the Joint

Committee on University Library Standards was presented at the ARL meeting

in Chicago last January. In the discussion a number of constructive sug-

gestions were offered and later correspondence and conversations with various

individuals produced further recommendations for changes or revisions. So

the revised edition of the committee report now in your hands has taken note

of Many of these suggestions. It was not feasible to include them all, partly

because they are sometimes in conflict with each other, and sometimes they run

directly contrary to the general approach or, one may say, the philosophy of

the report.

It may be useful to identify the areas in which the principal revisions

have been made. The first section "Significance of University Libraries" is

new and is an attempt to provide a proper setting for a statement of standards.

Also new, in response to urgings of several knowledgeable individuals, is the

second section dealing with 'library cooperation. There continues to be a

belief on the part of some that qualitative are to be preferred to quantitative

standards. All suggestions in that direction, however, remain nebulous and

extremely difficult to apply in practical situations. The emphasis, therefore,

continues to be on specific, concrete criteria. Incidentally, it may be noted

the ARL's own membership criteria are entirely quantitative.
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The basic areas in which the adoption of standards is proposed remain
the same: resources, personnel, space, finance, public service and admin-
istration. On page six of the report, attention is called to the importance
of a library's location. Several individuals commented on that idea, though
exactly how this factor may affect standards is unclear, probably calling
for individual judgments in each instance On page 13, paragraph 2, a method
of counting microforms as volumes is discussed for the benefit of libraries
which are committed to this practice. Notice that the idea is not endorsed
or recommended.

On page 16 the first full paragraph is a discuss on of staffing of
technical services, and for the reasons mentioned the idea of any fixed
formula for staffing has been dropped. As mentioned, the whole field is in
a state of transition, and its long range or final shape is yet to be determined.

Under the heading of "space" on page 19, additional formulae havo been in-
serted for measuring the requirements of certain types of material, and on
page 24, several steps are proposed for the management of book funds in
conformity, I believe, with the best modern practices.

Sections on pages 6 and 27 relating to the centralization and decen-
tralization of library services have been developed more fully than in the
preliminary report, taking account of a number of discussions. Also some-
what expanded is the final section on administration, especially item six
dealing with the makeup and enrollment of faculty-student library committees.

Now it is obvious, I think, that the committee's report is hardly suit-
able for adoption as a code of standards in its present form. We have here
an amalgam of definitions, discussions and explanations, along with proposed
specific standards. The statement of standards should probably be separated
and the definitions, discussions and explanations appended to clarify doubt-
ful points. And so for the purposes of today's meeting, it is my hope a
committee will be appointed to formulate a code based on the report.

MR. DE GENNARO: Thank you very much, Mr. Downs. As I said earlier, at their
May 6, 1975 meeting the Board discussed at length the report of the Joint
ARL/ACRL Committee on University Library Standards. We very soon gave up
the idea of trying to discuss the actual content, the very specific standards
that were being outlined in the report, and rather turned to the question of
trying to decide whether or not the Board should recommend to the Association
that the whole effort of creating standards for university libraries should
be pursued. We finally came to a conclusion, and I will read you the
language of the resolution that we agreed to:

It was recognized that efforts to establish standards
for university libraries will be continued by the Association
of Colleges and Research Libraries, and that the Association
of Research Libraries would want to participate in the formu-
lation of these standards. The Board found merit in the report
of the Joint Committee, particularly in providing a good basis
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for further efforts to develop university library standards.

The Board passed a resolution:

that the Committee report be received by
the Association;

with the completion of their difficult
assignment, the Joint Committee be dis-
charged with an expression of appreciation
for their work;

the ARL Exeeutive Director be instructed to
discuss with appropriate representatives of
the ACRL the next steps to be taken to build
upon the work of the Joint Committee.

In order to facilitate our discussion here I will offer this as a
resolution to the Association in the hope that the membership will endorse
the Board's position in this matter. By way of further explanation of the
Board's position on this matter, I would like to call on William Dix, who
is a member of the Board, to have him give some further views on this.

MR. DIX: I can be very brief. I would like simply to second this resolution,
to endorse it. This may come as a surprise to some of you who will remember
that at the last meeting I rose to the floor to oppose the whole idea of
standards for university libraries. I want to simply explain what happened
to my thinking on this; it may be of help to you in thinking it through.

In the first place, I think this draft of the committee report goes
quite some way toward responding to some of my objections in terms of
specifics. It by no means does all -- as a matter of fact, I think this
draft has introduced a couple of more problems that I have trouble with, but
we are not here to discuss those. I think, though, it does indicate how, in
a somewhat more discursive fashion a. document of this sort can be an extremely

useful guide in a variety of ways.

The second and more important point, though, it seemed to me was this:
in our discussion in the Board, I became convinced particularly by the
representatives of state universities, that whether we like it or not we are
going to have a variety of kinds of formula budgeting, of standards of one
kind or another imposed on us from without, from state agencies and so forth,
and to some extent this may be true even in the nonpublic institutions. We

do have here an opportunity to begin to mold something that is more to our
own liking, and that we think will fit the purpose.

So with some hesitation still in my own mind about all the implications

of this, I have come to the conclusion that this is a good thing, and that
this resolution moves us on in the right direction. Again, without endorsing

some of the specifics, I find myself able to urge the members to vote for the

resolution.
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MR. DE GENNARO: We will entertain discussions from the floor.

MR. MILCZEWSKI: We are still struggling with the draft and we have not really
sent in our comments; to whom shall we address any other comments we may have?

MR. DE GENNARO: They should be sent to John McDonald. It was the Board's
intention to have Mr. McDonald carry the ball on this until we were able to
appoint a new ARL group to work on it.

I think we cannot move until ARL has said their piece on this document.
Just as soon as they have, hopefully within the next few months or so, we
would like to build on the work that Mr. Downs and his group have done here,
and push this thing forward to a conclusion. This is definitely not a stalling

action. We are not in that frame of mind. So send your letters and comments

in to John McDonald.

MR. LORENZ: On page two, I would like to make sure that some reference
federal assistance is included in the document, and ask the question whether
this was considered and discarded, or whether it still is a possibility for
addition? Specifically, at the end of paragraph two on page two there is a
reference that "research resources of American university libraries are a
matter of national concern." But then in the folloWing paragraph the only
reference is to a system of state subsidies, and I would like to recommend
that at the end of that paragraph a sentence be added, such as: "Federal

assistance for library and information service programs of national signif-
icance and regional reSources and service centers is also an important element
in present and future library development."

MR. DOWNS: On the first point regarding the second paragraph, the comments
there grew out of work that the university libraries of the country actually
have been doing within the last 25 years with the Library of Congress. Those

particular considerations, I think, are directly derived from such projects
as the Wartime Cooperative Acquisition Project and the present program for

cataloging and acquisitions. It is, I think, an oversight that federal sub-
sidies are overlooked in the third paragraph, if there is any such thing now

in existence. The impression was that federal subsidies have almost dis-
appeared so far as university libraries are concerned. It would be very

appropriate to include federal libraries in that statement.

MR. DE GENNARO: I think we have a record of the language of the sentence
suggested, and I think it is very appropriate.

MR. ROVELSTAD: I am not sure this is a detail which should be discussed
here or not, but in answer to the question on page three "What Is A
University?" I did question point number one; the basis seems to be in terms
of federal financial support of academic science. I am wondering why we are
talking aboutfederal financing, rather than financing in general of a
university program.

MR. DOWNS: Well, this is purely pragmatic. We have something here on which
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to draw and I do not know of a comparable list issued by any other institution.
Certainly the institutions which are primarily great universities with research
contracts are deeply involved in science, almost withovt exception.

MR. DE GENNARO: We have with us Beverly Lynch and William Axford. Beverly

Lynch iS the Executive Director of ACRL and William Axford is_the President;
I wonder if either one of them want to comment on ACRL's a titude toward this
comment.

MR. AXFORD: We have here two members of our committee: Hugh Atkinson and

Vern Pings. That committee will not come before the ACRL Board before the
San Francisco meeting, and our consideration until there is some Board action
is unknown.

Since you have got me up here, I might want to put in a comment that has
nothing to do with my position with ACRL, but just as a member of ARL, and as
one who is going through the pressures from outside agencies for funding

standards right at the moment. The State of Oregon now has a committee called

CORA, Committee on Resource Allocation. (It used to be called COBRA which I

thought was a better name for it). We are using whatever we can get our hands
on and having some success, related to getting them to accept certain funding
standards. But there is one thing that has been bothering me about working
with CORA, and that bothers me a little bit about not only the document pro-
duced by the Downs Committee, but about others of the same kind. Mostly these

documents talk about the resources that libraries need to do the job that has
to be done, aRd they develop various standards for the funding of libraries.
But I have never seen any yet that had anything in there that would be a
different type of standard, and that would be a performance standard in the
sense of how well are libraries using what resources have been and will be

allocated to them. I think in selling a document such as this or others that

we worked with, there is a matter of credibility. Most standards such as this
would have an enormous impact on many library budgets in terms of increases_
for books, acquisition, personnel and such. And I cannot see, working in the
political arena as we are now, how these standards that would involve vastly
increased funding at this particular time are going to have too much credibility
unless we have got a standard-on how well we are using what we have.

MR. DE GENNARO: Thank you very much, Mr. Axford. Does anyone else have any

comments or questions?

All in favor of endorsing the Board's resolution as I read it please

indicate by saying "aye". [A vote was taken. The resolution was endorsed].

That moves us on that very c itical question of standards. I just want

to take a moment to thank Mr. Downs again and his committee for the tremendous

piece of work that they have done on this document. I believe that this is

going to form the basis for a really solid set of standards for university

libraries.

* * *
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Commi on Access to Manuscripts U, Rare Books

MR. DE GENNARO: We are ready for the report of the Committee on Access to
Manuscripts and Rare Books chaired by Ray Frantz. This report was distributed

by mail to the entire membership. It has two statementsl: "Access to Original

Research Materials in Libraries, Archives and Manuscript Repositories", and

"Reproduction of Manuscripts and Archives for Noncommercial Purposes." I call

on Ray Frantz to give us that report.

MR. FRANTZ: The purpose, intent and scope of the Committee's work were

described at the Chicago meeting, so I will not review that. You have all read

the two statements so I will not reread those. Rather I would just like to say

as we put these before you for your adoption, that these statements do not

this is the only way you can go about forming your policies for access to

your manuscripts and rare books collection, nor is it the only way you can go

about formulating policies regarding having them reproduced. It is mainly to

support your policies and to have a statement before us so many of our libraries

will not feel isolated in refusing demands that we may feel are unreasonable

to our staffs or to the preservation of our collections, or to our responsibility

as to how much we should inform a person of the literary rights or of collections

available or of parallel research. So these are designed as statements for

your help.

If you approve these, our next step is to get in touch with the Society

of American Archivists and the ACRL. I have talked with Beverly Lynch,

Clyde Walton and Hendrik Edelman to . see if we can agree on one statement.

Hopefully, they can accept this one so that the profession can be represented
by one statement instead of three, which I think will strengthen our hand. If

that comes about, then a majority of our committee is anxious to approach the

American Historical Association (AHA) who already has a committee greatly
concerned about the way scholars are handling manuscripts, about preservation
and concerned that irresponsible handling will increase a library's militancy

regarding access. So they are in a very good frame of mind to be approached.
And we feel that if we could go to them with a statement that outlines an
approach that our membership has approved and have them acknowledge this

statement, if would do a great deal to bridge the misunderstanding and some-

times hostility that now exists between libraries, archives and the scholarly

world. Then the next step might be to approach the Modern Language

Association (MLA).

As I said, the reason we would like to go to AHA first is they do have a

committee set up to look at this problem. MLA does not, but we will take

this a step at a time so that a chain of events can be set into motion once

we have your approval of these two statements.

MR. DE GENNARO: Thank you very much, Mr. Frantz. This item was also dis-

'See appendices H and I of the Minutes of the 85th Meetin e ARL,

January 18, 1975, for the statements referred to here.
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cussed by the Board, and the Board voted to endorse the report of the
Committee on Access to Manuscripts and Rare Books, and to recommend that
the ARL membership adopt these two statements. I would like to move that

the membership endorse these statements. Is there any discussion?

MR. SPARKS: I have two reservations about this document. One of them con-

cerns literary rights. I have an Assistant Archivist who is both a Ph.D

and Doctor of Jurisprudence. Notre Dame has had a problem with literary
rights. We have the Sherman papers and are in the process of negotiating
literary rights to these papers, a matter of consulting 130 descendants of
General Sherman. We have not undertaken this effort lightly. We recognize

the difficulty, but it is a legal problem. I am a little bit nervous about
adopting a proposal which would perhaps put us at variance with the law
with respect to literary property rights. That is one of my objections.

There was another point which I do not 'think was dic,7ussed by the
committee, and it was one which we were particularly concerned with at Yale

in the archives. We were careful not to introduce a researche7! into an
archive without first telling him of other researchers who might already be
working on that archive. It is a problem of competitive scholarship and

the duplication of work. We felt that this was a necessary management
control of the archives which perhaps should be in this document, and I do

not find it here.

MR. FRANTZ: On the first point, there is nothing in the statement to pro-
hibit your undertaking the very wide responsibility of literary rights. You

can or cannot do that, as you choose.

Regarding the second point, the committee talked about this and felt it

should not be in the document; it should be a common sense approach because,

again, we did not want to put ourselves on the defensive, saying you shall

inform researchers that Professors X, Y and Z are also working in this area.
We felt this is open market research. We will give help where we can.
Usually it is received with gratitude, but we hate to say you must do this.

We could let ourselves in for a lot of work and sometimes for no thanks for

doing it. This is a very touchy area, and we did not try to pass on every
conce vable thing that might come up.

I might say on the literary rights, which does no: really concern this

document, some libraries do not want to touch having the control of literary

rights and being in the position of passing on who can and cannot use
materials. If the library does not have them, it is strictly up to the

scholar to get the permission where he can. This is another area that which-

ever way we went, it leads to a chain of other situations that have to be

faced._ That is why these are, hopefully, statements of general principles.

I think you illustrated my point. You can still have the flexibility within

your own universities to do as you wish on these matters.

MS. HOADLEY: On the question that Mr. Sparks was talking about, could not

the statement that appears on this topic in the Society of American Archivists
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standards for access be used in this statement [to the effect that] a reposi-
tory should whenever possible, inform a researcher of parallel research by
other individuals using the same paper and may supply names upon request.
That does not make it mandatory; it makes -it optional, and if you are going
to go to these people and try to get them to agree to our statement anyway,
why not go ahead and use the statement that they have adopted as part of
this statement?

MR. FRANTZ: The committee did discuss this and felt that this is a common
sense matter that we are all aware of and they just did not want to touch it.
They felt that we could not really help very much in it, and we were afraid
of putting pressure one way or the other. You are completely free to do this.
This does not prohibit you in any way from informing a researcher of parallel
research; by its absence, it does not say we have to do this. In other words,
you should not read into these statements that since we did not mention this
or that, this or that should not be done. That is not the intention of the

statement.

MS. HOADLEY: I have another question: In number one, you have used the term

"qualified researchers". Is that really necessary to say that? I do not

want to make that as restrictive as you-are saying. Are you going to set up
librarians or archivists as judges as to who is a qualified person to use
your material?

MR. FRANTZ: Some do. Some pasS on the research itself or pass on the
scholar's cr dentials and may deny access to the colleges

MS. HOADLEY: Is that what libraries are all about?

MR. FRANTZ: I am not saying they should or they should not. This adopts

the wording of ACRL: "qualified researchers on equal terms of access". What

we added which is different is "unless prohibited by the regulations of the

institution". But again, this statement does not one way or the other take
sides; neither do most statements that I have seen (in fact I cannot remember

one that does not say "qualified researchers"). It is absolutely meaningless,

really, I do not know of any institution that really has standards at present
to say what a "qualified researcher" is.

MS. HOADLEY: The Nmerican Archivists' statement does not use the phrase

"qualified". I think that creates problems.

R. FRANTZ: ACRL does and we will follow them on that.

MR. DE GENNARO: Thank you very mach. If there are no further comments on this,

all in favor of endorsing the Board's recommendation on the report of the

Committee on Access to Manuscripts and Rare BOoks, please indicate by saying

"aye". [The vote was taken. The recommendation was approved].

There is another matter that this particular committee brought before
oard for discussion. It was the question of the gift of papers of
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Hubert Humphry. Hubert Humphrey was denied a tax credit on the grounds that
he had placed certain time restrictions on the use of these papers. There

was a statement that the Committee sent to the Board for comments and possible

approval, and the Board voted that it should make a revised text of that state-

ment and then send it to the Internal Revenue Services and other appropriate

agencies. I do nOt think that requires membership attention unless someone

wants to pursue it further. Again, I want to thank Ray Frantz and his committee

for an excellent job on these two statements. The members of the committee

are William Bond from Harvard, William Cagle, John Finzi, James Henderson,

Herman Kahn from Yale, and Ray Frantz is the Chairman.

National Program for Acguisitions and Cat_aloginl_Liaison Committee

[In the absence of Frederick Wagman, chairman of the Committee On the

National Program for Acquisitions and Cataloging, Philip McNiff read to the

membership the report of the committee. This report appears as Appendix C

of these Minutes].

Task Force on National Periodical Resources Plan

[The Report of the Task Force is included as Appendix D of these Minutes].

MR. HAMLIN: I will be very brief since I am on the program tomorrow. The

Task Force has had several informal meetings. In a sense our work was done

for us in the very fine report and studyl that was done by Westat Inc. for

the ARL. In very simplistic terms, the Task Force assignment seemed to be

one of whether to approve or not to approve or, perhaps, to approve with

reservation the recommendation of this study. So we prepared a rather

extensive report and then we boiled it down to a page and a quarter, and I

took the page and a quarter to the Board meeting yesterday and they boiled

't down to a paragraph. That is where it stands now, and it is fine.

The Board took the stand that the thing to do right now is simply to

endorse the proposal for a National Periodical Resources Center, without

going into some other peripheral problems involved, such as fears of the

book industry that this would cut into their busines- or get into matters

relating to the copyright problem.

MR. DE GENNARO: Arthur is right: the:Board did boil this down; we felt that

this was an issue that was very similar to the standards one: it is very hard

to get agreement from boards and in meetings like this on a proposal as com-

plex as this. We thought that the best thing to do would be to try to let

1Vernon Palmour and others, Access o Periodical Resources: a National Plan,

Rockville, Md., Wes at, Inc. Or Veruary 1974.
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the Board to endorse the concept of a National Peri dical Resources Center
without getting into who should pay for it, where it should be and that kind
of thing. And it was obvious from the discussions that the Board felt this
iS an important goal for ARL. The lfore, the Board made a recommendation,
and I quote:

The Association of Research Libraries recommends the
immediate establishment and continued support by the
federal government of a national periodical resources
library as a practical, effective and vitally-needed
aid to scholars and other research personnel in uni-
versities, business, industry and government.

The proposed pc jodical library should provide, with-
in relatively few days, Journals published anywhere in
the world which are needed for use in the advancement of
knowledge or meeting the nation's pressing technical,
economic and social problems. The ARL commends to the
National Commission on Libraries and information Science
the Westat report on a national periodical resources plan,
and urges the National Commission to incorporate it into
the national program for library and information services.

This was the recommendation that the Board approved and in turn, re-
commends to the membership for endorsement. And I would like to move that
the membership endorse this recommendation of the Board.

MR. LORENZ: I think the word "immediate" in the first sentence might seem
a little unreasonable, particularly since your recommendation is to the
National Commission which plans to act with all considerable speed.

MR. HAMLIN: I think it belongs in there. I do not want to defend every
word in the report, but remember when Donald Urquhart met with us after the
IFLA meeting? Urquhart was the founder and amazingly successful operator
of the British Library Lending Division, and his first words were: "You

people have done enough studying and talking. It's time you got something
on the road," and so I think "immediate" has a certain punch in there. We

have been on this qu te awhile and I would like to keep it in there.

MR. DE GENNARO: What I think is important here is that the Board and the
Association go on record, if it feels this way, that it is in favor of the
establishment of a National Periodical Resources Center, how ever you will
want to define it, as soon as we can get it. I think this is an important
thing because we have already been making overtures. We have actually been
bringing pressures to bear on the National Commission to do this kind of
thing; I felt a little bit uneasy about pushing the National Commission in
this,direction without having-some endorsement by the Board and the member-
ship- I kind of assumed that this was a legitimate ARL goal, but this is
what I want to hear.
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MR. SPARKS; A friendly amendment: I believe the National Commissior now

avoids the term "plan' , they use the term "program". Perhaps that language

would please the Commis ion.

MR. DE GENNARO: Any other comments or discussions. If not, we are ready for

the question on that. All in favor of the Board's recommendation, please

indicate by saying "aye". [A vote was taken. The recommendation was app oved].

NCLIS National Program Document,

MR. DE GENNARO: Another item that the Board discussed was the National
Commission on Libraries and Information Science program document ["A Nitiun1

Program for Library and Information Servicesl. Some of us had the March 1

1975 edition of the NCLIS program document: this has been considerably revised

from the econd edition which was distributed widely and read by many of you.

The March 10 edition,which was characterized as the "final edition", had

a blue cover; it was kind of a limited edition for comments. The NCLIS staff

naturally hopes that the ARL might want to endorse this document. Wc gave

some critical comments on this edition, and there has been a new fourth chapter

of that document that has been issued and apparently is going to go to press

in a few weeks. The Board discussed this and it was obvious that there was
nothing that the ARL could do with that report until it had heard from Alphonse

Trezza, who is on the program tomorrow morning, and until we all could see the

document in its final form. Accordingly the Board approved the following

statement:

Wishing to be supportive of the NCLIS in its projections,
the Board resolved on motion of Edward Lathem, seconded
by Richard Boss, to place before the ARL membership in
October 1975, when a final text is available, the
Commission's document charting a national program for
library and information services, this with a view to

securing the Association's endorsement thereof.

I am not submitting this for action. This is merely an in ormat on i em

and again, what it says is that when the final document is avai able, it will

be distributed and we will vote one way or another on it at the October meeting.

Crite ia for Membershi. in A

MR. DE GENNARO: Other action that the Board took involved the question of

membership criteria. Objective criteria were adopted two or three years ago

with the stipulation that the Board would keep close watch and evaluate how

they worked in practice. At least one criterion has been troublesome, and

that is the one that stipulates that the number of Ph.Ds awarded must be equal
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to 40 percent of the median for all ARL institutions This particular
criterion was questioned by a membership committee. There was a discuss in
that it might be dropped completely, but the membership voted to retain
Now in view of the decreasing need for and production of Ph.Ds throughout
the nation, the Board voted to reduce this criterion from 40 percent of the
median to 30 percent of the median.

Consideration of Jris part cular issue by the Board was precipitated by
the fact that several libraries who exceeded the minimums in all other
categories were slightly deficient in this category, so the Board felt that
it had the responsibility to review this criteria, and made that change.

The' Board also voted that a subcommittee of the Board be appointed to
review all the membership criteria and report back to the Board by the May,
1976 meeting. The reason for the creation of this Board subcommittee was
to review the other criteria that seemed to be potentially troublesome or
changing in the light of the changing times. It is not the Board's inten ion
to undertake a thorough review of the whole concept of quantitative criteria.

MR, O'KEEFFE: Who is in charge of that subcommitt of the Board; who might
be contacted?

MR. DE GENNARO: It has not yet been decided; I thought we would do that
tomorrow afternoon at our Board meet ng, but I think if you have any comme
or suggestions, send them on either to John McDonald or myself, and we wil
see to it that it gets to the proper person.

MS. WHITNEY: I think it would be useful if we ask the membership to endorse
the Board's suggestion on the 30 percent.

MR. DE GENNARO: I would like to move that the membership endorse the Board,s
action in approving a reduction of the percentage of Ph.Ds from 40 percent to
30 percent of the median. [A vote was taken. The Board action was approved].

ARL Membershi. in the Center for Research Libraries

MR. DE GENNARO: The last thing I want to report is that the Board also voted
to join the Center for Research Libraries. The annual dues are $100. The
Center has just opened up its membership to organizations such as the ARL,
and I think it would be a good idea if we joined so that we could attend
their meetings, receive their publications, have an influence in the govern-
ment of the organization, and in general support the Center for Research
Libraries.
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ort the Executive Di

MR. MIc.DONALD: I want to comment on some of the events of mv first four

months or so at the ARL office, to bring you up to date on some of the

happenings there and to share with you some observations on this meet- g.

My-first comment is to commend you for what I think has been a very tiuitful

meeting. I think you took some very significant actions, and I

commend the membership and also the Board for bringing to you, I think, some

very important resolutions.

I want also to enter a comment at this time with respect to the work

that Robert Downs has done on the Sta dards Committee report. He was kind

enough to thank the rest of us who served on this committee, but I think the

other members of the committee would agree with me that Mr. Downs really

the iob pretty much by himself. Once in awhile we sent him comments, but if

credit is due, it is due to the Chairman. Thank you again, Bob.

I would like to ask you whether my impression is correct about last

n ghtts orientation meetingj if that is the right word for it. Signals I

get is that most people found the meeting useful and think that it or some-

thing like it might be tried again. I do not want to anticipate what the

questionnaire might tell us. Certainly, we do want to hear what you have to

say via that questionnaire. Those of you who have not turned them in may do

so to me or to Suzanne Frankie and we will find a way to compile the results.

The recorders will be sharing with the Board tomorrow at its meeting the

comments that they gathered, and perhaps we can send along to you the results

of the assessment through the ARL Newsletter, a copy of which should be coming

to you fairly shortly after this meeting.

Let me now go on to talk a little bit about our financial situation. I

shared with the Board a first quarter report which I think shows us to be not

only solvent, but in most categories closely approximating our budget pro-

jections, We have had a significant increase in the membership over the last

few years with the addition of some ten libraries. On the other hand, we

have had increasing financial obligations, so that we are able to maintain a

satisfactory balance in the treasury, We have talked in the ARL office for

quite a period of time now about the need for additional staff, and I think

that I see the desirability of our really taking that step fairly soon, but

f do not think that this implies any immediate change in the membership

assessment. Unless there are questions of a more specific nature, that is

really all I mean to say about the financing of the ARL office. As you know,

wre make a fuller report at our next meeting.

I wild like, however, to sha'e with you once again news about the

financing of our two project offices. The Center for Chinese Research

Mhterials has received a grant of $300,000 for a three-year period from the

Mellon Foundation. Our gratitude goes not only to the Foundation, but to

the Center Advisory Committee and Funding Committee which helped us to secure

this award, We are very pleased to have this support. It does not entirely

meet the needs of the Center, but it comes a long way towards doing so, In

e Appendix E of these minutes for a report of this meeting .
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addition to th . Nellon funding which begins in the Fall at the time that
the NEH and Ford Foundation funding ends, we are anticipating funding from
rho State flepartment. This is not certain, and the amount of it is not now
known, but it does appear that the Stare Department will at least for ono

and perhaps longer, support four cooperative activities, one of which
is our Center. And if it comes to pass, I expect it to make up Cie shortfall
in the Center's budget.

A.s far as the Office of University Library Man --ment Studies is c_n-
corned, Duane Webster has already shared with us the good news that the
Council on Library Resources has continued its Funding of the Management
Office, in this case for a threo-year period which, in itself, .is unusual.
We all recognize our debt to the Council for its strong support of the Manage-
ment Offlce. We- feel that the good work of the Office has repaid the in-
vestment and earned the confidence of the Coulcii. T would remind the member-
ship that in addition to the funding from the Council, you have authorized
the ARL to devote an increasing amount to the support of tbe Management
Office, so that OVOT the period of time that the $210,000 is being provided
by the Council, the ARL itself will be providJng $90,000.

Let me go on now to talk about one activity which has consumed a great
deal of my time and which has consumed a fair amount of the Association's
funds. I refer to copyright and our efforts to renresent the position of
the Association, and I think of libraries generally, with respect to library
photocopying and the copyright revision bill.

f you read the AR1 Newsletter account of the Williams and Wilkins
decision which I wrote and sent to all of you, I think you will find it at
some variance with the newspaper and journal accounts of that decision.
There has been, I think, a conscious attempt on the part of some to re-
present the Supreme Court's action as a nondecision, as a "cop-out", as a
failure to speak up. But from a legal point of view, as eur attorneys are
fond of pointing out, it is a very significant decision in that it affirms
the holding of the lower Court of Claims, and therefore sets tho law of the
land in this area. So we do hale a victory, if there are any victories in
this area; as we heard in the morning program, we are all in this together.

t there are unresolved matters. From the point of view of further
negotiations, I think we have to say that the Williams and Wilkins decision
is in our favor.

Meanw Ile, we have been participating in the copyright conference that
us convened by the Registrar of Copyrights and the National Commission on
Libraries and Information Science. Barbara Ringer and Frederick Burkhardt
have taken an objective stance, hut have called together representatives of
the two sides in a series of meetings. The full group elected to have a
working committee meet more frequently and to report back to the present
group. I have been serving as a member of the working committee. Stephen
McCarthy continues to serve the Association as tour consulltant on copyright,
and has been participating in the work of the working committee. On occasi n,
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Philip Brown, our attorney, joins with us. These meetings take quite a lot
of tim.e: we are hopeful that the investment of time and money will lead to
good results, but I would not want to promise any early resolution of the
copyright problem. I think that the two sides are still some distance apar.
I think sometimes the publicity that comes out of th(se meetings suggests
that great progress has been made and that a breakthrough is eminent. I do

not want to be negative about this. I think there is a great deal more
undeTstanding on each side of the other's point of view than there was, but
I think wc still have reserved the right to disagree, and ultimately we may
find that we have to continue to do so.

Tbis leads me to say that wh t one does in a session which is intended
to try to work out differences is not the same as what one does when one
represents his position before the Congress in legislative hearings. So that
while we talk with OUT friends from the publishing community and working
group, we prepare testimony which represents our traditional view to share
with the appropriate legislative committees.

Nva week when we return to Washington, we will have an opportunity to
present testimony to the Subcommittee Oft Courts, Civil Liberties and the
Administration of Justice, which Subcommittee of the House Judiciary Committee
is chaired by Robert Kastenmeier of Wisconsin. The Subcommittee has decided
to hold a series of hearings, the first of which were held this week, and
John Lorenz tells me that he presented testimony on behalf of the Library of
Congress yesterday. Barbara Ringer, speaking for the Copyright Office has
also presented testimony. The hearings of the 7th and Bth of May are for
government witnesses. Next week on May 14 the Subcommittee will hear from
representatives of publishers and of libraries. The format for the hearing
is this: each side has a half hour to present oral testimony, after which
each side will be questioned by the Subcommittee for a half hour. The in-
terested library organizations, in view of the very limited time available,
decided to try to join their testimony and to elect one spokesman for all of
our interests. In addition to the ARL the interested library organizations
are the Nmerican Library Association, the Medical Library Association, and
the Music Library Association. We have also heard from other groups around
the country and to the extent possible are accommodating their suggestions as
well.

We have, with the help of James Sharaf, attorney for Harvard University,
produced the draft of this testimony, and our initial hope was to be able to
recruit one of our own members, William Dix, to present the testimony on our
behalf. 1 tnink Mr. Dix will not mind if I mention that fact, but he has an
unshakeable commitment elsewhere and could not do it. But we all feel com-
fortable with the alternate that we have selected, Edmon Low, who is the
Chairman of the Copyright Subcommittee of the ALA Legislation Committee, He
is a thoroughly experienced person in the copyright area and one who has a
long history of successful testimony before Congressional committees. Mr. Low

will be accompanied at the hearing by a panel of representatives of library
associations who will backstop him in the question period. We hope by this

format to have the best of two worlds: solid integrated testimony from one
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Person and a variety of approaches frets others. The publishers, of course,
will have their own egy for representing their owin points of view.

And while we mean to have a number of recommendations with respect to
the copyright revision bill and to represent a number of attitudes toward
the whole bill, one of our major interests is in Section 10S(g)(2), which
refers to systematic reproduction. We mean to have somethinv to say on that
subject and each of the other associations is fully in agreerNTt with Is on
that. I will not take time to go into detail about that, but if members are
nterested in knowing more about it, I would bo cOad to talk with them later.

Another important development in the copyriclht area is the likely
establishment of another national commission, tho National Cormission on New
Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works. Somebody, maybe Barbwra Ringer, has
nroperlv chiblled this CONTO which is manageable. CONTU would be administered
through the Library of Congress, if it comes into bein.o. The Library has

sought funds for the Commission in the amount of $337,000. If those funds
are forthcoming, the Commission will get into business. The appointments
will be managed by the White House and candidates have heem suggested by
various parties. I think it is correct that the Library_ of Corlgress has
secured consultant services to do some preliminary wor1( in anticipation of
the creation of CONTU. A very able, personable young attorney, Arthur Levine,
is working on that for the Library of Congress.

I think that is enough of the copyright issue. I would only say fur her
th. t the involvement of a prestigioas and able law firm such as Co.x, Langford
and Brown that serves the ARL is an expensive mmtter, and I do not think we

can continue to invest as much in the copyright issue as we have been doing

over the last few months. I am hopeful that after the hearino we can reduce
the rate of our effort and also the rate of our payments to our attorneys.

I would like to turn now for a moment to a subject that has also occupied
your executive staff very heavily. This is a proposal which have been

drafting and revising for submission to the National Science Emindation,
Office of Science Information Service. We are calling this the Interlibrary

Project and I am glad to say that on the eve of our departure
for this meeting, we were -,ble to send copies of our report to Edward Weiss

at NSF. How promptly NSF is able to deal with the proposal, me are not sure,
but they are anxious to move forward with it and I an sure they will give it

their prompt attention. They have been most cooperatim with us in the
development of the proposal and we appreciate their help.

The propos- 1 builds upon a considerable body of work that has preceeded

it. A number of studios have been underwritten by OSIS and managed by tbe

ARL. I will not review those for you now, but the study we aTe now concerned
with is a successor to the SILC study doe by Becker and Hayes and released

in P bruary of last year.' The thrust of the present proposal is to investi-

1 Robert H. Hayes. A System for Intcrlibrar
California, Beckei-' Ha7Yesfor ARL, 1974.
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gate through a research project intersystem communications in the inter-
library loan area through the use of existing networks and with the
cooperation of the Library of Congress as the principal investigator. The

would be the project director, the financial manager and ultimately
responsible for the final report to go into NSF. The project participants
are two networks in the East and two in the West; in the West, Stanford
BALLOTS and the Washington Library Network; in the East, NELINET and NYSIL.
The role of the Library of Congress is important in the proposal in that
they would coordinate the work of the network participants.

The proposal has been sh red with the Board, and a number of members of
the Association have been active in its development, notably the Interlibrary
Luan Committee chaired by David Weber, as well as other members of the
Association who have been called upon to review the proposal at various stages.
ie have also been fortunate to have the advice of some outside reviewers. I

would like particularly to thank Lawrence Livingston, Council oa Library
Resources, James Riley of the Federal Library Committee who could not be .

us today, and Alphonse Trezza of the National Commission on Libraries and

Information Science. I do not mean to imply that these people are responsible
in any way for the content of the proposal, but they were generous with their

e and advict with respect to it, and I think we faithfully tried to follow
the advice they gave us as we revised the proposal. It is kind of a standing

joke around the office that we are now working on the 75th edition of Operation

SILC, as we call it, and I am glad to say that we have fin shed that work.

We sent to all the ARL directors a copy of the ACE International Education

Project Task Forte Report [on Library information Resources]. I simply want

to say that that is the work of a task force chaired by John Berthtl, and it

represents one of a series of task force reports that will be coordinated by

the international Education Project being conducted by the American Council on

Education. This is an attempt to secure funding for international studies

(what we used to call area studies), but which has been broaden.ed in scope and

direction. There is an International Education Act on the books but it has

never been funded, and this project is an attempt to awaken the interest of the

Congress in funding that. The NDEA programs under Title VI are in a related,

area, and they too are suffering funding difficulties. So the ACE Inter-

national Education Project is something in which we are interested and in

which we are participating, and which we hope will result in funding for th

support of international education, and as an aspect of that,-of libraries

serving international education.

You have heard reports from some of our commissions, from a number of

committees and a very thorough summary by Mr. De Gennaro of the Board of

Directors meetings, so I will not go into that. I would like to mention one

other funding situation and that is future funding for library programs. As

you know, the question is soon to arise wbether we should argue to continue

the kinds of programs we have had under the Higher Education Act Title II-A

and B, or whether we try to support new legislation in the library area. We

have continued to feel that a one-year extension of the present programs

would be the easiest way to go. There does not seem to be very much incli-
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nation in the Congress to provide additional funds for programs or to clL
anything very innovative this voar. If we could secure the continuation of
the present programs, that would be about as much as we could hope to achieve.
However, Title II-B has already been zeroed in the House Appropriations
Committee, and an effort will need to be made to try to restore those funds
in the Senate. You will bo hearing from us and have heard from u$, as a
matter of fact, in support ofan urgent plea that tho ALA Washington Office
has sent to all libraries.

In this connection I might note now that the Association of American
Universities has a legislation committee which is seeking the advice of
librarians in its legislative campaign, Lnd quite a number of you who represent
NAU libraries have been approached to serve them in an advisory capacity. I

have here the list of persons who have been so approached and I would like
you to know who they are: Charles Churchwell of Brown; James Jones of Case
Western Reserve; Benjamin Powell of Duke; David Stamm of Johns Hopkins;
Eugene Kennedy of NYU, who is Chairman of our own Federal Relations Committee;
John McGowan, Northwestern; Richard De Gcnnaro, Pennsylvania; David Weber of
Stanford. There are a fow other persons on the committee representing library
schools and other institutions.

he Board discussed briefly plans for the Wlite House Conference.on
Libraries and Information Services. The Conference has not yet secured
funding. The authorized legislation permits $3.5 million for the effort, and
'f the appropriation is made, a series of state and regional meetings would
precede the national conference. The planning and administration of the White
House Conference, if it is funded, would be the responsibility of the National
Commission on Libraries and Information Science% We arc, in other words, in
a posture of watchful waiting, and we will try to keep you informed through
the ARL Newsletter of developments there.

Thi_- leads me into my penultimate point here: namely, that we are trying

to keep in touch with the work of the National Commission on Libraries and

Information Science. Alphonse Trezza and I and Frederick Burkhardt, when he
is in town, lot each know what the other is doing, and I hope this friendly
exchange can continue.

Let mc now just conclude by saying that it has been an extremely

interesting, and very busy and demanoing several months since I succeeded

Stephen McCarthy. I am not sure how I feel about it. I truly have enjoyed

_ but it is a tough job. And I think Suzanne Frankie would agree with me,

we have had an extremely busy spring. I think from what I have told you be-

fore, you can see that several things coincide over this period to make it,

I think, an unusually busy time but maybe it is always like that. We are

just going to have to learn to live with it. Ac i was talking with Margaret

Child yesterday, she was trying to tell me that living in Washington is always

like that. She too, is in a position where a large amount of work descends on

a very small staff. I certainly do not want to appear to be complaining. I

think though, that this has implications for the management of our work.
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I have told the Board this story. We will continue to keep the Board informed,
and we will take appropriate measures if things get umbeara le.

To conclude, I simply want to express my appreciation to all the staff
who have been extremely supportive, and in particular to Suzanne Frank ie who
does an amazing number of things well. Thank you very much.

Report of .t:1L- Aki Pre_sident

MR. DE GENNARO: Mv on report can he fairly brief because you heard much of
it at the business meeting. Thanks to you all we did accomplish quite a
number of imprtant, things, but I do want to mention a few others. Because
of the change in the meeting date from January to October this year, I am

going to hav(- the distinction of being the first ARL president to serve a
nine-month term, from January to October. Some people, including myself,
thought this was a good piece of luck for the Association, but actually it
does not matter much because the full year's activity seems to be compressed
into these nine months. As a matter of fact, it seems to me that I have
already served a full term, if I measured it by the time and energy that I

have devoted to ARL concerns since January.

When I was elected president last year, I looked around for a guiding

theme for my term and a few useful projects on which to focus my efforts.

The theme I selected was national trends, ARL's influence on them and thei
influence on ARL. As you can see, the theme has been reflected in the pro-

grams for which I have been responsible. I have tried to use the vehicle of
the programs to call attention to some of the more important developments in

the field, In January you will recall we had a program on the future of the
card catalog, which was apparently timely and so well received that we published

it under separate cover and it is now being sold. This morning's program focused
on the whole broad area of relations between publishers, scholars and librarians
regarding scholarly communications. The intent here was to alert the member-
ship to this problem area and to open the dialogue with certain groups. As

many of you know, I wrote an article on one aspect on this subject for Library
Journal on pay _libraries and user charges and that sort of thing.

In addition to that, the other big thing that I have been pushing is the

concept of national resource sharing. We have worked hard to create a climate
to foster this idea and to get the National Commission on Libraries and In-
formation Science to marry the NPRC report with the Westat resources and
bibliographic systems report.- In addition, I have also written an article on

this wtiich will be published in Library Journal in the next issue. The attempt

here was to call attention to this: Concept and to push it along a little bit.

Also on the national scene you have heard John McDonald talking about

copyright. I have not been involved in that. That is something that is
extremely complex and requires a kind of competence and continuity that

John can bring to it, so I have left that part of the activity to him compl
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We have also been involved with the National Cummission on. Librari and

Information Science. ARL has had an input, both through a meeting in March
at the L'Enfant Plaza in Washington, and through letters, telephone con-
versations and various kinds of backroom politicking with the officers of
NCLIS. And you will see that the program tomorrow with Alphonse Trezza is
geared in that direction, as is the second part of the morning which points
up again the importance of the Federal Relations Committee chaired by
Eugene Kennedy and a number of new members; they are meeting here for the
first times and they will get active.

In addition I have accepted an appointment to the Ad Hoc Advisory Com-
mittee for the White House Conference, so ARL, through me, will have some

input to that. It has not met yet, and there is no information about it so

I will not say any more. I will give a more complete report at the October

meeting,

I would like to conclude by th-- ing John McDonald and Suzanne Frankie

and the staff for a f their help. I was tremendously impressed at my table
last night with the discussion groups that there were several members sitting

around there who were quite astonished to learn that the Ant, office consisted

of only two professionals. I took that as a tribute to the amount of pro-

ductive work that those two professionals turn out.

Now to conclude I have one last item; I think you should carry a ay

from this meeting something that I picked up from Frederick Kilgore. He was

travelling in Europe the last couple of weeks spreading the word over there
about OCLC, and he passed through UNESCO and picked up a message from the
bulletin board there that I would like to pass on to you. It was the six

stages of a project, and since all of you have been involved in projects and

will be involved in projects. I thought you ought to learn this at this

meeting. The first stage is elation and exuberance; the second stage is con-
fusion; the third stage is disaster; the fourth stage is search for the guilty;

the fifth stage is punishment of the innocent; the sixth stage is distinction

for the uninvolved. And with that, think I will bring this meeting to an

end.



A NATIONAL PROCRA1 FOR LI BRARI AND INFORMATION SERVICES

Introduct ion

MR. DE GENNARO: This is a critical time in national planning for libraries.
We have reached a point where the NCLIS statement on the broad national pro-
gram for libraries is pretty much complete. It has gone through numerous

revisions. 1 have road the various versions of it, and while there are sti11

some things in it that we might wish to change, I think that it is a remarkably
complete and well-balanLed document. particularly if one thinks of all the

ous cons itueneies that have to be satisfied tith such a document,

Unfortunately it has not yet been published in its final form, and
although Alphonse Treiza and I would have liked to ask ARL te be the first
library organization te endorse it in principle, I felt I could not ask an
organization to endorse a document that they had not read in final form. As

I told you in the business meeting yesterday, the ARL was very supportive of
the NCLIS document, and the matter of endorsing it in principle will be brought

up before you in October. I would like to read the re-solutibn again that the

Board passed to emphasize our support for it.

Wishing to be supportive of the NCLIS in its projections,
the Board rsolved on motion of Edward Lathem, seconded
by Richard Boss, to place before the ARL membership in
October 1975, when a final text is available, the
Commission's document charting a national program for
library and information services, this with a view to

securing the Association's endorsement thereof.

I would like to say that I am goi:g to ask the Associaton at the October

meeting to endorse it in principle and with a certain kind of enthusiasm,

because I think that we will have by that time when you see it, a document

which does constitute the basis for a national plan. I think there is nothing

to be gained at that point for nit-picking with the details of it. I- think

the important thing after that is the implementation and just getting it going

and going forward with it.

To turn now to our speakers for this morn ng's :m-o,2,ram, I do not think

Alphonse Trezza really needs a long introduction. He spoke to us at the

last meeting and I think you all know him. Just bri-2-Fly, Mr. Trezza is the

Executive Director of NCLIS. As of Monday, he is the real Executive Director,

he has burned all his bridges behind him. As you all know, he was the Illinois

State Librarian; he was the Executive Director of tlm, Catholic Library

Association, He is really an academic libra-iqan: he worked at the Unive

of Pennsylvania Library for six years, and his reputation and fame is st

there at Pennsylvania. We still talk about Alphonse Trezza and his regime

at the time. Without Further introduction I will call on Alphonse Trezza

to make his presentation.
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MR. TREZZA: I am I. eased to be here. My purpose today is io-fold: one is
to try to make sure you have some understanding of what the National Commission
is and is trying to do, and secondly, and most importantly, what it means to
you. The National Commission without question has probably solicited at this
time more opinions from the profession at large than any organization has OVPT
done. The Commission, in developing its program over the last three years, has
literally stumped the country with regional hearings, seminars, you name it.
We have met with every group we can think of. We have had people testify in
Washington, Chicago, San Antonio, Denver, the West Coast, all over the place.
And if you have not had your input, it is our fault.

The _Immary [of the National Program statement] was published two years
ago. First of all the original draft was published and, as you well know,
received lots of comments -- in fact, over a thousand letters, comments, etc.
It was really amazing. That resulted in the preparation of a second draft
which had a lot of unanimity behind it. We still got some comments. The one
weakness with the second draft, as you are all well aware, was the fact thot
by the time we put tho second draft to bed, it was clear that a settion,
chapter, page, something on the information industry was necessary. I think
it was kind of unfortunate looking back to put a blank page in, because what
it did was raise some expectations in both directions: fears on the one hand
and overexpectations on the other. So no matter what we put out in tha-
chapter, 't was bound to get an almost violent reaction.

The Commission in its meeting last September in Denver decided, par..ly
through my urgings and partly because they desired it, that the time for
writing was rapidly coming to an end, and the time for action was here. lie

decided there would be only one more draft and that was going to be it, and
then we were going to adopt it and try to move toward the real goal which is
implementation. We could spend the rest of our lives doing drafts. Now that
is the technique they use in Washington when they do not want to do anything.
They send it back for revision; put it back in the committee again. Well,

the Commission cannot exist that way. The Commission must have the reputation
of getting things done, otherwise it is just another Washington bureaucratic
organization which serves no purpose for the Administration, the Congress or
the profession.

Consequently, the Commission set a fairly tight schedule. Do you
remember when we published it we called it a "Time Line". We published the
"Time Line", and along with it we also issued a resolution of our support
for library legis ation for this current year. As you will recall, the
Commission took a stand on the continuation and extension of LSCA,of ESEA,
of HEA, which is the first time we fully took a public stand on that.

So we took a dramatic action. We worked on the third draft. We set a

deadline and on that deadline we stopped receiving input. As I am sure most
of you know, the one Commissioner who has the responsibility to try to do the
actual writing along with the staff is Joseph Becker. Obviously, you can

not get the whole committee to write. So Joseph Recker is the one that tries

these things out, then we all tear it apart. So he and I then tried to put
together draft number three, and wo spent five full days going through that
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document, page by page, with every piece of paper that we rect. .ved from anY-

body, We had over 200 comments of different kinds. I would say about 25 or

30 were what I would call long, thoughtful reactions to the various parts of

-he document, and we struggled and revised the document. We still ended the

week without a Chapter 4 because no one would suggest language for Chapter 4.

The information industry would not do it: the publishers would not do it: no

one would. So ne matter what you think or what you have heard, that Chapter

4 was not written by Mr. Zurkowski of the Information Industry Association,

even though some ieopie say it sounds Maybe it sounds like it, but

ho did not Ht it. fn other tcord:,,, wo fiisiicd it and 1;(2 got Ckapter -

knowing that it wciiild raise somo interesting reaction.

n w what else did it? What reaHv did it I think, was the

fact that on the blue cover, it said "Final Draft" and my cover letter said.

"You have until April 23 to espond" -- three weeks. In other words, now the

fat was in t'-e fire and now the response was loud.

It is because the publishers objected to Chapter 4 as much

as some of the academic libraries did. Some of our Commissioners reacted

negatively to Chapter 4 -- in fact, so much so that they actually read the

whole document carefully, and I got comments on parts of the document that

we had been kicking around for a year. There were many, many people who

never before had reacted to any part of it- Now all of a sudden they renc ed

to any part of it. So that was a very positive and useful response. Chapter

4 well served its r.al purpose. What it did is it pointed out te everybody

that we really had a mixed and complex constituency. The National Commis-

sion's responsibility, after all, is not just for libraries -- not that
tibraries are not basic, but it is broader than that. We have to keep ,...-

minding ourselves that we are responsible, for example, to libraries th-t

are involved in ARL, ALA, SLA, and right on down the line. We are con-

cerned with the worries and problems of publishers, the information indust

who are distributors of information services, for all the people in educa-

tional technology, the broad spectrum. Obviously then, to get a document

which somehow will address itself to all of these interests is not easy-.

One of the cri tic isjris or comments you may have read in "Hot Line" said

something to the effect that the document was redundant, repetitive, and

needed a good high school English teacher to go over it. And my response to

the editor was, "You bet it's repetitive and it's redundant, and it's going

to stay that way. ft's a consensus document. It's not a King James version."

It is a consensus document, and do you know why it is repetitive? Because

when we did not do the repeating, we were accused of giving more weight to

something else.

Now what

elite. Tilis group rep

are saying here we go
national program which
same argument you hear r
worrying about those who

keep in mind is that you represent the intellectual

-nts the "haves," and other people in the profession

ain: the Commission is going to spring for the

ye the rich at the expense of the peer --

rding the economy. In other words, here we are

a ready have access to tremendous int Ilectual
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rosources, and we are going to put a tremendously big program in to make it
easier for them at the expense of the urilan person, the minority, the poor,
the ocrsm who is struggling for an education. Th..- is an accusation, no
matter whether von agree with it or not. It is an issue we have to confront.

try to reach the wide constituoncy, we have te make sure that we some-
how address, for example, the public librarian's claim that this is hea
woiited to tho special ibrary etc.

Ono of the information industry said to me, "It's a beautiful libr
to_ ' The Social Responcibi lit i os Roundtable said, "You bar

irface." The intellectual Freedom Roundtable says,
have not addressed the real issues." You say, and everybody says, "What are
your prioriti os How come you didn't list al of your things in priority

?" "Kliat's the cost?" say OMR. "You 1 not run the cost. Whore

draft legislation," and they go on and OP, and the answer is simple.
Arr:i er is all of that. The first part explaihs 1,41y the document is a con-
scn - document, and as such, Je ,s reocat ro-emphasi:c. Afid the other

part of those questi ns I just pos'ed are what I call impleme tation. You got

these two iSSU05.

If you road tho Ma of Wils-on euiLibrary Gl_ . _ you will find that

Esc n ha: ta1en a fai ly sUpportive 7-iiim of the document, which is

interesting and r am pleased oheiotmsly. I just want to read vou one little

iing Mr. E,cholmfin Says

INOre is no doubt that the third dr ft is vastly more
representative of the whole information community than
the first on, And the document summarizes its ire

program in two major objectives: 1) to strengthen, develop
or create, w!1e-re needed, huiron and material resources which

supportive of high quality Iibniy Ond information
and together the library and information

i .1 in the country, through a common pattern of organi-
zation, uniform standards, shared communications, to form a
na . network. If these are in priority order, and so
implemented the document may prove to be worthy of full support.

So evon some of critics
long way.

now that the document has moved

Now, what does that mean to you as a research library, because - tor

all, you still have to look at that document and say, "Watts my role? What

does that_ do for me in the national program?" Let us just concentrate for a

few minutes on what it does for large research libraries. First of all, the

document suggsts that we have to do a better job in sharing resources. It

we are L:oing to have to share resources on a regional and national

basis. it does not suggest how. Remember the document is not an implement-

ation document; it is a long-range program. It is a program of goals or

assumptions, as we are calling them, and objectives; it is interesting to
rcmcinher that none of the five ;srnmpt inns Or the eivht objectives have changed
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cond to the third draft. No one has callen?e c

or JaL5 +Oat is be; scussed and challenged are the

ific language.

assumpt
the int

That is why in my cover letter 1 said to everybody that saw the fi t

draft That we were not asking you to support tho document word for w

for iirvo, SLat once for sentence, paragTaph for paragraph, page for pa

even I could do -- that. What we aro asLing is are you willing as indiv

rst, to support the citional Commission's program in concept and prirn iple?

That is basic. You and 1 as individuals first have to do that. If we can do

that, then we can g,o the next step. You say okay, f buy it ns an individual.

Now, what about me as head of my institution? Can I now took at it again and

say yes, I can also endorse this because it will help my institution; it will

mean that in the 107W, run at least I am going to be bettor off than not havin

Your third cowiiJeration of cc irSe,
organization, be it ARL, ALA, SLA or what
you endorse it in that capaci- And, of

of the te7,--al library Caaz,ja it

and you have to come to your own conclusion at the
as a mc,:iner

think in those terms.

what about you
A,Tr organization
course, finally,

It s,

member of an

you are in? Can

can you endorse it
you have got to

appropriate time.

.\s Nr. Pe Getman) pointed out, hopefully. ARL

action come next fall. SLA may take some action at

and ALA also in Juno. So we hope to have some renc

the maJur

I take some
zast react .

on then from at least

It is ,i:231' that the competition for money today is worse than it has

ever hewn. If we do not really develop more effective sharing, we are _-_11

going to suffer for it. You cannot live in isolation, no matter how good

es,

your college is today. I am not going to say which state, because I do not

want to embarrass anybody, bul I came in a meeting and I was shocked to bear

that in one state, a whole group of state colleges have had their book budgets

cut to zero for two full years. These colleges have not bought a single new

book in two_ years, That is almost inconceivable; I just could not believe

what I hoard. So i reacted emotionally. I said, "You mean you all sat on

r hands and let it happen? Where is the march on the capitol? Why didn't

all the other academic libraries and public libraries and special lihraries

come to the rescue and pound and demand and say that's absolutely irrespon-

sible. To cut it is one thing, but to cut it to zero? How do you operate

an academic institut on without a new book fur two yea__ Inconceivable,"

in

they are all

-ow priority,
call it, such

Rut the fact is th
Our problem

wc will always get
we have Hi them in
Illinois. there

t is an economic problem, isn't it? We failed

the political process; if we do not learn to use

the crumbs. Now, we have had some successes,

the good years. 1 ma. ntain from personal experience

nevei- is i7
good year, that there never is a bad year,

same. ;then you go down to your capitol, yoU are still a

cause they still look at basic funds, "departmental," as

fire and th;.A sore of t ing -- the basic: necessities of
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I.i!'o, :is oposeJ to tho intoliQctual nocossi tes of lifc as we s--,0c, it.

Wo still havo oi constant battle, hut [ maintain that no matter how tilit
t_1(- e,_-,): ,,_' hdve a right to our sharo of thitt motioy, and we are not getting
it. and we aro never going to get it if we do not got together, if we do not
hlve 3 national orogram which we can sell as a long-range plan which shows
ho ,wo ar going to increase the use and effectiveness of our resources.

WcA all tarK about coordinated or cooperative acquisitions. I do pot
know of one such program in this country that is truly cooperative. But we
rx\k ahoat it. So the problem with all of this networking and cooperation
l'.12 keep talking about ic that F;omehody has to give, and that means everybody.
',:ou cannot go into these things and say, "What are we going to get out of it?"
i sw-p.2L.:t in 90 percent of the cases, the answer is going to be "Nothing."
[f wo -:,J into it and 5ay, "What can I- give? What can I do?" and we all did
it, .vi,i obviouly all would receive. It is. a fairly basic- principle.

Th,L r,:spoilii,ility For flinJing all this i:. at threo levels: it is at the
local level; it is at the state level; it is at the federal level. The focal
level would be in your case your local university. It is a mix of funding.
It is called "balanced intergovernmental funding" as opposed to partnership.
"Balanced intergovernmental funding", that is our goal. Now, how do we get
a balance We had a report on public librarles which suggests that the
haltinee =.11onld be 50 percent state, 20 percent federal and 30 percent local.
We are nmhere near it, but that is the goal. The report says at the moment
'0ii.: are about 67 percent federal; about four or five percent in most states
(maybo eight or nine percent in some states); and the balance, local. So
right now, the local is about g5 percent in round figures; in academic levels
it is even higher.

Therefore we have got to make sure that when we do networking effectively,
iohr institu! on first must get support and a reasonable level of standards
for your own institution. That is an organization.

Secondly, however, within that state you are part of that state's inter-
,:hnge, that state's network, that state's cooperative program, and therefore,
you have a riAlht, a responsibility to see to it that you participate in the
stdte's funding to the extent that you are providing the services. And finily,
of course, 45 you go out of your state, you qualify in the federal funding.

The roport talk,; about protocols, about standards, aboW interfacing,
about using computers. The important thing is to think of it organizationaly
now, inatead of thinking about what I call the technical parts of it. Regarding
organization, what we are saying is you build like a pyramid; you have your
local at the bottom, you have your state; and in some parts of the country, you
have regionals; and then the national. Now, you do not need a regional in every
part 01 thc (ountry. No do not have to all sudden)y go out and form two_ new
regionals because it luist so happona they do not have one in the Middle West
and one in the Middle Atlantic states. My answer to that is, so what? There
is no magic in regionals. If the need is there, lot it so be; if there is not,
let ils not ircnlAifacture another tcvel of bureaucracy. We do not need it. That
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means u have to have another :itaff. spend some more money not for produc 1,
more programs, but for p rothic 1110, another lovel of bureaucn I on nor

vinced that von need it, hut l" you do need it, fine. But do not do it hecause
they have one out in the 1,Cest and they hove one in New England.

You have got tramid, and mh.'it you have to do is develop r_gionai

mechanisms to malw this thing work. Naturally we have to identify basic
national collectio_s, and therefore we need some funding support in the

?ral government, For example, we say vory firmly in the final draft of
the report that the Library of Congress not only is, in fact, acting as a

national library but should definitely be the national library. Without say

it ought to bc, we say it should be, definitely. Now, we have to achieve it.

We are saying that the National Libraries of Medicine and Agriculture are an
important part of the total program and must continue to have thoir funding at
good levels in order to produce the programs.

We are riot saying that we are going to create a nation _ network and say

do a ay with the NLM's regional ne :rk, Neither are we saying that it

necessarily remains the way it Obviously, we hope it will be better, no

matter how good it is. So the report, in ether words, is not saying "Let.s

limit what we have got;" neither is it saying, "Let's keep what we have got."

All it is saying is "Let's exam ne everything that e have and let's form a

national network which interfaces organizationally, technically, and more
important, attitudinally. You know, the success of this program is much more
basod on OUT attitUde than it is any of the words.

If you will, drop your fears. Roosevelt said it, and everybody repeated

the sentence, r ad I could not repeat it enough Most of the fears I have come

in contact with within my own state, Illinois, in developing our notwork. were
based on fear for fear itself, aad none of them have ever been realized. Have

Take a chance. Dare to be different. Dare to stop worrying about your

owm institution and think of the other person for a change. I know some of

you are on the "have" ends and you are giving constantly, kit instead of

stopping giving, demand that that giving be properly recognized and supported

at the appropriate levels. That is what you should fight for, not to cut it

off. That is an attitude again_

What you are saying is what I am doing is right, but if you keep taking

away, we are going to wither and die because we cannot exist if vou are con-

stantly pulling out everything we have got. So you have got to make sure that

we can continue to serve you by giving us the support we deserve because We

are doing a job. As you can see, it is an attituce again, instead of saying,

"okay, we are going to set a fee and that's it." it is like a wall. Should

_e decide on the level of fees and say that it is only a certain service

level that people can expect for a tax -- remember none of the serViCe iS free.

we ng to define the level and say no one can expect service beyond this

11, el::,:cqt if they pay for it? That is certainly a possibility, but most

3ro saying at this point that that is mt what we are really after. We

after a continuation of the maxitm2m possible library services to

rye Cie people of this 1-ountry uhol they n,.0c1 it, .0,Uthout questions about
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why they ne( it because that is their business. And we have to make
sure w(.7 know where the material is, how to deliver it, how to identify it
how to improve that so that we spend our money not on mechanisms, but on
services, and we use mechanisms and computers as our servants and tv)t our
masters, that we use an organization again, not to freeze us into a patte
but to make it effective and flexible enough so we can change it. That

the challenge.

The Commi. will d s best once a program is out to work (yard-

implementation, The plan is like this: on Friday or Monday morning the pro-
gram document will be delivered to the Government Printing Office. If all

goes well and the schedules are all met, sometime towards the end of June,
the published report will be available and will be distributed widely. We

will then move from phase ene, which is the writing, to phase two, which is
implementation. You will notice the paragraph in the preface which says
.this is a long-range planning document. It is a dynamic document which will

undergo constant scrutiny and change. The Commission envisions that within
two years a revised edition will come out. V welcome your suggestions and
constructive criticisms. In other words, it Is not something etched in glass
or stone or bronze, whatever you like. It is the beginning and not the end.
It is the beginning of implemontation of a national program, and not the end
of putting in writing what we think we believe. At this moment, we think it

represents our best thinking and our best efforts. And two years from now,

it may be quite difftrent.

React°

MU HOPP: Lt nle simply state that my reaction to the report is going to be

a personal _ one primarily from the vantage point of a state-supported mid-
western university. I realize that it is quite easy to get caught up in th
evangelistic rhetoric that we just heard, which nr. Trezza is capable of

doing, of ceUrse, very well. And my remarks for that reason may border on
what may be interpreted as nit-picking, although I do not intend it for that.

I think that what I want to do is to share some zoncerns on behalf of a
research library, and for the record. I think it would be too bad, given
this opportunity to comment on the report, if we did not express at least a

point of view from a research library.

I want to preface my remarks by saying that at the end of what I am

about to say I do indicate that I support the document, whereas during my
remarks it may 5Cem to the contrary.

The general framework of the national program is built on five major

assumptions, at least one of which speaks to the library and information

resources as national resources which should be developed, strengthened,

organized and made available in the public interest. The program also has

what is referred to as two major program objectives, the first of which is

"to strengthen, develop, or create where needed, human and material resources..
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And then there are stated in the r commended na io al program eight prc:,, an

objectives. I want particularly to focus on one great omission in these

objectives which appears in the recommended program, and I stress "rectonmiciAe

ogram" because at least in some instances I think people will turn to the

program and read that, and will not necessarily refer to the introductoi

suppol_ting statements that lead up to the program. And I th nk for that

that I want to focus on the recommended program itself.

A network will be no stronger than the resource libraries that support

it. We can create a network and have a good communication system, but unless

there are information materials in the network, the services cannot be per-

formed, which is a roundabout way of saying that thy strength of any national

program is going to be the major academic and public research libraries of

this country. For this reason, it is surprising that the National Commission

states in one of its eight basic objetives the following, and I am quoting

here:

The privaesect adIthink they are primarily talki-

about the Informtion industry here) has thus far received

little assistance from the federal govornment to help

strengthen ' ability to serve more people It is

essential they be incarporated in the National P:'ogra

nowhere in ;Ye
need to supporl the
and are JJ:315 facto,

1 yoc, 1 V.

:ectives is thee a similar statement of the

ell libraries which truly are national
backbone of any national program. I would.

!a ',Iinnesota, we have a statewide network which is call MINITEX, and any

citiien can rmter th state network by go ng to his local public library and

thereby get the information he needs Of the information requests that emzer

the system, over 80 percent of them are met from the resources of the University

of Minnesota Library. Of COUT5e, the network depends upon the teletype system,

its photocopied materials, and its Bell Telephone lines, and many other elements

that make up the total, but without the University of Minnesota Library, at

least the Minnesota network wou1d be largely ineffective.

I am concerned therefore that the National COMMissiOn in outlining it

national program, fails to give recwInition to the need for the federal

government to assist in the sustenance of the research libraries of this

country. I find this, I think, one of the most disturbing things about the

Commission's report. In objective six'the report states, that the federal

government should help strengthen the private sector's ability to serve more

people. However, later as it talks about the nationwide network and the need

to make unique national collections available (and again, it is talking here

about the nouveao riche ond the Harvards and the Slew York Public), proposing

also that the federal government "help strengthen their ability to serve more

people," the report simply suggests that the federal government should offer

to compensate such institutions for performing added services, implying that

it was up to the institutiens themselves to determine whether they wanted to
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accept or reject a national responsihi lity for developing and sustain
their own collcCtjnns. T find that a distinbing i nconsistency. Later in
the record in fine print on one of the charts relating to foicral support,
reference is made to the giving of grants to help

_ 11srain uniqie colloctions
in public_ and private libraries, but this is in firc print in one of the charts.

I would not want to omit at least passing reference to my concern that
there appears to he something less than an impartiml view of the copyright
problem. My reading of the report is that the National Compassion appears
to be overly concerned about the economic incentives to the Information In-
dustry. This, admittedly, is a complex issue. However, the purpose of the
Commi _ion as stated in its guiding ideal is, "to eventually provide any
individual in the United States with equal opportunity of access to that'part
of the total information resource which will satisfy his eductitional, working,
cultural, and leisure-time needs and interest, regardless of the individual's
location, social or physical condition, or level of intelllectual achievement,"
The National Commission, it seems to me might very well take a stand on the
copyright issue that proinulgat es the fair use concept. Amytning less th -di
that will not serve the best interest of libraries and their uses.

Finally, with respect to the organization of the nat onal mtwoi-k,
sur -t the emphasis of the state !stems as the fundamental buildHlag blocks
of Ine national network. The nat.,,lide system that is rmoposed must bea
)rkable, viable program with proper sharing of responsibility between the

federal and state governments and the private sector- It probably ascribes
more initiative to public libraries and to the state agencies than is warranted,
especially in some areas of the United States. I think the record will show
that as many multistate networks have been generated by the research libraries as
by state agencies working together or by any influence of the federal government,
and nowhere in the report does the National Commission give recognition to
the leadership made by the research libraries.

The report, in my opinion, does not give sufficient Ntiphasis to multi-
state systems, although Mr. Treiza did refer to this and said where it i
needed, how it could funded. Therefore, the report largely overlooks in the
national program the imality of existing or emerging systems-. I believe these
multistate systems will play a vital role in the future!, and 1 hoped that
the National Commission would give more recognition to them.

R. DIX: This, it must be made clear again, is a personal reaction rather
than an ARL reaction, of course. I do not know how many of you have seen
the "Final Draft" but as Mr. Trezza said, it has number of basic points
that have not changed since earlier editions. but the final draft in one
sense seems to me to say a great many good things Certainly, none of us
here would quarrel with what I take to be its basic ebrtention as stated in
the Introduction: "The Commission considers libraric -. and the materials
they contain, to be part of a national Imowledge resource, that must be
strengthened, integrated and sustained for all the people of tho United Sta
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U50 as needed in the course oftheir personal and economic pursuits.

This theme
but not I think,
operative verbs; "

ed in various ways in different parts of the record,
any intent to weaken or dilute the force of the three

"integrate", "sustain."

The statement of the role of the federal government seems clear. The
iederal government has a continuing responsibility to implement innovative,
flexible measures that will insure the continuation of libraries and infor-
mation services. This seems to me a necessary plan that we all certainly
endorse, and I think that in considering some of the details and the specific
plans, we should not forget that it is very important to have a national
governmentally-established Commission stating some of the basic things that
we believe and have been saying. The report goes on to say that the cooperation
which is required "is most appropriately fostered through federal legislation."
Now the statement on university and research libraries, of particular interest
to the ARL of course, seems to me a straightforward enough summary of our
problems. as far as it goes.

On the other hand, Chapter 4. which first appears in the March 10 final
draft, is or was pretty outrageous, it seemed to me, in its assumptions, and
various other references to the information industry inserted in other parts
of the report at that time seemed to me most unfortunate. I am sure, however,
that these parts have now been substantially rewritten. I have seen a re-
written version of Chapter 4 which does seem to me to remove a great deal of
the objectionable material, although I do find the rather slippery assumption
that the so-called "private sector" means the commercial information industry
an awkward kind of use. The first paragraph of the nem Chapter 4 makes it
very clear that the information industry as it is used here is a part of th,,
private sector. But then it goes on and Reeps using the phrase "private
sector" to mean what I take to be the commercial sector, and I hope ve will

get in the habit of calling it the commercial sector. We are all part of an

information industry, I think, and I do not shutter at the word "industry"
as applied to all of us. But there is a special subgroup that we are taildng
about here in Chapter 4, which is the commercial money-making sector. I think

we ought to keep saying "commercial" and "money-making" because it makes an
important distinction. Well, enough of that. I do not think we need quarrel,
in other words, with that whole part, since I think there was enough response
immediately so that the. Commission has seen fit in its latest draft to remove
apparently most of the objectionable kinds of things. I think it would have
been a perversion of a public trust if the Commission had allowed itself to
be used in some way by these people.

All of these sections of the report are, of course, the background for

Chapter 6, "The Recommended National Program." With the eight listed priority

objectives, I think one aga n can find little fault. Let me read them, since

you have not seen them:

Objective 1: Ensure that basic minimums of library and
information services adequate to meet the
needs of all local communities are satisfied.
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Objective

Objective 3:

Objective 4:

Objective S:

Objective 6:

(This is

Provide adequate special o special
constituencies, including the unsrved.

Strengthen existing statewide resources and
systems.

Ensure basic and continuing education of
personnel essential to the implementation
of a National Program.

Coordinate existing federal programs of
library and information service.

Make the private sector (comprising organizations
which are not directly tax-supported) an active
partner in the development of the National Program.

that ambiguous use of the private sector aga n, I think.)

Objective 7: Establish a locus of federal responsibility
charged with implementing the national net-
work and coordinating the National Program
under the policy guid nce of the National

Commission.

Objective 8: Plan, develop, and implinent a nationwide
networI of library and inforuation service.

As I say, I do not think we can quarrel with those objectives as they

are stated. As Mr. Trezza says, this document has to be really rather bland

in most ways. Any of you who work some with international organizations,
remember that the more people you have got to satisfy and to get agreement
from, the blander the document tends to get, and I do not see any remedy for

that.

However, there are several areas in these program objectives where I

think we in the ARL should be alerted as this program is developed and spelled

out in detail. I am not quite clear where support of the great scholarly

research libraries is spelled out in these numbered objectives. This is a

point thvt Mr. Hopp made.

In objective two, there is talk about providing "adequate special

services to special constituencies." They talk about the blind persons, Indians,

other special groups, but not scholars. And if they are not a special con-

stituency, where do they fit in this whole program? Where in this program does

one turn to make sure that the country's research resources for the study of

China, for example, are being developed, coordinated, and maintained properly?

Two, we should have some concern, I think about the emphasis being placed

upon the states as building blocks, particularly in funding. I am just worried
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about the emphasis; I can see how it got there: the state is a natural unit
in terms of legislation; as a bibliographic unit, it does not make any sense
at all, as we know-, and I think the problem is going to have to be to merge

the funding possibi 'ties of the states with some way of jumping across state
boundaries easily for a variety of things- relating to bibliographies and services.

Objective three speaks of "the understanding that the federal govern-
'cnr would fund thse aspects of the National Program Ihat af.' of common con-

cern nationally, in return for a commitment on the vrt of the states to accept,

in cooperation with the local governments, a fair r of the responsibility

for funding libraries within their own jurisdictions." This is a reasonable

pattern. Does it cover all the needs of the research library? Again, will

the combination of governments support NYPL adequately, or will the federal

government, Massachusetts and Cambridge combine to support Harvard? I rather

doubt it, and yet Harvard is a national resource and a national institution.

liree, both of these institutions and others are mentioned by name in the

nest section outlining the network concept where it is suggested that"th-

federal government would offer to compensate such institutions for performing

added services." I think we shall have to make sure that the plan, as it
-develops, provides not merely some sort of handling charge or fee, but also

continuing support, recognizing the value of the collections themselves. In

other words, I see nothing here that suggests the thinking of ways of com-

pensating these great, unique, special resources. Nothing is kept in mind

other than something like the New York system, by which a really very modest

and token fee is applied to reimburse for the charge of lending something.

What wt need and what we have to have is some mechanism by which the federal

government itself pours substantial money into solving the problems of the

great research libraries of the kind represented in this room, not necessarily

hy handouts to individual libraries, but, as I have been saying for a good

while, by massive central programs of attivity which will enable us to do

better the things we need to do and relieve certain resourtes for us to do

things locally.-

Going on to objective seven: "Establish a locus of federal responsibility".

This IS terribly important, and we in the ARL have a substantial stock in seeing

that the right kind of "permanent operating agency" emerges. This report does

not recommend what that agency should be, and probably should not, but we think

we want to give a lot of attention to that part.

Objective eight: "Plan, develop, and implement a nationwide network" is,

of course the key section. I personally think that the plan which is outlined

here is broad and loose enough to permit the development of a national network

along lines which are compatible with the measures seen necessary by ARL

libraries in order to serve their constituencies, but there will have to be, I

think, continuing input by ARL as these plans are flushed out and as information

is developed. This input, at the minimum I think, should be a continuing

series of sharp questions which Mr. Trezza has asked for, formulated by an

appropriate ARL group.
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These are samples of the kinds of questions I think e should keep
addressing to the Commission: Precisely how and through what specific
legislation does the Commission plan for future action implemented by the
Commission to meve us to the realization of an effective operating national
lending library, beginning with journals and perhaps moving along to other
areas? We have talked about this for years. We have obviously got to have
it. It has, I think, very little to do with all of the state areas. I th' k

this is something where individual libraries can go directly to the center.
The report uses this language; it speaks of this in connection with sequential
service levels. I have some doubt that a national lending library should serve
only as a library of last resort after a rather laborious process of going up
through local and state levels. It did not seem to be necessary for Boston Spa,
and I do not think it should be. We will have flirther talk about that this
morning.

What I am saying is I think ARL should be asking questions about such
issues of that sort. Another one: may we see and discuss (and I am sure w

1 at the appropriate time) one or more precise models of a national machine-
readable data base containing impeccable and authoritative bibliographic in-
formation, series numbers, perhaps journal titles; with plans for its funding,

current management and the variety of services which it can offer to all
is. This is the key, I think, to the whole thing. How do we get there

from here, in other words.

It seems to me then of the greatest importance to work very closely with
the Commission. I, myself, think (and I partially blame myself for this), we
have not worked as closely as one would like. I had a personal opportunity
to do some rewr ting of a draft a year ago and then went off to the hospital
and did not do it. I think we have got to help and not just point out the
lacks, but make suggestions as to how we can fill them in. We need to help
the Commission move a program which will help us in the direction of these
worthy objectives which it has enunciated. We look to Frederick Burkhardt,
Alphonse Trezza and our associates on the Commission to move us out of the
woods here. We are in a kind of a Big Thicket, and we need guidance. I

think Mr. Trezza's evangelistic impulses arc very appropriate in this East
Texas setting. I think that we will get a great deal out of all of these
activities of the Commission. I do not mean to sound overly critical. I do

think, though, that I endorse really everything that Ralph Hopp has said.
He put it better than I have, except I think perhaps he gave too much praise
to the state concept. That I have my own doubts about.

Discussion

MR. DE GENINARa: I knew that we had selected the two best ARL reactors. I

think that although they claim to be just speaking their personal views, I

am sure that they really expressed many of the concerns that all of us have

in this TOM. I thank them both very much for their efforts and their

presentations. And now I think we would be ready for questions and dis-

cussions.
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MR. SPARKS: I have a fundamental, philosophical p oblem with this document.
It fails, I think, to observe a social dynamic of the United States. Two
hundred years ago when we established this republic, we did recognize private
property as one of the principles or dynamic forces in the society. Now ever
since Teddy Roosevelt's time and the early decades of this century, there has
been a tension in this country between public policy and private property.
We see this in the income tax and corporate profit tax. We saw it in the
labor unions in the 30's and the social legislation that has been set down
since then. But this document really does not recognize that social dynamic,
and we get into trouble about the private sector because we are using a jargon
term; we are not really referring to the fundamental tension which exists here
between private ownership and public need. This iS, I think, the basic
difficulty of this country.

I speak as a persori repr senting a private institution. I know my Board
of Trustees will see their fiscal responsibility towards the property which
is the pres_ ve of that institution, and will see the work of this Commission
in terms of that private ownership. I do not mean to suggest by this that the
resolution of this tension is an impossibility. But I think to work constructively
toward the future, we have to recognize that tension, and we have to devise the
means of balancing those two forces in the library economy of the nation.

This is my fundamental wr- tling with the document, exemplified perhaps
in the question where we do recognize constitutional rights to private property
as they are recognized in copyTight? And do we recognize constitutional rights
to privacy? But there is a lacuna here; there is something missing, and what I
would like to do is to raise this question on the more general level of a social
dynamic of the United States, of the nation we live in and without at all denyin
the public purpose that is behind the document.

MR. TREZZA: A general comment on the statement about the reasons we say things
about the academic or research libraries: the point that Mr. Sparks just made
is one we are worried about. That i5, you have to word it in such a way that
it does not say yOU have got to do it. So then when you say you may do it, you
say then it is wishy-washy. That is our problem. As I told you, this dynamic

document is changing constantly. The latest wording intends to suggest the'
provision of the means for protecting unique and major resources to enable them
to serve more people than their primary clientele. To achieve this the federal
government would offer to compensate the institution, which in turn would have
the option of accepting or rejecting this national responsibility. So, in

other words, we are saying, "you are a private institution!' You have the right
to say, "I don't want to play." How do we balance this off? This is ne of
the limits we face in the whole document. How do you balance, in the one way,
the right of the institution to maintain autonomy or reasonable autonomy, at
least, and to maintain its viability? This is a constant problem. Teat is

the reason we say that where this will be important is when we start emple-
menting. As we start writing the implementing language in the legislation,
that is when we have to make sure that there is full support for every word,
because it is going to be the law. In a document talking policy, it is a

little bit different. We are going to be at the Cwell, "mercy" is too strong
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a word the people in government who write ru es and regulations.
that stagc, we are going to have some of these problems.

Now, just one more point while I am up. The Commission has already
moved in four areas for implementation, and you have been involved in, I

think, all four. One is copyright. As you well know, the CoMmissiOn, along

_ h the Office of the Register of Copyrights in the Library of Congress,
=lave been trying to get the librarians on one side and the publishers on the

other to work toward resolving some of the problems in copyright. Secondly,

the Commission worked towards implementing a continuing education program
on the local level, and ARL is involved in that. Thirdly. the Commission
sponsored a meeting a month or so ago in Washington where ARL was heavily
represented, where we discussed the whole problem of resource sharing on a
regional and national basis. You will hear some of that after I get through.

And fourth, we are cooperating with the Council on Library Resources and the
National Science Foundation on a national bibliographic control project which
is aimed at, again, working toward one of our goals. And we are now con-

sidering a proposal for the Library of Congress which the Commission would

hope to fund in moving even more in this direction.

So we are actually moving, and everytime we start to get some idea we

want to push toward, we make sure that the proper constituency is involved.

And in almost every single case so far, ARL has been a part of it. We will

continue to make you a part of it; I can guarantee it.

MR. AXFORD: I would like to pursue Mr. Sparks'point just a little bit. I

think he did an admirable job of giving a historical perspect ve to a very
interesting problem; it is one in which we are already trying to come to
terMS with what you might call "federal government interference" with the

administration of both public and private institutions. But I think it is

only fair to pOint out that if we do not like the cost of affirmative action

programs, the cost of equal-pay-for-equal-work programs, the paper work, the

reporting, the intrusion of the Department of Lnbor and HEW into our operation,

there is one simple solution, and that is to keep out of the federal trough.

NOW I have suggested this at several institutions, but they do not want to

pay the price of that. This may be something that we will have to consider:

once you accept public money, then you are going to accept public interference

in the administration of your institution. Now that may be a choice

%hat I might suggest is that there may be an institution or two in which

institutional autonomy, the rights of ownership of private property, may seem

more important in terms of even national goals, than participation in a net-

work which will effectively transfer a good deal of decision-making elsewhere.

MR. SPARKS: I understand what you mean. Let me put it on a local level.

Over in Elkart, 15 miles away from Notre Dame, is Miles Laboratory, one of

the best pharmaceutical laboratories in the country. We have a microbiology

and a biology deparPment, and we all subscribe to the same journals, and the

thought has occurfd to both Notre Dame and Miles Laboratories that we do not

need to have this duplication. But sharing resoures means sharing clientele.
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That is the other side of
willing to accept the sei
and they are willing to a
fessionals over there as
bad, but this comes about
of private property, which

the coin, you see. You have to say, "Well, we are
are working at Miles as clients for us.

ept a certain number of our students and pro-
lents for their laboratory." That may not he all
y that instrumentality which breaches the frontier
is the contract.

Now we do this between priv:. te institutions and people constantly; we
have from the beginning of the republic And we have done this between

states in interstate compacting, for example. This, I think, leads us to some

techniques which may be used by the Commission for precisely this sort of
thing. When we get into the practical matter of dealing with private property
and public utility, we can make use of this context. I was not trying to be

a rescinder; I am not trying to be a dog in the manger here, but just to point
out that there are some basic principles involved.

MR. BOSS: f think it was very helpful to have Mr. Dix and Mr. Hopp
carefully perhaps, than any of the rest of us did who had access to
document, and to report their views. I think from the reactions
views were representative of many of us, although I know all of us will
an opportunity to see the final document before our October meeting, at
we will be asked to respond as ARL.

those
have
which

would like to recommend for considerat .on by the membership and the ARL
Board that we follow a pattern not unlike today's pattern -- that is, to have
a small panel of reactors attempt to synthesize for the benefit of the group

as a whole, so that our October discussion will be facilitated. I think that

t was a very cxcel ont way to focus on the critical issues involved in the

document.

MR. DE GENNARO: Your suggestion will be duly noted. Are there any other

questions or comments

MR. LORENZ: I would like to clarify the schedule as outlined by Mr. Trezza.

As T understand it, the full Commission will be getting copies of the final

copy as prepared by GPO in advance of the Commission meeting in Philadelphia,

May 22 and 23. At that time, the Commission will have an opportunity, really
for the first time, to consider these latest revisions in the document, 1

understand from Mr. Trezza that further changes can be made in the galley

before it is a final document that is printed and distributed. I think some

very good suggestions have been made today, and T would say if some of those

could be synthesized,- they might still be useful at the Philadelphia meeting

of the Commission.

MR. TREZZA: Actually if you have any language in specific parts of the

document that you think might be useful, even if I got them by the end of the

day or Monday, 1 might still be able to work some in. This should involve

primarily providing background for C.11pter 4. The rest of the document

everybody had seen over a period of time. Chapter 4 has gone through one

very major revision within a week of its-release, then a second revision which
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was, again, fairly major, and since that time one more. So that ohapt r

has been revised five times in three weeks, nd I want you to know that the
people that responded to it and whose ideas we used were first of all at

least three of our Commissioners who gave us detailed comments on different
parts of it. Mr. Townsend Hoopes representing the Association of American
Publishers, Mr. Paul Zurkowski representing Information Industry Association,
Richard De Genn ro representing ARL, Ben Weil repr-:o :Abstracting and

indeing services. We got some comme at the vo,' o oinote, not on
Chapter 4 part icuiariy, but on the tn1n8 as a .. :om NELINET. I. will use one
idea from that one so it does reorcz.ent tils Coo...,t,i ncy. That is the reason

why it is repetitive, and that is why .... sPoo,, 'nins over and over and over.

It is a very difficult thing to constaotly edit this thing day by day by day.
I spent 25 minutes on the phone this morning calling in all the changes I have

done on the road.

I have been in constant touch with Dr. Burkhardt and Joseph Becker, so
we are constantly working on this document. So what you are going to get is

a document which, 1 think, will be generally supportive of what you want.
We give it to GPO Monday. That same day it will be mailed to each Commissioner.
The Commissioners will have an opportunity between that time and the time of
the meeting in Philadelphia to review it. By then, we are going to ask them
to give us any comments by phone right away so we can start working them in
before the Commission meetings, and then the Commission will take one last
look. The changes they are going to make are Wit final. There are a lot of

changes you can make in one word here, a little emphasis here, or drop a
sentence here. These are things you can do. To the extent we do too much of

that, it will delay our printing schedule. That is all right; I would rather

delav the printing schedule a week than to have one word go in which might

overshadow the rest of the document. That is our concern. So all I ask is

that when you read the document, try to read it as a whole. Try to remember

that if we say something which may look strong, for example, in Chapter 4
(by.the way, it is now Chapter 3) we may have said something equally as
strongly in some other chapter about somebody else, and so read the wholo
document.

We try to emphasize it as a living document which w_11 be revised o.
continual basis. 00.;erwide, it is not long-range planning. We ore go-fo.,

try, in other words, to offer to everybody the idea that you and I sb000
constantly involve ourselves in long-range planning, constantly thinking of
the goal, the objectives and how to get there, and changing almost day-by-
day to achieve it, because what we are interested in is not confrontation,
but conciliation; we are interested in achieving the goal which we are all
working for.

We aoe known as professionals for one reason. to serve the people of

the country. We are not only to serve our particular clientele. That is

why I keep saying if we at least all agree that we all have the same goal
in mind, at least we will take everybody's criticisms in the right spirit.

MR. AXFORD: Do you see any trouble in incorporating Mr. Dix's suggestions
that you get "commercia " in there and clear up that ambiguous u
"private sec or"?
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MR. TREZZA: "Commercial" is in there, but so is "private sector." You

see the problem you have got is more complex; the special libraries have

a very strong view on the use of "private sector;" the Information industr

has another; the pmblithers have a third; you have a fourth. What I am saying

is our use is a combination of all these concerns. Two days were spent wfiting

language on that whole item, What we have had to do is use "private sector
not-for-profit" and "private sector for-profit," and we have used that dis-

tinction. Trying to clarify it we will say "the for-profit part of the sector,"

which really is commercial, and then it will 3ay the "not-for-profit part of

the sector" which is what yout private institutions are, you see. So we have

cleaned that up. We use "special" and we have ,;rossed out "commercial," and

use "organization" and we use "informationr' you cross it out and used "private

sector" and when you get "private sector," you cross it out and use "information"

and "industry," and it is really an interesting problem; and I am not sure I

want to go through it again.

MR. DE GENNARO; Well, I think this is a good place to conclude this part of

the program. I want to thank once again our speaker, Alphonse Trezza, and

the two panelists for the exce,lient job that they have done.

* *
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NC RESOURCES: NATIONAL CENTERS AND SYSTEMS

Introduction

MR, DE GENNARO: This morning, we heard points of view from Mr. Trezza,
William Dix and Ralph Hopp, and the next hour or so, you are going to hear
another set of points of view from three other speakers. I think the whole
question of point of view is terribly important, and to illustrate that, let
me read you an excerpt from a review of Lady Chatterly's Lover that appeared
in Field And Stream Magazine. It says, and I quote:

This fictional account of the day-to-day life of an English
gamekeeper is of considerable interest to outdoor-minded
readers as it contains winy pages on pheasant raising, on
apprehenling of poachers, wnys to control vermin, axle other
chores and duties of the professional gamekeeper. Unfor-
tunately, one is obliged to wade through many pages of
extraneous material in order to discover and savor those
- -elights of the management of a midland shooting estate.
This book cannot, however, take the olace of J.R. Miller's
Practical Gamekoming.

So you see, viewpoint does make a difference.

I am going to cal first on Basil Stuart-Stubbs to provide us with a
historical background on this whole question. I do not need to introduce
Basil Stuart-Stuhbs from the Umversity of British Columiba, and I do not
need to introduce Arthur Hamlin. I do not even think I need to introduce
Vernon Palmour, but since he may be new to some, let me jut5t say briefly
that he is with the Public Research Institute. He was the Vice President for
Westat, Inc. He has a M.S. in Statistics from the University of Wyoming. He
hari completed course work for a Ph.D in Mathematical Studies at George
Washington University. His most recent study was done for the National
Commission and is entitled Resources _nllitii9.111.41§.1.102aLfolla_Nlq2n:
wide Libr:1;':', Prufam. He has done three studies for ARL:
Charac tel c 5 Costs and Ma .nitude.2LitILELLhilEy_Loans _in. ,t_t_EILTis_
Librarles 14ethods of Financing_iaterlibrary Loan Services, and Access to

. _ _

h2riodical Resources: A National 'Ian. So you see, Mr. Palmouris well
qualified to speak to us on these subjects.

* *

MR. STUART-STUBBS: I would like you to join me in reca ling a time in North
America, now nearly beyond memory, when the population was half of what it
is today, when there was fewer than ten miles of pavement in the entire con-
tinent, when there was fewer than 18 million horses and 10 million bicycles
and just a few awkward motorized vehicles bumping along the dusty roads.
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Specil-ically, I :nt you to recall the year iust before the turn of the
century when William McKinley was your rresident and Sir Wilfrid Laurier

was car Prime Minister. In that year McKinley was contending with po:wiar

uprising against the U.S. prc!sence in the Philipnines, and Laurier was mobi-

lizing a volunteer contingent to dispatch to the Boer War. While thousands

of foolhardy adventurers flocked to the Yukon gold fields, Amundsen i,:as

preparing for a voyage th rough Cil; ;(-)rthwcist sac and Perry _

an expedition to the North Pole. There seemed to be no connection at

time, but .1S9) siw the invention of magnetic sound recording and aspii

In that year Horatio Alger, Jr. passed away, Scott Joplin published his first

composition, Sibelius completed his first sy,phony, Jim Jeffries knocked out

Ruby Boh 7i7,s1mmons, and out in a small town in Ohio a boy called Keyes

Metcalf ,.-iehrated his tenth birthday. These random facts, l hope, give you

some feeiing of those times, ncr-r three-quarters of a eentur} past

Then now, librarians were given to covening meet ings, one of wh

was held in Atlantic City in March. This was the first joint meeting of the

Pennsylvania and New Jersey Library Associations and the New York Library

Club. Late one evening the librarian of Princeton University ro co speak.

He was a bright and energetic man, just like the next in the line !cress

Richard Boss, on this side of his fortieth year.

Accor ng to one reportci Ernest Cushing Ri dolivera'

a forcible and scholarly plea for the establishment of

what the speaker termed a 'National Lending Library'

for libraries, either independent or as a department of

the Library of CoLgress, intended to bring to students

and investigators the material necessary in their work

and unobtainable in local libraries, and to form the

center of a great ci riizcd system of interl ihrary loans,

Unfortunately the full tex. of Richirdson's remarks ate nowhere recorded,

and no action seems to have been taken by the meeting which heard this re-

volutionary proposal for the first time. However, Richardson was not the

sort to let matters rest. A few months later the annual meeting of the

American Library Association in Atlanta presented him with another opportuni y

to put forward his idea. There was a record attendance f year: 215

delegates, including a solitary Canadian, Charles Gould, ,:2 Librarian of

McGill University, The President of the Association was William Coolidge

Lane, the Librarian of Harvard University. Both these men were in the

audience at Kimbal 1 House when Richardson spoke again, this time under the

rubric of "Cooperation in Lending Among College and Reference Libraries."

He noted that of the 8600 periodicals listed in Bolton's
Periodical_s, two-thirds were not to be found in any library in

the United St,Ites, and that of the remaining third, a third again existed in

but a single copy.. Howevr, he did not propose that libraries commeace to

build their subscription lists indiscriminately in order to remOVC this

obvious weakness in national resources. On the contrary, he predicted that

such an approach would lead to senseless duplication and result in the waste,
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wa: of :neurin thi,, situation for economy and convenience,"
said, -is, undonbtelv a central, national lending library cf least fre-

,itientli-ne,,_:cd i,00ks = a fibrarv naving, perhaps, a central library in
Washington wdth bra,:hes in New Orleans, =;an Francisco, Chicago and New York."

ince he did nnt believe rand in th i» ne proved right) that such a library
t-1,i he brouht into existence quickly, he instead proposed as an interim
1,;!ire only, the rationnliation of the collecting of periodicals among

librarims in a xay which would ensure that in each region files of
frea,uentiv cxisn:ted ic,urnals would bc distributed among libraries so

Ala:y .:aivallv in the resl-onsibility for maintaining and lendirw
7:.p,.

l. j.:.,:sade that C,Ilowed, both William Lane and Charles Gould ioined
Lrnost vidtardson as vigorous proponnts of a national lending library. Tho

three men wore Ail President of the Ame'riean Library Association during that
and used the office as a platform from 1which they attempted to per-

s,aade the membership of the yllue of such a scheme. Here is Gould on the
subject in 190S:

;1.ippuse, then, tho whole continent to be chvided
into a few groat regions or districts, and that ia ,,mch
after careful consultation an(-1 due consideration, a truly
great library is developed out of existing n?sourc:es, or de

ef these regional libraries ,ould serve as a reservoir
upon vinich all the libraries of the district might freely
draw. They would cooperate unrestrictedly with each other
ih matters of VY(' illge, loan, rurchase of rare or particularly
costly works. It would seem equally reasonabl that they
would materially help to dispose of the ri;tion as to

the storage of so-called 'dead' books.

And here is Lane, speaking in tho same year at , rdication of a new

Ipdilding at Oberlin College, an event which Koyes Metcalf might
because he was working there in 1908:

Here are two directions then, in which our proposed
Central Lending Library could profitably colleLt books
to be lout expensive individual books which may
already exist in ',f(-,,eral libraries, but which those
libraries are unable to Icrid and will be more and more
compelled to retain Cor the use of their own readers, and
secondly, works, (2-,-'ecially 4(;'.t; of the publications of

t_he learned SOciaie7;, not already owned anywhere in America.

Lane CVL:11 5pokc Omnit the character of the build as h,ing"different
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From any now lit existonc.::. It may he ..;in absolutely simple pinn architec-

turally, it may be entirely devoid or monument, hut it shou, he c:ompletolv

fireproof. Its interior will hJ-., almost altogether devoted stftrage ..."

He estimated the the cost ot huildin to be lf Key;.s

Nletcalf was indeed in the andi:T.:',e that day. I believe you wilt enjoy I

do the delicious irony of the then librarian nf haro.d, niving the future

librarian of Harvard tho specifications of the Now England Uepositery
Libraiy.

The next year t American Library As:-eiation mot at Brctten Woods,

and Charles Could was on his feet again to argue for the development of

what he now termed "reservoir libraries." "One sous, or thinks he can see,"

iT-1,12, of rcizio:-31 2:1-b:1rIc:s States and

Canada, because the scope of such institutions ought tO be avowedly con-

tinental it not intefhational."

Well, here wo are in Houston, and lc. is 1975. Whatever happened to

theso good old -,';:;lionod L:eas? f hesitate to render this verdict, because

I was aot arouiC: the turn of tho century, hut my reading of

page of the Journal loads me to suspect that a well-moaning spoke-

min foi' !Ale Library of Congress may have been ro.-Tonsible for bringing the

drive for a national leading library to a sudden halt. William IfaTner

Bishop had been a cataloger at Princeton, working under Ernest Richardson,

but by (i0!) he had become the Superintendent of the Reading Room at the

Library or and, as sometimes happens, he was not ready to moot his

old boss head on.

Al- the Bretton Woods conforen, the College and Reference Section, the
predecesoor to ACO,, after listening to Lane and Gould., passed a resolution

,uqoes1irz the Conucil of the American Library Associotion to set up a
special ,-..ommittee to pursue the subject of a national lending library.

Bishop waiH in fact, the Chairman of that Section, and feit that in that

position he could not oppose the will of the majcrity. But ff),lowing the

moctini he prepared a paper in general ornosition o the Riehid.scm scheme

and suamitt_ed it to Library Journal it appeared in December. This

is what he said:

Nc iational library already lends freely 4nd is brepared

to continue Olis policy. It loos not njeuse to lend

volumes in sets of transactions or other seriali,. It as

placed no limit on the number -,17 volumes it will lend to

one institution at one timo, has duplicates of many

important sets and will doebtluY acquire more. There

is no reason to expect that :
purchases will grow less.

No library created out of hand cou.i for years to come

supply anything like the number of books wanted on inter-

library loan which the Library of Congress can su:ply.

If then the Library of Congress will try to do thuse

things for individuals and for libraries, is it not on the

way toward becoming a national lending library for libraries?
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IO quest cn, unfortunate the I_ turvcning decades seem to have a
reply.

For me, one nf the most poignant statements in this tale of lost
opportunity is ony made bv my countrvmah. Charles Gould. I quote, "in cur-

'cain respocts in hcr tel few libiaries, her great distances and small
,):-)1112tion, t- fl:Afi for an initial

ment of this t:tre," He was rc-ferring, of course, to the possibility of a

nonal IHYrare for f think there is still some merit to

that ideci

For the :ear fcw of my coliehues and i hxv, hL.cn er,hanstin th(

,0;:),=7-,:t of iv.:orlibiry loto) in Canada and exhausting ourselves in the pro-

ha,,e d,ver(-,d a 10J-pa,-' :cport to th:_. National Librarian,

who th-,7 s',7udy. I believe it is his intention, out of his con-

cern f,ir our space problems, to publih the study icroform.

Actually, despite it-, hulk, there is nothing in it that would sh_drise any
of you wle-- have been ;-eading the collected works of Palmour. Thomson, et al;

interlibrary loan in I.inabi is very much like interlibrari loan in the United

-,:tates, with the possible e:Kception of the fact that we 3 tu turn to

libraries in this ,:onntry for about 11 percent ,f the itei we 1-)orrow, where-

as only two percent of the items loaned by Canadian librares are sent to

dt_tination3 in the U.S. wc have a \`uluucc of trade prohle:'.

How(.ver, univerc,itY libravIcs in C,':-rida aro in roughly the same situation

university librilriu7 in thu interlihr-cry loan is concerned. That

they are the majw' repositories of collection, hold most of the periodical
files w-!,1 m.,1:1 of the sT!hser-ton!-1 in country. AS a natural rL-

stilt th,,," attract i-terlibrary Al 1. pe,: other types of libraries as

a-, from each Roughly or' .-f the loans made by Canad:an uti

veity libraries are frade ir oth(-1- ,vet-s:.ty 'ihr:lries, a third are made to

:.:ernment And spochi: Thra,-ics, and a tenth t-.) cellege and public liraries.

zhere are not Y-lat many university libraries in Canada about tiu and

H- those only a handful have ccIlections exceeding a VolumeS. Those

ac at the top of our insign''icant heap are the major net leadei.,,

the country, and it beginning to hurt. Indictions are that it will

aurt cvn more, bec,,i,-,y rate !-_,f borrowiag by government librarie is

At an rag.- rate of 20 percent a year., and by special libraries

at a oe of 11 porc,,n1 year, and university librar!es are the favorite

source.

We examined the content of items loaned and borrowed, and learned that

about two-thirds of the itims provided by university libraries are periodicals,

which is higher than the 18 percent figure for United States university lib-

raries as determined by Palmour. Of those periodicals loaned or copied, a

third had been published since 1970, another fifth had been published since

196r, and another tenth since 1960; in other words, nearly two-thirds had been

pubilshed in the last 15 years. Despite the fact that our country has two

official languages, over 90 percent of these journals loaned were in Friglish.

Journals in the health and social sciences accoint for about one half

of the transactions. At the same time, the survey revealed that the National

Library of "inada and the Canadian Institute for Scientific and Technical
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Information, formerly the National Science Library, are supplying at !re-

sell' about 17 percent of all items borrowed by libraries of all kinds in

Canada.

The National Librarian reports that about a quarter of the items for

which locations are requested of the National Union Catalog can bc supplied

from the National Library's own collection, ;:hich is not and wWch

heavily Canadian in content. Our experience in borrowing fr,rm the National

Library has heeb verv good, although wo ar in tho western extreme of the

country. Turnarouni time on interlibrary loan from Ottawa is bettor than

from some of our M7rt: immediate neighbor".:. providing the weathe good and

no one in the cotir-.aicaions business is on strike. So c...-nthol,i0h the

national lihrarL .

uru not committed to a program of centralized int-riihrary

servic'. is cfClcien:.

fn my mil- ,
all of this ooints ^n 4-ho practicability and :esirability of

nationl. .odicals bank, pre. .ilt ou tlic existing vosoni-cos

serviceJ a!' .dy in the capital ci - rh a hant: would th' effc't of

rodircctir .o interlibrary loan tri.Ciic away from the tniiver3itv libraries

where de, ,ii budgets are maing it more and morc- diff-icult to carry on

conventie interlibrary loan operations. T'H traffic would bo directed

toward a which was organi:!ed to achieve a single objective effi-

ciently: T..no deiivery of periodical articls, principally in Fn,-Iish. prin-

cipally of recent origin. 'line° two-thirds of the items horroiced hy govt...!rn-

ment and special libraries are in periodical format, an r.liese libraries

aro concentrated in the Toronto-Ottawa-Montreal triangle, such a periodicals

bank would improve their information services markedly.

Thus, in the Canadian situ;:.tion I the molar beneficiaries of A

national.periodicals I,:nding collection as tne government, special and other

smali libraries of all types. These are the libraries for whom it is im-

practical or impossible to sustain comprehensive subs7ription lists, hut

whose clientele have need of access to tly.: journal liternture. I do not

particularly see as a great a benefit to the u..'versity libruries, except L.

sofar as their share of the intcrlibrary loan traffic would he diminished.

I doubt that the universities will be abl, to cancel subscriptions in gnat

numbers as the result of the existence of a central, comprehensive collectiolL

So far the experience of the b,a7er for P.c.warch Librries has not hr-ught

about a mas,live tde of cancellations among members. In my home province our

three .versities iave been trying to rationalize our serials Hst, and we

must l-ave spent about $25,000 in staff time to come up with a few thonsaA

dollr worth of journals which we felt able to cancel. fhe hard facL .s

that arc vital to academic ,Ilections and to the quality of

service such libraries can render lemanding clientele. it is

because of this that I believe that shers need not fear the existence

of a national lending library for pc Those who are present sub-

scribers will -'ot be able to drop Lij .thout feeling acute pain, and

thoso who are not subscriLers now are nut able to become suLscribers, either

-Jecause they do not have the money and cannot got it, or becuse their us,
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of some titles is yo infrequent as to i,,,ake subscriptions unnecessary.

To sum up, I do think that we have talked long enough ;_bout national
ending collections, whether centralic-ed or r?gionalized, that we have studied
aterlibrary loan enough and know enough about user needs, enough about the

char.ieter of interlibrary loan traffic, enough about borrowing patterns among
pes 2CSc nod cri2onc e pint in the same direction,

and that is tl-e one indicated long ago by Richardson, Lane, and Gould. I

suggest that he trA,J.,n now not to celebrate the centennial of their
good idea in 1999, Thank

ino only i can say after hearin that is I am giaL we are
still in the ,ainstream of historical thought, in that we aro talking about
the Jnyway. I might preface what I am going to say with a couple
of comments. I think in the program it said that I was talking on the NCLIS
pLrspective. Aetualiv. I am going to he talking about a study that we did
for the National Commission; I am not sure it is the NCLIS perspective by any

I also clioyed a comment yesterday by Professor Machlup who indicated
that in his study he was not going to draw recommendations; ne was only go a,,
to present the ovHence that he found. We had t'it pleasure in the first
stilLb; we diri for ARL, when essentially we .ked at the character of

loans. Subdequently we have had to try to nut those findings in
some form of recommendations. We did not always have the data we really
'oulc,1 like to have hz-1,_ to support so,le of the recommendations, but in the
end the recommendations represent our best guesses or else consensus from
a number of people.

And so f would like to reilly talk about the last in a :series of Westat
studios, and I ean say that because Westat is no longer in the business of

lihrary studies. His studY qrew out of the National Program for
lnd information Services as pco-,,osed by National Commiss',.on. AS

nice already heard, ono of the c;ot program objectives of the Commission,
to "plan, develop and implemen a nati,awide network of library and in-

formatior service:" This nationwide network is further defined in the pro-
gram document as a single unified system encomr. ssing state networks, multi-
state networks, and specialized networks the public and private sectors.
Acicipating a national network as a priority program objective, the National
(imission contracted in June of 1973 with Westat to investigate the role of
resource centers and bibliographic centers in such a network. Based on
analyses of existing centers the study was to recommend a plan for future
development of a national network of resources and bibliographic centers f
access to text.- , tapes, graphics, and other library materials.

The impetus for this study was a growing concern for interlibrary loan.
Recognizing the inequities and inefficiencies of tix present interlibrary
loan system, the Nationa: Commission sought improved techniques on providing
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interlibrary loan service. Furthermore it was stated that these techniques
shceld be applied in a series of state, regional, and topical resource
centers as components in the nationwide network. The bibliographic centers
were to serve as filters in the network providing the bioliographie control
necessary. The study report was completed in August of 1974 and was published
by the National Commission recently through the GPO. The title of the
report is 1"<esour_e_tei and Bibliographic.Support for_ :-i_Nationwide Librilyy

Program.

I would like to draw your attention to some of the major recommendations
in the study as it stands, and to wind up by making just a few comments on
the two-day meeting that took place early in April, where we did discuss the
recommendations presented in the studv and attemted tn some consensus
from the group there representing the library community. The approach taken
in this investigation relied heavily upon the earlier ARL research on inter-
library which 1 believe most of you are familiar with. In this study

we collected only a small amount of new data. These data were primarily
from special and public libraries, trying to gut a handle on the
maenitude of interlibrary loan ztivity from these _.,,roups. Information was
alse, obtained from state agencies to try to get a handle on the networkei.

airea,.1v going on, as well as a look at anticipated operations.
Visits were mace to most of the existing multistate library networks in
order to haee a good understanding of what services they are now providing
and will attept to provide in thc future. But in the end main thruSt
in the study WPS t0 define a structure for organizing resource eenters and
bibliographii centers. I had a feeling after a couple of these studies
that there was very little in the world of networking that has not been
said in the past. but hopefully, we did have some recommendations on how
to implement this which will be useful.

As far as alternatives in the study, those tnat we looked at were really
concerned wi.th how to link existing resource centers, although we certainly
did not ioore the possibility of the need for new resource centers. But for
the most part, we are talking about the existing libraries as resource centers.
Aad so the primary alternatives that we considered were various ways of
linking resource centers and the bibliographic_ centers into some meaningful
network. The process of going beyond the local level for both location and
physical aecess is best accomplished by a hierarehical network, although not
necessarily for all kinds of material. Thi,7 ie even more evident with re-
gard to bibliographic services; clearly not every institution can commence

the development of a MARC-type data base, for instance.

We look to the application of comur-er technology to allow the develop-
ment of required data bases by a fA.:: centers, mostly at regional levels. I

do not have to highlight the high cost of duplication and technical pro-
cessing to this group; it is well-known. Physical delivery of materials is
:..eady accomplished in many areas, even within many states, in hierarchical
,ystems. One of the more difficult aspects of designing hierarchical net-
works is the determination of the appropriate levet at which funds should be
allocated, and I should mention that this is one area where perhaps we stepped
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out of bounds
with existing
from strictly
of vlow, then
by developing
of that.

in terms of the data we had and the problem,oftring to we:'k
building blocks. If ono would look at the hierarchical design
that of a systems point of view or from just an economic point
one mi,_ht adopt a much more centralized approach than you would

From the building blocks as they exist now. But I am not sure

For example, one alternative chat vo looked at was thnt of a single

bibliographic center serving the entime country. In our investigation we

felt that the sizo and the magnitude of the service was the driving force

that really prevented the concept of a single center. The framework that

emerged was one of five operational levels: local, state, multistate (being

a zone which was really geared -(3r the delivery of materials, prr, iding for

physical access), and then the re0ol!ii, which is a multizone level ill Clis

case, and the national level. The cemmcnded approach attempted to account

for the current patterns and dc\ rhat we now soe in this country,

and to try to draw them together f vc said.

The major recommendations of -fudy I would just like to review

briefly. I will essentially give them in the order that they appeared in

the summary of the report, then I will go back and give a little detail on

a couple of them.

That a National Library Network be established under the

general direction of a "national library coordinating

agency" comprised of three coordinated systems:

Resource System designeJ to 1...vide
eoportunity of access to all needed materials
through the designation or development of
libror1y» or other information facilities
which will provic!?, such access.

o. A Biblici!lraphic Sitem desimied to provide a

uuiouo authorituLve b-,..Nliographic description
of holdings to he used for shared cataloging

and location filer..

c. A Communications System to provide on-line
communication of bibliographic data and requests
for data and services betwen the various levels

of the network

The emphasis of our study was on tho first two: thp resource sy5tem

and the bibliographic system, 50 I PM not going to say much at all about

the communications system. The secxid recommendation in our report

2. That the Library of Congress be designated as implementor

and coordinator in the expansion of the MARC data base to

provide the comprehensive authoritative bibliographic data
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_Ise_ In addition, the study also suggests that the
library of Congress role in the

resource chain as well.

That oni rat ional responsibilit

t largely 5t the regional ley I made up of four
R,aional Library SuppGrt Centers.

network should

That inrmt rast to the bibl iograph 'c func L ton
he han, r!:1 at the regional-nationa i level primnri

::unes be established ati, suL-units of the m
state

will

sta, nato the state lihrary
and/or other indepc -lent libraries or agencies in the
state as a point of access to the network.

And in this, I should say -ertainly to this group that the design would
1.low for large 1 braries p marily to circumvent this access point 1

hink these would be things that would be worked out. iu Jie various regions

and in the s

That in,' riLlual libraries he desi ,nated ns resource ibraric

within each level of the net.-ork, and going along with this,
there would be some form of requi -(-1 compensation.

Now to just_ briefly comment on the resource ./ystem I have already
menioned there would be primarily hierarchy of service points, building
on the local libraries through the state networks and resource zones and the

regional facilities. We discussed that the country be divided up into four

regions. There is nothing magic about this number. As I said, the driving
force is primarily that for bibliographic data base requirements, we felt
that four was a reasonable number. Certainly when we look around, we see
0C147. -- they are already playing a major role in this; also there is the
Washington Library Network, MI1JLN74, and others that are already involved

in these activities. And so, hctr four regions will emerge or not, we
do not know, but for purposes record, we talk in tc.rm of about four.

Within these regions we talke -kn terms of the delivery zone, which con-

sists of nothing more than perhaps four or five connecting states, and is

primarily for the actual delivery of the documents- Interlibrary loans woulc .

continue to be gener,cd at the local level. They would pass up through the

state. There would be some protocol as to certain functions required within
the state before the request would come into the zonal level and finally in-

to the regional level. Each state would play an important part in that. I

have already mentioned they would designate either a single state resource
center or perhaps a group of centers which would have three priary network

functions at the state level! I) to serve as a backup resoure.e to the in-

state libraries; 2) to serve as a state outlet into the zonal and regional

level; 3) to serve as an input channel for loan requests coming into that
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st And this simnlv sa -3 the zon j or delivery level tiiieht consiSt ot

five state resource centers, assuming that these states had univ des ignated

a single resource center each. Compensation to the state resource centers

would come from the federal library network or the federal government for
loans outside_

the state, hut loans within the state would have to he p;lid

for by the state. The need for continued strengthening of the state systems

the nat. and ,glorini notwork that 1 am talli

about.

Now at t he ree iol1;1-1 level (and again using this number four just
example), we envision regional library support centers. These woul6 pr marily

rdinate the bibliographic $upport, and they might well be one of the resource
centers that have been designated for physical access of materials as well.
But eertain libraries also would be designated as regional resource centers
fill requests which will be transmitted through the zonal levels and still
remain unfilled.

At the regional level we also suggest something we have called a Regional
Las Depository. I am not sure that was a proper tc_minology. This really

came about from the public library side. There was great feeling from some of
the large public libraries that there was a need for essentially a warehouse at
the regional level for storing items they need to get off their shelves.

Finally, a national levet would exist, being made un of des d r/;ol.rrce

libraries. Certain strong topical collections would be considered as nation
resources. Also at this level, the existing national libraries and the Cut _
for Research Libraries would play an important role. For periodical materials we
recommend the development of a national periodical resource center as a com-
ponent in this network in line with what we have already done in the study for

ARL. Unfortunately, one of the weaknesses in the report for the Commission was
our somwhat inconsistent handling of the idea of a periodical system involving

some center. Some of you recall that these two investigations overlapped; we
were busy trying to write the ARL and essentially we sort of short-

changed the idea of a periodicaLeenter in the subsequent report for the
Commi.:;sion, essentially alluding to the ARL si-oidy. I thin1

.
that has been

corrected now, as-I will talk about in just a few moments But essefttially _ _

.:,oncept of a periodical center included in th- ARL report was also in the more

rrcent Commission report.

Now, to quickly turn to the bibliographic side of the system, I do not

think I have to say much about this. There is a number of activities going
you are probably more aware of most of them than I am. The (.4ving force

behind our !,:oiggestion of dividing the country into these regions was really

the bibliographic activities, as I have already said. Tbe primary provision

of bibliographic services, such as location and cataloging data, would be the

responsibility of these four regions, but the development of the data base

would primarily be the responsibility of the Library of Congress. We would

envision an expansion of the KARC-data whi-,:h would include high qualit

cataloging data coming from other sources as well. This data base would be
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on-I.ne, and of course, .-:ould he Lira,,.n upon heavily by the regional centers,

A location center would be available at the rc7Tional centers for the materi:Als
hcli the 11-,-IrieS in thoe areas.

I will not comment now on how all the other components, such as CONSFR
and all th,.: others. fit in. Obviously, they are no conflict with what

are suosting hero. Finally, the report did give some OStimAtOS, and
rouc!i estimates. I- must admit, on the cost of the initial h,-ree years,

e talked a little hit in t,217,1S of plans For implomontotiou

I would like to wind up by just commentii:g briefly on the two-day
meeting which took place in April. National Commion invited about 30
representatives from the and several .1i' the Commissioners

to Washi; a two-day ,:.eilforence to discuss the study for the
mooti71c: really ha,,, three goals: I) access to stl.,:dy

2) determine if Cie recommendations and desir-

able of how they support 7110 Commission's t national net-

work; and ri) recommend to the Natnal Commission ups to be taken

for possihtc: implementation.

1 just like to review briefly some of )ns from this

conference, and f prefzilco this hy making sure that --le -stand that these

aro really just a consensus of opinions o: the participants; they do not
ropresont decisions made by the Commission. The comments are divided according

to categories of materials. During the two days we broke up into three
different groups, one for monographs, one of serials and one for the nonheok
materials, termed "nonbibliocentric materials" by the group. What I am going

to review are categori-.-:od by these throe baiiic typos of materials.

Basically, in the nonbibliocontric materials category, they felt that we
really did not have enough data or enough understanding to know how to prepare
a national plan to handlc- theo kinds of materials. The group felt that priority
studies need to ho '..iadertaken to collcct and assemble sufficient qualitativv us
well as quantitative information and define the field. The group suggested
that experts in the area assist the Commission in trying to bettor design this

area. (And realty we felt that the report siiould indicate that nonbihliocentric
materials are part of the Commission's t,ta. approach to !Jiaring of re.3ourees,
and that this should he clear in the pro- .alm document. Now I am not tAkin

about the !Sesta; tudy).

Secondly, thero a lot of discusit..1 is all these groupf; about serial..,

as you can imagine. After the first day i was not clear there was much con-

sensus at all, but by the second day, I felt that it really turned out quite

well. kogaiding Feeling wa.=, that for planning purposes it mAy

well be wise to have serials in the discrete resource cnt-gory. A relatil...ely

small portion of currently published serials meet the huh.: of the nee

generated hy most user groups. A national resource center, ,-sither for all

serials or For less extensively used serials, should have pn-Arision for access

to these publications. f think the principle was essentially that of tying
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toi!ether the ARL study on poriodi,:als and ira:!u,!ing it as part of the

reLommendation we ma:le in th Commission study, Even with such a periodical

certor and other Liccssiole collect,an, accoss to distinct subjoct

collections, includin4 would r-QL1lre initiative and support from

individual 1P-.raries. P1.-ms for seriztis control and access necessarily must

take into account of coperipht and c.,ther related consideration. Serials

are perhaps the most urgent '-'1oTmcnt in the h',Iiographie control problem.

They should special atteltion in national planning.

Regarding monographic matvrial I have J1,1,- a Few comments. A national

i!_rarv network 7-1' prorams,

separ7.- :!rials, hut not necossarily so, is endorsed. It should

be ui,' rosources with units at local . s.ate, regional, and

natiena States should be required to show evidewe of sufficient

resur',:es ard -tlport hefnre particinatin in the na,:onal network.

Regional and national resources should he foderally funded. Designation

of rosonrc centers will involve considoration of adequacies of resources

support. Performance criteria should he established for each network

level. The use of LC MAK standards should be required to facilitate record

interchaw and building of the national data base. It is desirahl- to go

forward on tho basis of existing apparatus and organization to the dcgroe

possible, rather than waiting for a Full national bibliographic system.

Whio there it'. sumc question about the desirability of haing two

separate .-,etor'r,s, bore referring to one serials and ono for monographs,

there aro advantages to going forward in that direction, building on existing

strenths in each area, with coordination and comitibility at the national

level. From a practical point of view, building by ,zr,00nts seemed desirable.

fhe coordinating agency at the national level wculd s the 5tandards to be

followed by monographc resource centers. That essentially summarizes the

feeljng of this group that was called togethcr to review the Wcstat study fec

the Co:=ission.

MR. HAWN: As the last speakcr I be vory brief 'p!st cxnand 1

little bit on the informal report g_iven y.sterday. it a ::ost an ani,-

climax to speak af,er the basic clement of the task force has

approved: Wlyn L7c,i(ed to take th)s task force assignment,

prised. f had given up dream5 of being the leader of a t,T2;k 14.;k

force to me meant armor and heavy arms, self-propelled, speeding across the

landscape a General Patton figure, two guns in hand out there in the

front. And I
ealled Stephen McCarthy right away and wondered if we should

report the next day. He said we could take it a littlt2 easier than that,

that was not quite the idea. And after a night's sleep on it seemed

almost obvious that the goal of the task force was simply to ,,,ggest that

we follow the EnglAsh example and come up with a recommendation for a reason-

able facsimile of the r'oston Spa jourr.al operation. At that time you

know, it was just becoming more than a journal operation. It wa3 including

0
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the monoraphic literature, and now has the name of. the British Library
Lending Division. That was such a -jticcessful operation under the real genius
oC Donald lirouhardt that it was a r011 temptation for the three of us to take
the bit in our tc_th ana make n recommendation, not iust for a natir)nal period-
ical resources center, but a -fledged lending operation for all types of
mate Rut One of the wiser memhers of the task force pulled Us up short
and thought we ought to hold to our assigned task, and therefore_ vt lid make
-Hie recommendation which vouconsidered rind a vet.crdav.

In our draft which the Executive Board members revised, we had - me brief
mention of the fc i 1 ; the Center for Research Libraries c did
not mention two other p le facilities which I think must be c , -red,
at least, One is the InsLitute for Scientific Information, which you perhaps
will remember as the publisher of Curreii_t Contents. ISI has a facility for
stipple irig on demand iournal art icles anytimei, 2,f hours a day, seven days a
week. Th is is good, however, only for a relatively few thousand journak,
and only for really current material I am not aware that they had much of a
hackfile. d so, that does not do the iob at all. A more productive resource,

course, is the U.S. Book Fxchange. But there a, in, you can not count en
_ing what you want. It does have the 17) nd so on.

So the Center for Rcse,ireh Libraries with its limited program in c
ence toddy ecms to be a natural instrimenc to he considered in setting up
anything for this country. Well, as you know, the Center did take the bit
the teeth. The Center has approl,ed n ,,rogram which was announced i the

.

newsletter which many of you got last week, for furnishing journal articles
fren about 196S to date including the humanities and tho medical sciences.
The Center is going much more into this than prov ously

In going into this field, 3ure there will be sentiiti about thc
photographic reproduction of material in copyright. That will disturb some
people, and also the puhlisher will he con
curtailed. I am st. ou pecTle know these are false worries, and that tw
are goAig to be fighting as hard as ever for our dollars for our hooks and
journal bud Thcre may he some movemeul- of our fun,,s, hut I will not pp
into thAt. These are problems that we just considered.

ned that subscriptions will he

A * *

us si On

MR. ATKINSON: I have a comment on the perspective f om Mr, Polmour I mu!-J

apologize that I have tilt gone over the full text of the report, hut the
limited experience we Irve had with on-lino systems Seems to me to be in con-
flict with th.,71 proposar; for a national network and system. I detect a fund-

amental misconception un how on-line files work. In fact, that is the same

misconception that people have with a main entry in an on-line lbliographic
file, being what it is. In a manual mode the rlin point of entry that the
protocols talked about in networks are simply uot valid when you are deali

with an on-line system. That is, when I lock on an OCLC sGreen or oiie of

9)



oor own screons and oonclude that Toffler's Foture Shock Is in thc Yl.omistry

iirary or that it is in Dartmouth. it makoi-: no differeiwe to me, nor would

I
throuilh a network when the electronics nrovido me with the ability to

darectiy to rho olace where it is located. Now, if there is a choice of

a hur,ler of lihrariei and most likely there is, that c-hoice may well be

(-or:trolled through the electienics itself, that is, hy figuring out that

ii:Irtmouth or the Chemii4try Library had th-J last four ;i-e-t:csts through the-

system. This will happen, and you i:-Arc. Lhe ahilit:

But \ou eannot -1-e human ters we work in, set op the

li;nd of bureaucratic systems that are seminplv proposed and still have a

interlihrary system which takes advantage of tho very

files that Yon are pronoF,in'iJ to construct. An,' I think that is a very funda-

mental thin that just happens, whethLir we plan it or not. That is the way

it works,

yoih Ra., a ,:ontrIbition

to the cataloging effort. iliithout me0.q at all to degrade the efforts of

LI, the amt)unt of the total cutaloing 'ieing placed into the national pool

may woll prove that tho kihrary of Congress accounts foc 2S percent or so of

the contributed national cataloging effort.

kK i7,1!,I011R. Regarding the first cem7ent on tho on-line sstem, we wrestled

with that at some length because that true, if you have an on-line system.

you have the capability of going directly to whe has it. Yet I think that

(ertainly ih the Hitial haso,,, it is not goino, to be a completeiy auto-

mated on-line system. terms of the total numhor of libraries, only very

few will have torminals. And to maintain the state structure, it may turn

out that tho financing will drive some that there is some need for

that protocol, because I do not think that Mc resource centers or the not-

woci, mar7ienrs, whLeor they are, would want everY library going directly

Just havt a terminal. Hut I :t;r:-..c with vou wholeheartedlY, ic

doo present a problem.

3. would liko to under;core s(miLling to which !Ir. Palmoar made

roferonce in his earlier discwision and alluded to again just now%

sensed in the ineetir, in ;4;ashington that 7here was a rather fundamenta:

dlffeifnee in point et view among state Hbrarians, puhlic Pud

academic librarians with regard to this ,_ive-level hierarehical structure.

Foe feolity the part of the -,tate librarians seems to be that this tra-

ditional hicaridly pattern, developing within the various ,--itates should be

exteriiled clear throo:4h to a national program. I have some concern that the

fve-level hierarchy would ynmohow hinder a prompt respinse, and there shouid

he provision for an institution to enter at the level where they ld most

likely find their r.terial, and that latge research libraries would probably

access at the highest ievol of the :viAm. Ilioiie l.hosr noels ,-ould posObly

1s supplied in the immediate locality would enter a substantially lower

level. But there was never roelly much involvement in discussions regarding

this because the differences in perspective were so dramatic, with a heavy

'is on monographic acce:ss by tlie public and state librarians at the

Ole heavy emplia on serials access hy the academic,librar an .
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I think it is very important to underseT e those differonQes in perspectives,

because I think 't4.ey may have well been stumbling blocks in the development

of any kind of national system that will attempt to satisfy- all these

different types of needs.

DE GENNARO: If there _re no other comments let me just sum up by saying

_his has been a consciousness-raising session this morning. The first

of the morning is to raise your consciousness about tbo National Com-

miss_on on Libraries and Information Science, and the secoud part is to

emphasize the importance of the National Periodical Resources Center as a

component of that national system, a component that, I think is important to

research libraries. 1 want to thanl you all very much for your attention and

attendance, and I think I iil1 conclude the meeting at this point. Thank you.

* * *
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REPORT OF T-11E COMISSION ON e\CCESS TO RES0Ui

Inter ibrary loan continues to be an important conce
Commission agrees that a second area of improving access shouid be investi-

gated, access to the resources within eachinstitution.

A. puLher of obstacles to easy access have been ide tificd among thAN

(1) All material not cataloged
(2) Cataloging backlog
(3) Filing backlog
(4) Complexity of library (lack of assistance and graphics)

(5) Misleading location information

(6) Temporary removal of cards from card catalog

(7) Becwitralization of collection

(8) Condition of stacks

(9) Slow resheiving
(10) ..;eareh service

(11) Saff attitude izing success of pa n,

(12) Nature of turnsti.' and ID cards

(13) Bindery sehedulcs

ARL should seek to investigate what member lihraries have done about

their obstacles by conducting a "Spec Survey." A number of the Oreas may'

already be sufficiently studied. Those that warrant further investigation

could be- assigned to individual member institutions to undertAe or, where

competence to undertake the studies is too limited, a contract could he

negotiated with A research organizatiot outside ARL,

The Office of Management Studies would appear to he the appropriate

coo-dinating agency in either case.

The Office of Management Studies has approached a granting agency

a proposal for a Service Development Program. Funding prospects appear

quite bleak for a $75,000-100,000 venture. The Commission on Ac.:cess, ou

the other hand, has found that there is considerable enthusiasm u001V ARL
Directors to undertake the study of one or more of these areas if other

libraries are committed to address complementary areas.

The C mmission will expand on this idea at its May meeting, tentatively

for 5-8 p.m. on Wednesday, May 7.

Hugh Atkinson
John Berthel
Richard Boss, Chairman

April 21, 1975

* *
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APPENDIX B

REPCIRT T THE AR L CDNITTLE ON UNIAPERSIT' IAND\RDS

cance of University Libraries

The rnpaa grot,rth of American univers ify libraries since World War II

is one of the most rema6.ab1e han that has OCTi-ed in higher education
during the present century. An .

explanation of the emphasis en strong
ibraries is centainod in a report issued by the American Cetin,Al on Education.

Tn it5 An As,sessment of Quality. in Graduate Education, the report states:
'Pie l'brthry is the, heart af the university; no other single aonhuman fac'

as obviously related to, the quality of graduate education. A few

universities with poor library resouxces have achieved considerable strength

in LVLral departments, in ;Iame cases because the universities are,located
c-lose to othtr great library collections such as the Library of Congress and

he NeW York Pohlic Library. But institutions that are strong in all Lir

iably have niajor national research libraries."

The reasons for the explosion of academic library collections in all
the Anerican states and Canadian provinces are complex, including such
important factors as the establishment of numerous, new institutions, the
transformation of former agricultural and engineering colleges to the status
of general universities, the enrollment of millions of additional students
in collog,as and universities, emphnsis on faculty research and scholarly
productivity, changing methods of instruction, expansion of book budgets,
extensive foreign acquisition programs, the steadily growing rate of
publication of books and journals, and, perhaps not least, the prestige
accruing to a university possessing. an outstanding library.

Era of LibraELETeration

In recent years, univel
for ways and means to hold, in

National, regional, and local
in other libraries, there are
plans for subject specializat
housing. of Iittle-used hooks,
Material for prestrvatien and
system of interlibrary leaus bas developed.

y and ether research libraries have soug-_
check the mounting flood of printed material

union catalogs have been created to locate books
cooperative purchasing agreements, on-going

wmong libraries, programs for the centralized
projects for microfilming large nasses of
to reduce bulk for storage, and a widespread

As a gener 1 principle individual university libr.ies are no longer

regarded as separate and independent entities, the development of each pro-

ceeding without consideration of its, neighbors. Instead, libraries have

come to view their holdings within a larger frame of reference, as elements
of a national fesource, the sharing of vhich ean be of imnense mutual benefit.

Large cooperative enterprises during the past 30 years have demonstrated

9 9
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several facts university libraries .re able aRd willing to support programs

for the in rovement cr-f library resources, the concept of libraries comhiniug

for the acquisition ut research materials is feasible and desirable, and the

research resources of American university libraries are a matter of national

concern.

currcni
university and
by the largest
to the dilemma appears to
in iilinois and New Yorl.

to interlii

are srious
research lib:

libraries

73 coopeintion, it must he recogni:ed that
imbalances in borrowing and lending among

ries. The '.6oad and corresponding expense borne

dispro?Ortionate. The' most equitable solution

a system of state !Albsidics, such as pTevails

The foregoing facts are directly or
andards for university libraries.

Standards

ireetly relevant to. the matter of

Interest in and the need for university library' standards have long

been evident. Equally apparent have been the obstacles in the way of e-

veloping a set of criteria acceptable to professional university librarians.

Among the difficulties are' the lack of agreement on the definition of a

university, skepticism among librarians as to the desirability of setting

up formal standards, and the question of whether standards should be primarily

quantitative or qualitative.

A solution to the first dilemma--what is a university?-- 7pears to have

been provided by the recently publisbed classification of the, Carnegie Com-

mission on Higher Edacation, based on several years' research. A, total of

IR categories of institutions of higher education are defined in, the Commis-

sion's classification, For the purposes of the ARL-ACRL Joint Committee' on.

University Library Standards, it is proposed to restrict a code of stlndards

to the first four categories, all doctoral-granting institutions, described

as follows:

Doctor21:1272211LINLIthstitutionswith_heavy em a.sis on research.

These are the SO leading institutions in terms of federal financial

support of academic science in at least two of the past three years,

provided they awarded at least SO Ph.D.'s (plus M.D.'s if a
medical school was on the campus) in the last year.

Dectoral-grantininstitutions_with_moderate emphasis_on research.

These institutions were of: the list of WO leading instttu

terms of federal financial support in at least two out of t ree of

the above three years and awarded at least SO Ph.D.'s (plus PI,D,4s

if a medical school was on the same campus). in the last year.

1:Pcial-Ltlarata_ institutions with moderate em.hass on doctoral

pro rams. These institutions award d 40 or more Ph.D. s in th

last year (plus M.D.'s if medical school was on the same campus)

9 6
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orreccived at least
in the last year.

ton in total federal fii ncial snpport

Limited enhasis on _doctoral programs.. s';i_ institutions awarded

at least 10 Ph.D.'s in th last year, with tLe exception of a fow

new doctoral-granting institutions which may be expected to increase

the number of Ph.D.'s awarded within a few years.

A further limitation is proposed. A "univ xsity" for t
the recommended standards will offer doctoral programs in not less than thr

of the four major areas adopted hy the American Council on Education for

classifying doctoral degrees: humanities, biological sciences, physical

sciences, and social sciences. Further, in groups 1 and 2 above, doctoral

programs will be offered in not less than 20 of the 30 areas, and in groups

3 and 4, not ess than IS rea s as defined by the National Research Council:

Areas of. Graduate Study'

Mathematics
Physics and Ast onomy
Chemistry
Earth Sciences
Engineering
Agriculture and Forestry
Health Sciences
Biochemistry, Biophysics, Physiology

and Biostatistics
Anatomy, Cytology, Entomology,

Genetics, Microbiology, Embryol
Botany, Zoology, General Biology
Psychology
Anthropology and Archeo
Sociology
Economics and Econometrics
Political Science and

Interna ional Relations

History
English and American Langu
and Literature

Modern Foreign Language and
Literature

Classical Language and
Philosophy
Speech and Dramatic Arts
Fine Arts and Music
Business Administra ion
Home Economies
Journalism
Law, Jurisprudence
Library and Archival Science
Architecture
Education
Other Professional Fields (Count

as 1 field of study)

tare

Another reason for the suggested cut-off point is that collegiate

institutions below the above four categories are within the province of the

ACRL's Ad Hoc Committee to Revise the 1959 Standards for 'ollege Libraries-,

now ively at work_

Concerning the second roadblock to the adoption of a statement of

university library standards the resistance and even downright opposi ion

to any formally stated criteria -- the following points seem relevant:

1

Source: Na ional Academy of Sciences.
Recipients from United States Univers ies, 1958-1966. Washington: National

Acliiy enc e Fp7-7= 1 1 .

National Research Council. Doctorate
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11) Standards exist for college. Junior college, school, public, professional,
and other types of libraries; why should university libraries be an exception?
(2) Failure by university librarians to participate in the preparation and
adoption of standards is resulting in the task being taken out of their hands
by budgeting, appropriating, and governing bodies -- such as state boards of
higher education, state departments of education, and regional accrediting
associations -- which make their own standards, usually unsatisfactory in
nature to librarians. (S) University librarians, especially in newly
developing institutions, need basic criteria and guidelines to follow as
goals, internally and externally, for planning orowth, for dealing with
university :Iclministrators, ete m All standards should be stated as
minimal to avoid the criticism that standards level down instead of upgrading.

The matter of choosing between quantitative and qualitative standards is
complex. Ideally, perhaps, qualitative criteria are preferable. Measuring

quality, however, is far more difficult than measuring quantity, involving,
for example, detailed checking of standard bibliographies, judgments bv
subject experts, comparisons with similar collections elsewhere, analyzing
in detail the content of collections-;, and, not infrequently, simply using

subjective opinions. Often se-called qualitative standards turn out to be

rhetorical exercises, largely meaningless in applications to practical

situations. Furthermore, as Clupp and Jordan stated, "When standardizing
authorities omit or refuse to set standards in quantitative terms, the
budgeting and appropriating authorities, who cannot avoid quantitative bases

for their decisions, are compelled to adopt measures which though perhaps

having the virtue of simplicity, may be essentially irrelevant" another

argument for librarians to develop relevant measures

For the foregoing reasons, the standards for university libraries pro-

posed for adoption. by the ARL and the NCRL are stated concretely. To make

the recommended criteria even more specific and down to earth, the proposed

standards are based primarily upon the best current practices as reported

by leading Asutrican university libraries in University _Library Statistics

(ARL, 1969), supplemented by such sources as Cli0p-Jordan's "Quantitative

Criteria for Adequacy of Academic Library Collections," Metealfis planning
Academic and Research Library Building, the Washington State Modelliildgn

.. _____

Analysis tf.;2?tem for Libraries, and the ARL's annual LicLinic 111-E2IyILs:
______. _____

An important factor, affecting both quality and quantity, is location,

though: its impact may be difficult to determine. A university placed in the

center. of major library resources may be able to rely extensively upon the

hofdings of other institutions, while a university remote from large
libraries will have to depend mainly on its own resources. An example of

the first situation is the ambitious cooperative program recently announced

by Columbia, Barvard, Yale, and the New York Public Library. Examples of

isolated institutions are numerous, e.g., University of Colorado, University

of Illinois, and University of Texas. In any case, cooperation has limitations.

Every great research library must maintain a large degree of independence. A

university library that leans too heavily on its neighbors is unlikely to

providt satisfactory service to its students and faculty.

1 0 2
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The basic areas in which the Joint Committee is proposing adoption of

Andards are as follows: resources, personnel, spaee, finances, public

service, and administration.

Resources. At least 10 criteria may be used in measuring a lib 's

resources: (1) total volume holdings, (2) total volume holdings in relation

to student enrollment, (3) volume holdings in relation to graduate student

enrollment, (4) volume holdings in relation to number of faculty members,

(5) volume holdings in relation to major subject fields for undergraduates,

(6) volume holdings in relation to fields of concentration at the masters

level, (7) volume holdings in relation to fields of graduate concentration

at the doctoral level, (8) number of volumes added annually--average of last

five years, (9) number of current periodical subscriptions, (10) number of

current serial subscriptions. It would also be practicable'to look at

volumes added in relation to total holdings. For certain fields requiring

currency of information, a volumes-added figure may be more significant than

volumes hold--a factor which tends to measure retrospective strength-

A majority of th _ criteria was adopted by Clapp-Jemialvand in some-

what modified form by Washi gton State's Model Budget Analysis System, in

measuring library holdings. The general formula developed by Clapp-Jordan

has been widely applied for nearly a decade and for the most part has

demonstrated its validity as a practical device for testing the strength of

a library's collections. With certain simplifications and modifications,

as specified below, therefore, tho basic formula is recommended as the ARE,-

ACM, standard:

1. Basic collection (undergraduate lev I

(Clapp-Jordan: 30,750 volumes)

2. Allowance per F.TE. faculty member

3. Allowance per F.T.E. student

(Clapp-Jorda 12 volumes)

1. Allowance per field of undergraduate
concentration

(Clapp-Jordan: 335 volumes)

Alla ance per master's field, when
no doctorate offered in field

(Clapp-Jordan: 3,050 volumes)

Allowance per aster's field,
doctorate is o fered in fie d
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Allowance per doctoral field 1= 24,500 volumes

A standard for total holdings would also be reasonable. In the AR

Aademic Library Statistics for 1973-74 the median number of volumes he c_

was 1,553,192 for the 82 ARL members, A m2dian of 1,500,000 volumes is
recommended for university libraries in groups one and two; 1,000,000
volumes in group three; and 750,000 in group four. If cataloged, or other-

: processed for use, government publications sh- ld be included in the

volume- count.

Rate of_ Increase

A deficiency in the Clapp-Jordan formula is the lack of provision for

growth of the collection, It is a truism that constant growth is essential

to keep a library alive. This factor is recognized in the Washington
standard, with a provision stating that "A minimum number of acquisitions

per year shall be_established equal to five percent of the estimated number
of units [volumes] of library resources held at the start of each fiscal

1-
For standardization purposes, the fields defined in the American Council on

Education's statistical compilation of earned doctorates can serve, They are

as follows:

Humanities ical Sciences Physical Sciences 1 Sciences

Architecture Agriculture Astronomy Anthropology

Classical Anatomy Chemistry Business and

Languages Bacteriology Engineering, Commerce

English Biochemistry Aeronautical Economics

Fine Arts Biology Engineering, Education

French Botany Chemical History

German Entomology Engineering, Civil International

Journalism Forestry Engineering Relations

Music Home EconomiLs Electrical Law

Philosophy Nursin9. Engineering, Library Science

Religious Educa- Pharmacy Mechanical Political Science

tion and Bible Physiology Engineering, Other Public Administra-

Russian Psychology Geography tion

Spanish Public Health Geology Social Work

Speech and Veterinary Mathematics Sociology

Dramatic Medicine Metallurgy Social Sciences

Theology Zoology Meteorology Other

Foreign Lan- Biological Physics

guages, Other Sciences,
Other

Physical Sciences,
Other
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year." The five pc -ent figure is intended to serve as a "floor factor" and

"would come into effect when 100 percent of formula was reached and the
institution's growth in enrollment or programs would allow for an increase
of less than the five percent."

The exp rience of our largest university libraries indicates that the
five percent figure may be unrealistic when collections exceed a certain

size. For example, in 1973-74, Harvard University Libraries, with 9,028,385
volumes, added 297,283 volumes (gross). The five percent formula would have

cal/ed for the addition of 451,420 volumes. Similarly, Yale, with 6,350,824

volumes, should have added 317,541 volumes; actual additions were 190,7.50
volumes (gross). For the largest libraries, an alternative would be to adopt
the Washington State formula on rate of growth and after 100 percent of the
formula has been reached, continue to add five percent annually to the target

size.

Tlic net number of volumes added among the 82 libraries included in
Academie Librat-_Statistics ranged from 198,724 to 28,733, or gross figures

from 297,283 to 32,132 volumes. The median for the 82 institutions was

78,671 volumes gross and 71,525 volumes net. It is proposed that the
minimum standard be set at 100,000 volumes annually for the first two
categories of the Carnegie Commission's classification, and 50,000 volumes
for categories three and four.

An important factor that should not be overlooked is that the growth of

collections should bear a close relationship to the development of academic_

programs. Some areas make greater demands than others, and new offerings
will require an immediate library response.

Periodicals.

In actual application, the Clapp-Jordan formula for current periodicals

has been found low, producing figures substantiall? under the holdings of

strong libraries. A more realistic formula is proposed herewith for

periodical titles:

1. Undergraduate collection . 500

(Clapp-Jordan: SO)

Per F.T.E. facu ty num- r ....... ... ......... 2

(Clapp-Jordan: 1)

Per field of undergraduate concentration 6

(Clapp-Jerdan: 3)

Per field of graduate concentra ion--master's 20

(Clapp-Jordan: 10)

Per field of graduate concentra n--doctoral 200

(Clapp-Jordan: 100)

1
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Among the university libraries included in Academic .Library Statistics
for 197. -74, the number of current periodicals received ranged froM a low
of 7,631 .7n1 a high of 100,000 the latter figure suspect because it prob-
ably did not differentiate between periodicals and serials. The median was

19,343. As a standard, 20,000 titles are recommended as a minimum total for
institutions in categories one and two and 10,000 in groups three and four.

Al o calling for standardization is usage of the terms "periodical" and
"serial." In some university libraries, the two are not differentiated; in-
stead, all are reported as "periodicals," producing grossly distorted figures.
Serial publications in a university library collection may outnumber
periodicals by more than two to one. An acceptable definition is offered by
the U.S. Office of Education's National Center for Educational Stati5tics, as
follows:

A periodical is a publication that is issued in parts which
usually contains articles by several contributors. It generally
has a distinctive title and the successive numbers or parts are
intended to appear at stated intervals and usually for an in-
definite period. Serials include periodicals, newspapers,
annual reports, yearbooks, memoirs, proceedings, transactions
of societies, and may include monographic and publishers' series.

An alternative is the definition of periodicals used in LIBGIS' "Librar,
General Information Survey," and adopted for the ARL's annual summary of

Academic Library Sta

A per odical is a publication constituting one issue in a
continuous series under the same title published at regular
or irregular intervals, over an indefinite period, individual

issues in the series being numbered consecutively or each
issue being dated. Newspapers as well as publications appearing
annually or less frequently are included in the definition.

It should be noted that this definition does not differentiate between
periodicals and serials, and for that reason the first definition is pre-

ferable.

Microforms

Several formulas for measuring the size of collections attempt to include

m croforms in the volume coont. The problem is of great complexity because

of the varied nature of microforms: microfilm rolls, microfiche, microcards,

microprint, ultramicrofiche, etc. Clapp-Jordan propose that "fully-cataloged
material in microform will be measured in volumes as though it were

original form." The Washington State formula states that "one reel
microfilm or eight micro-cards or microfiche" should be counted as a volume.

The U.S. Office of Education's LibnELL5.11s_of_kolle_ges and Universities

uses another method of counting microforms: one reel of microfilm is equal

to a unit [voluniel of library resources; for all other microtext material,
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five pieces equal one volume. Even more complicated is a plan proposed by

the New York State Education Department's Advisory Committee on Planning for

the Academic Libraries of New York. in the Committee's "Guidelines for

Assessing the Adequacy of Academic Libraries of New York State" (1973),

microforms are counted as volumes, using this formula for counting a unit or

volume of library resources: one reel of microfilm, eight micrecards, eight

sheets of microfiche, four sheets of microprint, and one-seventh sheet of

ultrafiche.

It is all too obvious that these various _ hemes add up to total con-

fusion, leading libraries into a dense thicket from which there is no escape,

r_sulting in astronomical figures which make comparisons between individual

libraries impossible. Adoption of such plans is apparently a consequence of

the pressure on newer libraries to acquire large numbers of "volumes" quickly.

The Annual_sppl_t_af_th_Library ota ress has continued to separate

various categores of material in its statistical analysis of holdings.

Three types of microforms are recognized iu the breakdown: micro-opaques,

microfiche, and microfilm (reels and strips). This topic was debated at some

length in the ARL meeting in Washington, D.C., on January 6, 1969= (See:

ARL Minutes of the Seventy-third Meeting, p. 35, 53-56.) At the conclusion

of the di!,..ussion, the ARL membership voted approval for continuing to count

microforms as a separate category.

lt is proposed, accordingly, that the 1969 action of the ,,ociation of

Research Libraries be reaffirmed, and that the annual ARL AcadcTdc Library

Statistics continue to include analyses of microform holdings under four

categories: reels of microfilm, number of microcards, number of microprint

sheets, and number of microfiches.

(A strong supporter of the idea of counting microforms as volumes pro-

posed that only complete bibliographical units be included in such a count,

e.g., whole volumes of periodicals and entire books, eliminating single

periodical articles, chapters in books, and ephemeral pamphlets. In shor

one should apply the same criteria for defining a volume as for material in

traditional formats. The logic of such a scheme is obvious, but the admin-

istrative difficulti are too serious for the Committee to recommend it.)

Personnel. Personnel standards may involve such factors as (1) Ratio of

profess onal to nonprofessional staff; (2) Size of staff in relation to

student enrollment; (3) Size of technical staff in relation to acquisition

rate or to growth of collections; (4) Length of work week and work year;

(5) Status of professional librarians; and (6) the influence of centraliza-

tion and decentralization on size of staff.

P
Ratio

Research studies have demonstrated that wo-thirds or more of the work

in an academic library can be done successfully and economically by non-

pro ossional personnel, including student assistants. That appears to be

the prevailing distribution among American university libraries at present,
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though ra"- os as high as f ur or fic clericals to one professional
proposed. The compilation of Xcademic_Library Statistics for 1972-73 for ARL
members revealed that the percentage of professional librarians ranged from
21,9 to 48.6 with an average of 3:5 and a median of 52.6. As a university
library standard it is recommended that the professional staff should net
exceed one-third of the total staff. (in Canada, the current range is from

16.5 to 29.6, with an avorage of 21.4 per cont.)

A further refinement is pr_posed, that is, the crea ion of two groups
of staff members aside from the professional librarians. In addition to th
professional and clerical categories there should be a "professional specialist"
staff, composed of systems analysts, planning officers, photoreproduction
specialists. Information scientists, business managers, and other specialized
technical personnel, who do not require graduato librziry school education,
but whosc training has bcen at a high level in another

Following the r co mendations of Asheim's manpower study for the American
Library Association, wh ch defines five levels of library personnel, it is
suggested that the clerical Ataff be divided into two categories: (1)

technical as!4istaats, who perform "5imple, routino tasks and special skill_
tasks" for which technical-assistant courses and post-secondary training in
special skills may be required;'-and (2) tibrary clerks who are assigned

typing, filing, and operation of business machines, for which business school
or commercial trainine will constitute proper preparation.

Staff ii Relation Enrollment

In the Washington State standards, elaborate formulas have been develop d
for determining the number of staff required for public services and for
technical processes. The public service standard is derived from the number

of FTE students at various levels: underclassmen, upperclassmen, masters
candidates, doctoral candidates, and registered outside users. The size of

the technical processes staff is obtained by this formula: "Add the number
of units of library resources estimated to be added in the year to which the
calculation applies, to the total units held at the beginning of that year
plus the number of units estimated to be deleted." A rather complex

mathematical formula is then applied to the "weighted units to be processed"

to gain a total FTF technical processes staff. A similar scheme was devised

by the University of California library system to establish staffing needs
for public services and technical processes. Similar formulae are being
developed for the SUNY libraries in New York and the Nebraska state colleges,

The University of California System appro-Ji to budgeting for libra-y
staff was selected by the Washington State libraries to serve as a basis for

determining needs. According to this analysis, "In technical processes, the
,pproach assumes that it becomes progressively more difficult to process
materials as the size of the collection increases. It also assumes that this

is partially offset by economies of scale which occur as the size increases.

In public services, the assumption is made that demand on library resources

ncreases as the level of the student's program increases.'
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According to University Lihrgy_§_tjtt ist ics, among the SO libraries
surveyed, the ratio of profes sional staff menbe-rs to enrol linent varied from, 1
to 41. 64 to 1 te 675,72, with a niedi an of 225.24. These figures included
bott public servi co and techn ica 1 process es personnel For -total staff,
professional and clerical, th.e median figure was 1 to Si). The niedian figures
for profess ional staff exceeds the one-th ird maxin-orn previ ously recommended-

Application of any ratio, of library staff to 5t1de!nt enrol latent should_

be flexible for these reasons: =Investigations indicat that the size of
staff is directly affected by- a large nurnbei oE branches, i.e., by institutional
1)01 ici es re lat ing to central zat ion or decentralization of library services.;
the library 's Tate of growth which may require more or fewer staf f members
in technica 1 s ervices; and b the "lirnate" of a given ins titiition , which
may result in far heavier us of one library than another.

Concerning the staffing of technical services, L Draries axe obviously
in a period of transit ion, and f ixed formulas may be of doubtful validity
from a long range point of view. The corning of MARC tape-produced cards
from the Library of Congress, the comptiteri-z,ed on-line catalog maintained
by the Ohio College Library Cent er COCK) , and MUNE'', a sirnilar Frogran
for the Southeast, are likely to affect drastically the staffing of technical
departments in individual libraries in the near. future-

Another pos sib le answer to the qu estion of staff size was offered th
Committee by a prominent tali:Niers ity librarian, who believes that tile "only
reasonably valid approach" is "t o link professional staff si ze tO tlie number
of tenured faculty, because -the latter number is perhaps the best indicator
of the cbaracter of an insti.tution, and it seems logical to lira Ole 'academic'
capacity of a library to the mos t inmo rtant academic indicator in the
insti tut ion." No suggestion was made, however a s to proper ra tio s or cr -
ceritages , if this device werc to be adopted _

work Schedul s

A table in Univer it Ljbrar Statistics p, 72-74, shows that in the
SO institutions reporting, the wek1y work schedule for the pl'ofess ional staff
vavied f-rorn 35 to 40 hours, %fifth an average of 38 .44 , Theater this is a

proper sphere fox standardization may be debatable. Schedul es may be necessary
as a component of good management, but they should be platters for local
decisions. Experiments in pxogress in a number of irstitutions provide
flexible arrangenents for professional staff members in harmony with improved
status, a trend which should be encouraged. Rigid work'schedul es are in-
compatible with the librariates research and scholarly', activities.. Administrators
and star f members dedicated -to individual research associat ion ac tivit ies
writing, and special projects may carry viori( schedules considerably in excess
of the norm.

A vacation allowance of one molith or 31 days shionld be the minirnum for
a 1 3 full -t ime pr °fess ona 1 staff merbers on 12 -month aro intments Sal, -
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baticals for research projects, study leaves, hospital and health insurance,

tenure, and retirement benefits should be identical to those for which the

teaching faculty is eligible. Termination of contracts for,professional

staff members should be handled in accord with the AAUP's 1940 "Statement of

Principles."

Status of Library Staff

After prolonged consideration, a Membership Meeting of the Association

of College and Research Libraries adopted in 1971 a statement of "Standards

for Faculty_Status far College and University Librarians." [A copy of this

document is included in the January 1975 Minutes.] Subsequently, a committee

of the ACRL, the Association of Aelerican Colleges and the AAUP drafted a

"Statement on Faculty Status of College and University Librarians." The

statement has been endorsed by the ACRL, AAUP, and 32 library organizations.

The ARL Board voted to "endorse in principle faculty status for professional

librarians, and commend to the attention of all college and university

administrations the 'Joint Statement on Faculty Status of College and

University Librarians.'" In the belief that general adoption of these con-

cepts will upgrade the library profession, help avoid a drift toward union-

ization of library staffs, and minimize or reduce the troublesome divisive7

ness becoming prevalent in many institutions, the Joint Committee recommends

endorsement of the principle; of the ACRL statement as an important element

in its general code of standards. Wherever possible library staff practices

should relate to the university's general practices. Individual grievances,

for example, should be handled through university grievance channels, after

departmental grievance procedures have beet exhausted. In the areas of

appointment, tenure, promotion, and staff development, the librarians,

organized as a faculty, can operate much the same as teaching faculty,

though the criteria may vary. In other areas of library policy and practice,

on the other hand, there may be many factors, inside and outside the library,

that must be considered in decisim making. The university librarian

(director or dean) should have freedom to take action on the basis of advice

from various sources: library faculty committees, department heads, teaching

faculty, and other university personnel.

Each library or library system should develop a written per_o nel policy

covering recruiting, employment practices, performance evaluation, grievance

procedures, promotion and tenure, and staff development, in conformity with

the foregoing principles.

III., §Rai. University Librar1Sttistics reveals serious discrepancies

between ideal or theoretical standards for space and hard existing facts.

For example, among the 49 university libraries reporting, the seating capacity

as a percentage of enrollment averaged only 16, in contrast to the usually:

recommended minimum of 25 Or 30 percent. Ne7ertheless, the failure of many

librarief to achieve adequate standards for various types of space is a sound

reason for proposing adoption of satisfactory norms. On the basis of the

findings of two leading experts in this field, Metcalf and Ellsworth, there-

fore the following basic criteria are proposed for the three chief elements:

book, reader, and staff space:
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Metcalf declares, in discussing space requirements for book stacks,

that the first rule should be: "Beware of formulas." As a tentative

suggestion, however, he states that 'Not more than 12 volumes per square
foot should bc used for larger undergraduate collections of up to 100,000
volumes. Thirteen is safe for considerably larger collections and 15 for
universities with great research collections and open access for graduate

students and faculty only. Up to 20 can be used for a great research library
with very limited stack access, narrow stack aisles and long ranges."

An alternative formula is recommended by Bareither and Schillinger:
First 150,000 volumes: .1 SF per bound volume; second 150,000 volumes: .09

SF per bound volume; next 300,000 volumes: .08 SF per bound volume; all

volumes in excess of'600,000 volumes: .07 SF per bound volume.1

Bareither and Schillinger note that "There are certain materials other
than books stored in libraries that require stack space," A conversion basis

is recommended for these materials, as follows:
Conversion Ratio
Unit to Volume

_Typeof Material

Roughly Classified Pamphlets
Music Scores and Parts
Sound Recordings
Microfilm Reels
Maps
Archival Materials

Item*

Item
Record
Reel
Map
Cubic Feet

15 to 1
15 to 1
6 to 1
4 to 1
9:to I
1 to 15

jA pamphlet, score, DT one groupimg in a manila folder equals

one item. A grouping in a manila folder may consist of one

paper or rtlated papers.

For reader space, Metcalf concludes that "for undergraduates 25 sq. ft.

each seat in a reading area or for open carrels in a boolc stack should

adequate.... Thirty sq. ft. for the use of a master's candidate, 35 to

40 sq. ft. for one writing a doctoral dissertation, and from that up to as

much as 75 sq. ft. or even more for a private study for a faculty member."

Metcalf adds: "In general, it is fair to say that in our State universities,
it provision can be made for 25 percent of the students at one time in the

university library, that would be adequate.2

111
arlan 0, Bareither and J,S, Schillinger, University SpaEe_Planning. Urbana:

University of Illinois Press, 1968. p, 65.

Keyes Metcalf and R.E. Ellsworth, Planning the Academic Library, p. 59.
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Under the heading of "Space for the Staff," too many variables are
present for any fixed criteria for administrative personnel. For the public-

service staff, Metcalf recommends a minimum of 125 sq. ft. per person for
circulation and reference department heads and "occasionally for SOMR other
professional assistants," and "100 sq. ft. per person on duty at one time."
For all "groups that can be lumped under the heading 'processing,' 100 sq.
ft. per person," Metcalf finds, "is an absolute minimumfor housing and
equipment, plus another 25 sq. ft. for the section head of each section with
as many as five persons."

The question of lighting has many complex aspects and it may be det,;..table
whether it is practicable to state any standards. Metcalf "is not convinced
that anything over 25 to 30 foot-candles is required except in limited areas,
though ho,recommends that "a new library be wired so that SO foot-candles of
light intensity on reading surfaces can be made available anywhere without
complete remiring."

IV. Finances. Various attempts have been made to set up standards for the
financial support of university libraries, e.g., relationship of total library
expenditures to total university expenditures for general and educational
purposes; relationship of total library expenditures to salaries and wages,
to books, periodicals, and binding and to general expense; student per capita
expenditures for books, periodicals, and binding for total library expenditures;
financial support in relation to stages of library development; and the dis-
tribution of book funds by subject fields and by types of material.

The 1959 ALA Standards for College Libraries states that "The library
budget should be determined in relation to the total budget of the institu-

-n for educational aild general purposes.!' The program of library service

outlined in the standards proposed "will normally reqUire a minimum of 5 per-
cent of the total educational and general budget." The 5 percent figure has

been widely applied also to university libraries to measure adequacy of sUpport.

In its Guide to University 1,ihiciaz_ (1965), the Canadian
Association of College and University Libraries recommended that the following
factors be taken into account in assessing the necessary standard to financial
support: (a) size and quality of bookstock; (b) total student enrollment;
(c) extent and growth of graduate studies; (d) rate of growth of the institution;

(e) amount of faculty research; (f) extension projects; (g) introduction_of
new courses. In a complementary reporl- CACUL recommended these levels of

support: (1) "Ten percent of the institutional operating budget should be

considered a minimum for the ordinary operation and development of established
libraries, in universities with well established curricula, during the next

10 years." (2) "New institutions, and others which are undertaking new
programmes, should raise their library expenditures to considerably more than

10 percent of the institutional operating budget until the necessary library

services are established." Possible reasons for the relatively high percent-
age levels proposed by CACUL were that at the time the standard was set the

Canadian libraries had more catching up to do in their development and a
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number off new universi t had been founded.

should be noti.d that some' universitx presidents object to a percent-

age standard for library budgets on the ground that there is great cliversi'...y

of "ins environments" and of "missions" among individual Institutions.

ln one has to recognize that the university 1 brary's

share of total funds is generally well under the oId ACRU five percuat figure

and far below the Canadian utopia of ten percent, University Librarr Statistics__
revealed that among the SO libraries reporting, the range was from 1.6 to 8,6

percent for total library expcndtturr in relation to tota university expendi-

tures for general and edueationa1 rposes, The average wa6 3$ and the medtap

3.6 pereont, The Joint Committec- b lieves, nove-rthelss, thnt the five percent

standard is still reasonable ar a m jmum for the maintenance of high-quality

libraries,

On the matter of the relationship of total library expenditures sakar es

and wages, to boo-V.4, periodicals, and binding, and to general expense, refereneet

again to Lit-liver:50r. Library ::-Aatistics shows a wide spread. For salaries and

wages, the range was from 43.6 to 67.S percent (the median was., 56); for bocAs,

periodicals, and biWing, from 21.2 to 50 percent (modfan 36.5) and for general

expense, from 2.5 to 28.5 percent (median 5.5). As a standard, it is proposed

that the: range fpr s-:Fdaries and wages should be between 60 and 65 percent; for

hooks, periodicals, and binding betweem 30 and 36 percent; and for general

expense, between five and ten percent_ It is recognized that the use of auto-

mation and other forms of mechanization may require-a percentage increase in

general expense.2

University Library Statistics reveal- far great T differences among

libraries in student per capita expenditures for books, periodicals, and

binding, atwl f(iT total library expenditures. Institution A, for example,

spent more than ten.times as much per capita in both eategor es as institution

1_The 1973-74 expenditures of 23 Canadian university libraries ranged fr m

a high of 11.78 to a low of 5.02 percent of institutional operating
expenditares, with an average of 7.61 and a median of 7.49.

The U.S. Office of Education's LibrarLIZatistics _of College and Universities

1971, covering more than 2,500 'American college and university libraries, found

that 57 percent of operating funds was spent on salaries and wages and 34 per-

cent on books and other library materials. For comparative purposes, Canadian

universities in 1973-74 spent an average of 57.1 percent on salaries, 30.7 on

acquisitions arxl binding, and 12.2 for other expenses.
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B at the bottom ot the group. To be meaningful over a period of time, any

standard would have to be expressed in an index or constant dollar figure.

Without more extended investigation and research, the Joint Committee will

defer any recomniendatior for standards in this area.

Concerning the distribution of hook funds by subject fields and types of

material, numerous studies exist. In their University Library Administrat

Rogers and Weber conclude that "One type of took fund, the departmental al

ment, is passing from the scene in most universities. Established at a time

when funds were more scarce, such allotments insured a share of meager funds

to each department. With greater affluence in book funds and with a more

competent libtary curatorial staff, the raison cl_'etre for such funding and

the very considerable red tape that accompanied it have --Janished Blanket

order arrangements have contributed to the relinquishment of the allotment

system also because many hools are acquired across the whole range of disciplines."

(p. 108)

A strong exception is made to this statement by another experienced

university library administrator, who maintains that "we have excellent

backing from our faculty because they have some say in how funds are spent."

The happy affluence described by Rogers and Weber has also disappeared, at

least temporarily, fur many libraries.

Three steps are recommended for the management of available book funds:

first, the development and adoption of an acquisition policy statement is

recommended for every university library. By specifying the depth of coverage

in all subject areas with which the library is concerned, the collections will

be built up according to a logical, well-conceived plan, rather than aimlessly

and without clear purpose. The extent o coverage will naturally vary widely

in different institutions. Second, departmental allocations of reasonable

size for current monographic material may be made to insure faculty

participation in book selection. Third, emphasis shouid be placed on tho role

of librarians as book selectors; collection development should be a partnership

between faculty and librarians, but the overall responsibility should rest with

library selectors.

V. 'Public Services. Potential areas for standardization in t e public service

areas are somewhat limited. Circulation statistics, for example, are generally

suspect, mainly beeause they may indicate a mere fraction of actual library use.

Much consultation. of open-shelf collections is unrecorded. A research study

some years ago, sponsored by the Council on Library Resources, estimated that

the nonrecorded use of books in libraries may be three to nine times as great

as the formal circuiation figures, varying according to policies governing

stack access and open-shelf collections available to readers.

Readers' 5ervices ;assume a variety of form r.! reference and research

assistance, circulation of library materials, photographic services, inter-

library louns, teaching the use of books and libraries, exhibits, audio-visual

services, etc. Few of these are susceptible to standardization. Most widely

accepted is the interlibrary loan code first adopted in 1940 and since revised
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from time to time to meet changing conditions.

A matter of frequent atitation among students is demands for longer

hours. Nothing, less than 24 hours per day will satisfy some nighthawks,
but practical considerations of expense and staff must influence library

administrators. Modern contepts of library architecture encourage self-
service on the part of library users and minimum supervision. Well-planned,

new buildings provide for a single public exit, equipped with turnstiles,

through which everyone clears in leaving the library. The need for a full

staff throughout the building is eliminated, especially when few readers

are present. Reference and circulation services should be provided, however,

during .

all hours in which the library is open, though reduced staff will be

able to maintain these services during less active periods, such as late
evening hours.

Among the SO libraries reported in UniversitLibrary Statistics, the
schedule of hours open ranged from 74 to 121.5 per week, with a median of
exactly 100. The medi-n figure would appear to be a reasonable standard.

In the same tabulation, student per capita circulation, general and

reserve, varied from 9.55 to 109.18, with a median of 39.41. General

circulation alone ranges from 4.31 to 82.98, on an annual basis, with a

median of 28.31. Despite skepticism about the validity of circulation,
statistics, they are somewhat indicative of the extent of library use. If

that point is granted, a minimum general circulation (home use) of 30
borrowings per year and of 40 for general and reserve circulation are required
to demonstrate that the library is a. vital institution on campus. Circulation

figpres ;611 be influenced, of course, by types of library buildings and

length of loans.

The public service aspects of depar_mental and divisional libraries have

long called for recognition and standardizing principles. On every university

campus discussion goes on concerning the relative merits of centralized versus

.decentralized systems. Practices vary from completely centralized systems
with all library operations in one building, to a central library supple-
mented by dozens or even scores of departmental libraries located elsewhere.

Whatever policies are adopted in reference te centralizat on or decentralization

of library services, the following rules are recommended:

1. Books and other library materials should be purchased or
otherwise acquired through the library's acquisition
department, and not by individual departments.

2. Materials should be classified, cataloged, bound, or
otherwise processed centrally, except certain nonbook

materials.

Boos, pamphlets, periodicals, or alier publications
received and prese:1'wd should he recorded in the central

library catalog. Exceptions may be made for certain non-
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book materials, such as maps, prints, sound recordings,

slides, sheet music, and picture collections. Deviations

may also be reasonable for the processing of material in

nonwestern and nonalphabetic languages, and because of

local conditions, such as availability of space.

Every book acquired by th ,o. niversity or any of its

departments should be cor-4idered a part of the library's

collections. This principle applies also to the numerous

"bootleg libraries" which have grown up on university

campuses during the post World War II period, purchased

from foundation and government grant funds to individuals

eaching deputments.

ental or college libraries and librarians should

be ong to the central library organization, and be under

the supervision of the chief librarian, who should be

responsible for administration of the entire system.

There should be free interchange of material among all

libraries on a campus.

7 In. such matte:s as hours e2 service, physical facilities,

and qualifications of staff, departmental and divisional

library standards should be in general conformance with

central library practices.

Vt. A ation. Every univ,rsity library should be governed by a state-

ment of policies, including the following provisicns:

1. A clear definition of the relation of the librarian to

the university administration.

2. A definition of what constitutes the library resources of

the university, specifying that they comprise all books,

pamphlets, periodicals, and other materials purchased or

acquired in any manner by the university and preserved and

used in libraries to aid students and investigators.

Placing the administration of all library resources and

services wherever located under the university librarian.

A descripti n of the librarian's duties, making him/her

responsible for the selection, acquisition, and preparation

for use of all library materials; for the selection and

direction of the library staff; for the preparation

ofbudgets and reports; and for the performance of such other

duties as are commonly included under university library

administration.
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5. Endorsemient of the ALA "Bill of Righ -" and WRight to Read"
statements.

6. Appointment of a faculty-student library committee to advise
the university librarian and library staff on programs of
library development and services and to bring faculty-student
points of view to the administration of the library. Such

a committee should be appointed by the president with advice
from the librarian or elected by the.faculty senate or com-
parable body and report periodically to the president and
the senate. Its personnel should represent a broad cross
section of the faculty, the members should serve staggered
terms with regular rotation, and it should function in an
advisory and not administrative capacity.

Clifton Br ck, Jr.
Gustave A. Harrer
John W. Heussman
Jay K. Lucker
John P. McDonald
Ellsworth G. Mason
Robert B. Downs, Chair an

March 1975
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APPENDIX C

REPORT OF THE NATIONAL PROGRAM FOR ACWISITIONS
AND CATALOGING LIAISON COMMITTEE

To provide LC w th some helpful data prior to its Congressional budget
hea-ings this year, the NPAC Committee distributed a questionnaire to all
ARL members designed to elicit information on the savings to research
libraries in fiscal year 1974 as a consequence of NPAC and of LC cataloging
generally. The questionnaire was imperfect in that it failed to take into
account the effect of the current economic situation on library acquisition
budgets as a consequence of which the number of titles cataloged with LC
card copy by some of the responding libraries is only slightly larger now
than before the NPAC program was begun. In a few instances it is smaller.
The average increase in titles cataloged with LC copy (60 libraries responding)
was 10,654. The difference in the cost of cataloging with LC copy compared
with original cataloging varied greatly but averaged $7.19 per title. The
use of LC cataloging copy generally in fiscal year 1974 saved 59 responding
libraries $12,644,188 and the increased use of LC cataloging copy in that
year compared with the use of LC copy in fiscal year '67 saved $4,943,325
for 51 responding .libraries. Actually the savings resulting from increased
use of LC cataloging probably was higher if a rough calculation is attempted
based on our former experience that the use of LC eopy by research libraries
ranged between 40 and 60 percent of their cataloging prior to 1967/68 and
the finding of the committee charged by the House Appr priations Subcommittee
to investigate the NPAC that libraries were reporting use of LC cards for 75
percent of their cataloging. On this basis the saving to these 51 libraries
alone through increased use of LC copy may well have been between $5,000,000
and $6,000,000.

Another more comp icated questionnaire was completed by a small
sample of ARL librarie namely, the Boston Public Li%pary and the
libraries of Illinois, Michigan, Oregon, and Yale, based on an analysis
of cataloging performed during the months of October, November and
December, 1974 for publications received from countries not yet covered
by NPAC and of publications from NPAC countries in categories excluded
from cataloging by LC. In that three month period the five libraries in

the sample cataloged, or held to await LC cataloging copy, 3,941 imprints

from the countries not included in NPAC. Of these titles 1,910 were from

South American countries. LC card copy was not available for 1,222 of the

1.910. Other countries for whose imprints LC cataloging coverage was poor
or not prompt were Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Israel, Lebanon, the Philippine

Republic, Poland, Syria, -and Turkey. Of 186 imprints from the People's

Republic of China, LC cards were available for 78. This last figure seems

to reflect some improvement in coverage but obviously not as much as desired

'The Library of Congress has plans for improved coverage of some of these

countries in the near future as will be explained below.
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Imprints from the NPAC countries in the 33 excluded ctcgorics totaled'

495 in only 10 categories. Of these, 213 were dual imprints and multiple

imprints and LC card copy was available for more than half. Poetry pamphlet

collected primarily hy one of the five libraries in the sample, represented

the second largesteategorywith 106 imprints. Dissertations, primarily

from the German Federal Republic, was third with 43. It would seem that the

exclusions are well chosen if the sample is at all representative and that

an effort by LC to acquire and catalog publications extensively in any of

these categories would be of marginal value.

The Library of Congress is to be complimented on the extent and fre-

quency of its reporting on the NPAC but there are several quite recent

developments of interest. In keeping with its frequently stated objective

of expanding its European coverage, LC has asked its appropriations sub-

committees for approval of an extension of its European shared cataloging

to include Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Poland, and Portugal and has request d

funds for 11 additional positions for the NPAC program. The House report

on the LC appropriation bill has not yet been received but it would seem

overly sanguine to hope for any significant increases in funds for new

positions this year.

As the data produced by our questionnarie seem to indicate, the area

that most needs inclusion in the NPAC is South America. The Library of

Congress agrees that the South American countries should have high priority.

An accessions list for Brazil is now being produced and should appear soon.

Rod Sarle, who had been brought back to Washington to work on a statement

replying to the report on the NPAC of the House investigating committee, has

been sentback to Rio. He returned via Columbia and Venezuela where he has

made arrangements for procurement agents to work on increasing the flow of

publications from those two countries. These individuals are expected to

make a thorough sweep of exchange sources and to work with dealers in pro-

curing new titles.

The effort to expand Chinese cataloging continues. Statistics reported

by the 10 ARL libraries cooperating with LC in a special study indicate that

LC is not getting or, at least, not cataloging, 25-30 percent of the titles

these 10 libraries are receiving. Mr: Applebaum feels that this statistic

is somewhat skewed by the fact that some of these titles are reprints of

Chinese materials produced by the ARL Center for Chinese Research Materials

which LC had cataloged locally long ago but for which cards had not been

printed. To increase Chinese acquisitions, however, Frank Walwah is leaving

to spend a month in Hong Kong and Singapore. He will be working with Hisao

Matsunmoto, LC's Tokyo field director, to improve the intake of Chinese

publications. In addition to meeting with booksellers, Nr, McGowan will ef ect

contractual arrangements with individuals, as is being done in Columbia and

Venezuela, to work on improving the flow of Chinese materials.

Another study being conducted by LC with the cooperation of 12 ARL

libraries is aimed at reducing the number of U.S. imprints for which LC

cards are lot available. The contribution of the ARL participants have
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been very helpful in identifying new publishing houses not yet included in the
Cataloging-in-Publication program as wtll as those publishe s who have not
been r.omplying faithfully with their agreement to participate in the program.

Finally, the Committee wishes to offer its thanks to all the libraries
who completed the two questi nnaires, both of which required a great amtunt
of record keeping and, in some cases, involved difficult cost calculations.

Philip J. McNiff
Howard Sullivan
Joseph H. Treyz
Frederick H. Wagman, Chairman

Ap 11 28, 1975
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APPENDIX D

REPORT OF THE TASK FORCE ON A NAT ONAL
PERIODICAL RESOURCES PLAN

The Task Force on a National Periodical Resources Plan recommends
that the following resolution be adopted by the Board of the Association of

Research Libraries:

The Association of Research Libraries recommends the immediate establish-

ment and continued support by the federal government of a national periodical

resources library as a practical, effective and vitally needed aid to scholars

and other research personnel in universities, business, industry and govern-

ment. The proposed periodical library should provide, within relatively few

days, journals published anywhere in the world which art needed for use in

the advancement of knowledge or meet ng the nation's pressing technical,

economic and social problems.

No existing library, not even the Library of Congrtss, now acquires all

the publications which are needed for the research and informational needs of

the country. Even the combined library resources of a state or a multi-stte

region are insufficient to satisfy the informational resources of that area.

For example, New York State has the largest collection of library resources

of any state in the nation and a highly organized interlibrary loan system

through which every library ean exploit the collections in all of the others,

yet it reports that readers and researchers are now requesting an average of

150 publications per day that cannot be found in any library in the state.

Add to that figure many more unfilled and unfillable needs, unmeasured

simply because the researcher's experience has taught him that thtre is so

little prospect of finding the title that there is no point in making the

request. The situation is even worse in other states and regions, with

equally extensive needs for access to information but with ftwer and smaller

libraries.

A f. rst and major step in remedy ng this situation is the provision of

a central periodical library to which any library in this country can turn

for loan of an issue or photocopy of an artiele with certain knowledge that

the request will be filled within a few days. Various studies and experience

with a similar service in Great Britain indicate clearly that a number of

regional depositories are not essential, and that one national unit, virtually

complete in research holdings and well staffed and organized for quick service,

, will meet the needs of this country.

Much data and research have demons-rated beyond question that a great

many publications, though essential for the information they contain, are

infrequently needed in any one library. This fact makes it practical for

ail libraries in the nation to share the use of one or a few copies of such



titles with very little likelihood of conflict because the same work is
needed by two libraries at the same time. It means that a national
collection of titles augmenting local library collections, if centrally
located and organized for fast access by interlibrary loan, can enable every
library to provide its readers quickly and easily with materials which are nOt
available im the local collection. Since one such national collection is
affordable and self-sufficiency for every library, state, or region, is
not, the establishment of a national central journal library for this pur-
pose is not merely the only possible solution, but a practical and effective
one that is quickly achievable.

Eventually the United States must follow the example of Great Britain
in establishing a central facility to service the libraries of the country
not only with journals, but other types of publications. But journals are
the one tategory most urgently needed by all libraries and their users; it
is also a need that can be met with reasonable economy and speed.

It should be noted that a membership financed facility of this type
already exists in the Center for Research Libraries. This gives service,
within its limited means, to the member libraries which support it. It is

currently receiving over 12,000 journals and'has a collection of three million
volumes which could be put to national service. Furthermore, it has an
efficiently organized staff and operating procedures designed for effective
loans to distant points. It has working agreements with certain resources
outside this country to draw on their holdings. Its location in Chicago is
reasonably central and most effective for all communication needs.

Therefore, the Association of Research Libraries also recommends that
the planning of the proposed National Periodicals Resources Center include
exploration of utilization of the Center for Research Libraries as the
foundation for the new center.

Joseph E. Jeffs
Gordon Williams
Arthur T. Hamlin, Chairman

May 1975
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APPENDIX E

GETTING TO KNOW THE ARL
Report of the Discussion Session May 7 1975

The May 7, 1975 evening program at the ARL membership meeting in HOuston

was intended to provide an opportunity for an informal exchange of information

and ideas among ARL directors, elected officers and the Association staff, In

addition to the officers and staff providing general information on the functions,

organization, gcvernance, services and resources of the Association, the members

used the occasion to present their views and advice on the present and future

activities of tho ARL.

The meeting format consisted of simultaneous group discussions at six
different tables; each group had a discussion leader and recorder. The groups
were to rotate every half hour enabling ARL directors to participate in several
of the group discussions.

Following is a list of the groups and some of the topics discussed:

TABLE 1: Functions and Operations of the ARL Executive Office

Leader: John McDonald
Recorr: William DiX

Topics: Liaison with associations, government organizations, higher

education community and the profession.
Federal legislative activities.
Coordination of commissions, committees and task forces.

Administration of on-going projects_

TABLE 2:
Leader:

Recorder:
Topics:

The PAL Commissions
Virginia Whitney
Edward Lathem
Role of the Commissions.
Composition, operating and reporting procedures.

Current activities.

TABLE 3: ARL Board and Association Governance

Leader: Richard De Gennaro

Recorder: Ralph Hcpp

Topics: Nature, composition, operation and reporting mechanisms.
Opportunities for participation in the governance of the

Association.
Issues under consideration.

TABLE 4: Committees and Task Forces of the Association

Leader: Suzanne Frankie

Recorder: William Budington

Topics: Role of ARL Committees and Task Forces.

Composition, operating and reporting procedures.

Activities of current groups.
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TABLE 5: Office of University _ibrary Management Studies
Leader: Duane Webster
Recorder: Stanley Malderry
Topics: Current funding picture for OMS,

Current programs and future plans,
Administration, operation and reporting mechanisms.

TABLE 6:
Leader:

Recorder:
Topics:

Systems and Procedures Exchanee Center and OMS Training Activities
Jeffrey Gardner
Russell Shank
SPEC services and resources.
Plans for SPEC surveys.
Training Film Program.
Performance Review TTaining Project.

In general, membership reaction to the meeting was very favorable. Dis-

cussions regarding the functioning of the Association included ideas regarding
mechanisms for better communication among directors and with the Board and
Commissions, and the need for increased opportunities for greater membership
participation in Association activities. Among the issues identified as
warranting special attention were a need for better information on user needs,
greater attention given to services, performance measures, and more reliable

data on operations.

One specific suggestion has resulted in the appointment of a task force
to review the roles of the Board and the Commissions. Policies and practices

regarding appointments to committees and task forces will also be reviewed.

Additional actions on other ideas are under consideration.

The response of the membership indicates an interest in having additional
opportunities in the future for review and discussion of issues and activities

of the Association.

Suzanne F:=Alkie

June 20, 1975
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APPENDIX F

ATTENDANCE .T 86th MEETING

University of Alabama Libr
James F. Wyatt

University of Arizona Library
W. David Laird

Arizona State University Library
Donald Koepp

Boston Public Library
Philip J. McNif

Boston University Library
John Laucus

Brigham Young University
Donald K. Nelson

University of British Columbia Library
Basil Stuart-Stubbs

Brown University Library
Charles Churehwell

University of California Library
(Berkeley) Richarci Dougherty

University of California Library
(Davis) Bernard Kreissman

University of California Library
(Los Angeles) Page Ackerman

University of California Library
(San Diego) John R. Haak

University of Cal fornia Library
(Santa Barbara) Donald Davidson

Case Western Reserve University Libraries

James V. Jones
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Center for Research Libraries
Gordon R. Williams

University of Chicago Libr-ry
Stanley McElderry

University of Cincinnati Libraries
Harold Schell

University of Colorado Library
Ellsworth Mason

Colorado State University Library
Le Moyne W. Anderson

Co!umbia University Libraries
Warren J. Haas

Cornell University Libraries
J. Gormly Miller

Dartmouth College Libraries
Edward C. Lathem

Duke University Libraries
Benjamin E. Powell

Emory University Library
Don L. Bosseau

University of Floridl Libraries
Gustave A. Harrer

Florida State University Library
Charles Miller

Georgetown University Library
Joseph E. Jeffs

University of Georgia Libraries
Warren N. Roes



Harvard University Library University -f Massachusetts Librari

Douglas W. Bryant Gordon W, Fretwell

University of Houston Libra ies Massachusetts Inst of Technology Libraries

Stephen R. Salmon Margaret A. Otto

HowarLI University Libraries University of Michigan Library
Kenneth S. Wilson Robin N. Downes

University of Illinois Library Michigan State University Library

Robert Oram Richard Chapin

Indiana University Libraries
W. Carl Jackson

University of Minnesota Libraries
Ralph H. Hopp

University of Iowa Libraries University of Missouri Library

Leslie W. Dunlap

Tows State University Library

Harry Butler

National Agricul_ural Library

Warren Kuhn Richard A. Farley

John Crerar Library
William S. Budington

University of Nebraska Libraries
Gerald A. Rudolph

Johns Hopkins University Library New York Public Li

John H. Berthel James Henderson

Joint University Libraries

ary

New York State Library

Frank P. Grisham Peter Paulson

University of Kentucky Libraries New York University Libra_ es

Paul Willis Eugene Kennedy

Kent State Universi y Lib a ies University of Nor.h Carolina Libraries

Hyman W. Kritzer James F. Govan

Library of Congress
John G. Lorenz

Linda Hall Library
Thomas D. Gillies

Northwestern University Libraries
John P. McGowan

University of Notre Dame Librari
David E. Sparks

Louisiana State University Library Ohio State University Libraries

George Guidry Hugh Atkinson

McGill University Library Un versity of Oklahoma Library

Marianne Scott James K. Zink

Univer
Howa

y of Maryland Library Oklahoma State University Library

Rovelstad Roscoe Rouse
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University
H. William

Universit
Richard

r_regou Lib iry

)(ford

Pennsyl
Gennaro

bra

lini verstv of Pittslxir!.111 Libr ries
Glonora Edward Rosscil

Princeton University Library
William Dix

niversity Library
Richard L. O'Keeffe

Lhoster Libraries
,-sti Bow

Rutgers Unive , Library

Virginia P. Whitney

Smithsonian institution ..ibraries
Russell Shank

University of Southern California Libra
Roy L. Kidman

Southern Illinois Universi y Library
Ralph E. McCoy

Stanford University Libraries
David C. Weber

State University of New York at
ny, C. James Sch idt

State University of New York at
Buffalo, Eldred Smith

ate Univers ty of New York at
Stony Brook, John B. Smith

Syracuse University Libraries
Donald Anthony

Staff:

John P. McDonald . . . ..........

Suzanne Frankie .

Duane E. Webster ....... . ,.......,..,......

Temple Universi
Arthur Haml n

ty Library

iversity of Tennessee Libra_
Richard Boss

University of Texas Librar
Merle N. Boylan

Texas AU1 1oivers ity Library
Irene FL Hoadley

University of Toronto Librari
David Esplin

Tulane University
John H. Gribbin

University of Utah Libraries
koger Hanson

University of Virginia Libraries
Ray Frantz, Jr.

University of Washington Library
Marion A. Milczewski

Washington State University Library
G. Donald Smith

Washington University Libraries
William Kurth

Wayne State lniversity Libraries
Vern M. Pings

University of Wisconsin Libraries
Joseph H. Treyz, Jr.

Yale University Libraries
Donald B. Engley

g v v V

Jeffrey Gardner .
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Executive Director
Assistant Executive Director
Director, Office of University

Library Management Studies

Management Research Specialist



Guests

Fdward Booher, McGraw Hill
Margaret Child, National Endowment for tho Humanities
Robert Downs, University of Illinois
Herman H Fussier, University of Chicago
Sam Hitt, President, Medical Library Association
Lawrence Livingston, Council on Library Resources
Robert Lumiansky, American Council of Learned Soc -ties
Beverly Lynch, Association of College El Research Libraries
Fritz Machlup, Now York University
Vernon Palmour, Public Research Institute
James E. Skipper, Research Libraries Group
Alphonse Trezza, National Commission on Information Sci-nce

Edward Weiss, National Science Found tion - OSIS

Members Not Represented:

University of Alberta Library
University of Connecticut Library
University of Kansas Library
National Library of Canada
National Library of Medicine
Pennsylvania State University Library
Purdue University Library
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APPENDIX G

OFFICERS, BOARD OF DIRECTORS, COMMISSIONS, CONNITTEES AND TASK FORCE
OF THE AFO.

Officers anc Board for 197

Richard De Cennaro, Presiden
_rginia P. Whitney Vice President 6 President-elect

Ralph H. Hopp, Past president
Page Ackerman (Oct. 1977)
Richard Boss (Oct. 1977)

William S. Dix (Oct. 1976
Gustave Harrer (Oct. 1976)
Edward C. Lathem (Oct 1977)

Stanley McFiderry (Oct. 1975)
Russell Shank (Oct. 1977)

ARL COMMISSIONS*

1. Com1TiissiononDevelopmentof Resources

Pai,,e Ackerman (Oct. 1977

Basil Stuart-Stubbs (Oct. 1975
Gustave Harrer, Chairman (Oct. 1976)

'ion oh 0- -ani ation of Resources

Joseph Dagnese (Oet. 1977)

John McGowan, (Oct. 1976)
Edward C. Lathem, Chairman

Comiiiission on_Access to Resources

Hugh Atkinson, (Oct. 1977)
John Berthel, (Oct. 1976)
Richard Boss, Chairman (Oct. 1976

4. Commission on Management of Research Libraries

Richard f;ugherty, (Oct. 1977)
Warren htas (o,.t. 1975)

Russell (Oct. 1977)

Stanley McElderry, Chairman (Oct, 7

ARL Executive Committee

Ralph H. Hopp, Past President
John McDonald, Executive Director
Virginia P. Whitney, Vice President 4 P es dent-elect

Richard De Gennaro, President, Chairman

he Commiss on on External Affairs was temporalfly suspended in February 1975.
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ARL STA,ND;NG CONN

Comnittee on Access to Manuscripts and Rare nooks

William 5ond
William Cagte
John Finzi

Herman Kahn
Frant:, Chairman

Committee on Center for Chinese Research Mate

Edwin G. Beal, Ji
Roy Hofheinz, Jr.
Yihg-mao Kau
David T. Roy
Eugene Wu
Philip MeN ff rflian

Committee on_Copyri ht

Howard Rovelstad, Chairman

Committee on Federal Relations

Warren N. Boes
Richard Couper
Joseph Jeffs
Philip McNiff
Paul Willis
Eugene Kennedy, Chairman

Committee on Forei-n Newspaper on Microfilm

Gustave Harrer
8-roce Peel

Gordon Williams
John Lorenz, Chairman

Committee on Interlibrar Loan

Richard Chap n
Ruth Kirk
John Humphry
Jay Lucker
David Weber, Chairman
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Na,t_'--al _Program for Accuisit io-s and Cat.aloging Eiai_son Committee

Philip McNiff
Howard Sullivan
Joseph H. Trey:, Jr.
Frederick Wagman, Chairman

Cormnitteeon Negro Academic Libr:17-

Arthur Hamlin
Warren Boos, ChJIrman

Committee on mat ns

ARL Vice President, Chairman

CS

Committee on Preservation of Res&arch Libraries Material*

ARL CON ITTEES ON FOREIGN ACQUISITION

Africa

Peter Uuignan, Hoover Institution on War, Revolution and Peace

Beverly Gray, Boston University
Conrad Reining, Georgetown University
Julian Witherell, Library of Congress
Hans Panofsky, Northwestern University, Chairman

Middle East

George N. Atiyeh, Library of Congress
James Pollack. Indiana University
David H. Partington, Harvard University, Cha _-an

E:astern Eurqee

Paul Horecky, Library of Congress
Joseph A. Placek, University of Michigan

Marion Milczewski, University of Washington, Chairman

*To be reconstituted 131
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Far East

Weying Kan, University of tichian
Eugene Wu, Harvard University
Warren Tsuneishi, Library of Congr

South Asia

Chairman

Richard Df., Gennaro, University of Pennsylvania

Paul Fasana, NQW York Public Library
Maureen Patterson, University of Chicago

Louis A. Jacob, Library of Congress, Chairman

Southeast Asia

Charles Bryant_ Yale Universi'y
John Musgrave, Michigan

Latin America

Nettie Lee Benson, University of Texas
Donald Wisdom, Library of Congress

Carl W. Deal, University of Illinois, Chairman

Western Europe

Norman Dudley, Uni ,ersity of California-Los Angeles

Ten-Tsai Peng, Boston Public Library

William H. Kurth, Washington University-St. Louis

Howard Sullivan, Wayne State University, Chairman

ARL TASK FORCE

Task Force on Future of the Card Catalog

Hugh Atkinson
Richard De Gennaro
William Welsh
Joseph Rosenthal, Chairman

Task Force on National Periodical Resources Plan

Joseph Jeffs
Gordon Williams
Arthur Hamlin, Chairman
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Task Force on Criteria for Nonuniversi_.y Membership in. ARL

Ben Bowman
John Gribbin
Philip McNiff
William Budington, Chairman

Task Fo co on NEH Res, rch Tools Program

Richard Dougherty
James Henderson
Hyman Kritzer
David Laird
David Sparks
Ellsworth Mason, Cha rman

ARL-, Task Force Univers

Clifton Brock
Gustave Harrer
Jay Locker
Ellsworth Mason
John McDonald
jasper G. Schad
Robert Downs, Chairman

REPRESENTAT IVES

y Library rds

ANSI Committee Z-39 Eugene Kennedy

CONSER Project John McGowan

Joint Committee on Union List of Serials William Budington

Joint Statistics Coordinating Committee Roger Hanson

Library Relations Committee of the National
Microfilm Association Ralph E. McCoy

United States Book Exchange John Berthel
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APPENDIX H

1EMBERSUJP OF ASSOCIATION OF RESEARCH LIBRARIES

1975

University of Alabama. Libraries
P. O. Box S
University, Alabama 35486
James F. Wyatt, Dean of Libraries
(205) 348-5298

University of Alberta Library
Edmonton, AlbeRa-, Canada T6G 2E2

Bruce Peel, Director
(403) 432-3790

University of Arizona Library
Tucson, Arizoni--=

W. David Laird, Librarian
(602) 884-2101

Arizona State University Library
Tempe, Arizona 85281

Donald Koepp, Librarian
(602) 965-3415

Boston Public Library
Boston, Massachusetts 02

Philip J. McNiff, Libra
(617) 536-5400

7

an

oston University Library
Boston, MassaAriTetts 02215

John Laucus, Director
(617) 353-3710

Bri ham Yowls Unive sity
324 Clark Library
Provo, Utah 84601

Donald K. Nelson, Directo
(801) 374-1211 Ext. 2905

Librarie

University of British Columbia Library
Vancouver, 13,Cari-dr-Veriltir5

Basil Stuart-Stubbs, Librarian
(604) 228-2298

Brown_University Library
FTC:TUdence, Rhode Island 02912
Charles Churchwell, Librarian
(401) 863-2162

University of California Library
Berkeley, CaliflYfM-74-7720

Richard Dougherty, Librarian
(415) 642-3773

University of California Library
Davis, California 95616
Bernard Kreissman, Librarian
(916) 752-2110 Ext. 2167

University of California Library
Los Angeles., California 90024
Page Ackerman, Librarian
(213) 825-1201

University of California Library
The University Library
La Jolla, California 92037

John R. Haak, Act ng Libra_ an
(714) 452-3061

University of CaLifornia Library
Santa Barbara, California 93106
_ _

Donald Davidson, Librarian
(805) 961-3256

Case Western Reserve University Libraries
Cleveland, Ohio 44106
James V. Jones, Director
(216) 368-2990

Center or Research Libraries
721 Cottage Grove Avenue

Chicago, Illinois 60637
Gordon R. Williams, Director
(312) 955-4545
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University of Chic2go Library

Chicago, Illinois 60637
Stanley McElderry, Director
(3l2) 753-2933

University of Cincinnati Libraries
Cincinnati, Ohio 745221

Harold Schell, Dean, Library Admin.
Director of Librs. (513) 475-2533

University of Colorado Library
Boulder, Colordao 11TM4

Ellsworth Mason, Director
(303) 492-7511

Colorado State University Library

Fort CollinSTblorado 80521

Le Moyne W. Anderson, Director
(303) 491-5911

Columbia University Libraries
FiTY-61-.T, New York 10027

Warren J. Haas, Vice President & Libn.

(212) 280-2247

University of Connecticut Library
Storrs, ConnecTrEff--0-67T8

Norman D. Stevens, Acting Director

(203) 486-2219

Cornell University Libraries
New York 14850

J. Gormly Miller Director

(607) 256-3689

Dartmouth College Libraries
Hanover, New Hampshire 03755

dward C. Lathem, Librarian
(603) 646-2236

Duke University Librar
Durifam, North Carol na 27706

Benjamin E. Powell, Librarian
(919) 684-2034

Emory University Library
WiTiita, Georgia 30322

Donald L. Bosseau, Director
(404) 377-2411 Ext. 7691

University of Florida Lib:-
Gainesvi11e FMT-32603

Gusta A. Harrer, Director
(904) 392-0541

Florida State University Libra-_-
Tallahassee, Florida 32306

Charles Miller, D4rector
(904) 644-5211

Georgetown University Library
WasliTTITE D. C. 20057
Joseph E. Jeffs, Director
(202) 625-4095

University of Georgia Libraries
Athens, GeorgiiTRUI

Warren N. Boes, Director
(404) 524-2716

Harvard University Library
niEiT4e, Massachusetts 02138

Douglas W. Bryant, Director
(617) 495-2404

University of Houston Libraries
Houston, Texas-77W

Stephen R. Salmon, Director
(713) 7'9-2340

Howard. Univers ty Libraries
Washington, D. C. 50059

Kenneth S. Wilson, Acting D rector
(202) 636-7234

University of Illinois_ Library
Urbana, Illinois 61803

Robert Dram, Associate Librarian
(217) 333-0790

Indiana University Librarie
Bloomington, Indiana 47405

W. Carl Jackson, Dean of Libraries
(812) 337-3404

University of Iowa Libra 1es
Iowa City, Iowa 52240

Leslie W. Dunlap, Dean of Library Admin.
(319) 353-4450



Iowa State Univers
Ames, Iowa 50010

Warren Kuhn. Dean of Lib
(515) 794-1442

John Crerar Library
Chicago, Illinois 606

William S. Budington, Director
(317) 725-1526

Serv

Johns Hopkins University Library
150 Caripnd Hall
Baltimore, Maryland 21218

John H. Berthel, Librarian
(301) 366-33V Ext 437 or 562

Joint_University Libraries
Nashville, Tenne-ssee 37203

Frank P. Grisham, D rector
(615) 322-2834

University of Kansas Library
Lawrence, KansaS- ;6044

John L. Glinka, ActioR D 'n of Libraries
(913) 864-3601

University of Kentucky Libraries
Lexington, Kentucky 40506

Paul Willis, Director
(606) 257-3801

Kent_State University Libraries
Kent, Ohio 44242
Hyman W. Kritzer, Assistant Provost
Director of Libraries (216) 672-2962

Lib12.11-211-C2D.EPss
Washingotn, 0. C. 20540

John G. Lorenz, Acting Librarian
(202) 426-5205

Linda Hall Library
ansas City, Missouri 64110

Thomas D. Gillies, Director
(816) 363-4600

Louisiana State University Library
aton Rouge, louisiana 70803

George Guidry, Jr., Director
(504) 388-3969
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McGill University Libralr,

Canada H3C 3G1
Marianne Scott, Director
(514) 392-4949

University of y.,1!1,12_=a4,_ Library

College Park, Kar-Yland 20742
Howard Rovelstad, Librarian
(301) 454-3011

University of Massachuset s Librar es
Amhorst, -aalCi.setts- 01002

Richard J. Talbot, Director
(413) 545-0284

Massachusetts Inst. of Technology Libraries
Cambridiel,igiEFusetts T713

Natalie N. Nicholson, Director
(617) 253-5651

University of Michigan Library
Ann Arbor, MicFriar-T8104

Frederick H. Wagman, Direc or
(313) 764-9356

Michigan St_ate University Library
East Lansing-, Michigan 48823

Richard Chapin, Librarian
(517) 355-2341

University of Minnesota Libraries
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

Ralph H. Hopp, Director
(612) 373-3097

University of Missouri Library
Columbia, Missouri 65201

Dwight Tuckwood, Director
(314) 882-2739

Beltsville, Maryland 20705

Richard A. Farley, Director
(301) 344-3779

National Libralx_2f_slasla
5 Wellington Street
tawa, Ont., Canada KlA 0N4

Joseph Guy Sylvestre, Librarian
(613) 992-0401



National Library of Medicine
8ethesda, Maryland 20

Martin M. Cummings, Director
(301) 496-6221

University of Nebraska Libraries
Lincoln, Nebrain---3M08
Gerald A. Rudolph, Dean of Libraries
(402) 472-7211

New York Public Library
FWW-Viiik, New York 10018

Richard W. Couper, Pres dent
(212) 695-3231

New York State Library
nifE-EMETEllin Department
Albany, New York 12224

John A. Humphry, Asst. Commis ioner for
Libraries (518) 474-5930

New York University Libraries
RW-TiTiFFTN-TITFR--10003

Eugene Kennedy, Dean of Libraries
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